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Abstract
Control systems for automotive systems have acquired a new level of complexity. To 
fulfill the requirements of the controller specifications new technologies are needed. 
In many cases high performance and robust control cannot be provided by a simple 
conventional controller anymore. In this case hybrid combinations of local controllers, 
gain scheduled controllers and global stabilisation concepts are necessary. A consider­
able number of state-of-the-art automotive controllers (anti-lock brake system (ABS), 
electronic stabilising program (ESP)) already incorporate heterogeneous and hybrid 
control concepts as ad-hoc solutions.
In this work a heterogeneous/hybrid control system is developed for a test vehicle in 
order to solve a clearly specified and relevant automotive control problem. The control 
system will be evaluated against a state-of-the-art conventional controller to clearly 
show the benefits and advantages arising from the novel approach.
A multiple model-based observer/estimator for the estimation of parameters is de­
veloped to reset the parameter estimate in a conventional Lyapunov based nonlinear 
adaptive controller. The advantage of combining both approaches is th a t the perfor­
mance of the controller with respect to disturbances can be improved considerably 
because a reduced controller gain will increase the robustness of the approach with 
respect to noise and unmodelled dynamics. Several alternative resetting criteria are 
developed based on a control Lyapunov function, such that resetting guarantees a 
decrease in the Lyapunov function.
Since ABS systems have to operate on different possibly fast changing road surfaces 
the application of hybrid methodologies is apparent. Four different model based wheel 
slip controllers will be presented; two nonlinear approaches combined with parameter 
resetting, a simple linear controller that has been designed using the technique of 
simultaneously stabilising a set of linear plants as well as a sub-optimal linear quadratic 
(LQ)-controller. All wheel slip controllers operate as low level controllers in a modular 
structure that has been developed for the ABS problem.
The controllers will be applied to a real Mercedes E-class passenger car. The ve­
hicle is equipped with a brake-by-wire system and electromechanical brake actuators. 
Extensive real life tests show the benefits of the hybrid approaches in a fast changing 
environment.
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1 Introduction
The focus of this thesis will be the analysis and design of heterogeneous and hybrid 
control systems with application in automotive control.
In automotive engineering currently a new development can be observed which is 
very similar to the development in aerospace engineering a couple of years ago. Au­
tomotive vehicles are increasingly equipped with modern control systems to reduce 
weight, hardware costs, fuel consumption and to improve safety. Control systems like 
anti-lock brake systems (ABS), cruise controls and engine management systems have 
been developed in the last two decades. This development will be followed up by 
new concepts like anti-skid systems, drive-by-wire systems and autonomous driving. 
Consequently, control systems for automotive systems have acquired a new level of 
complexity. To fulfill the requirements of the controller specifications new technologies 
will be needed. The subject of hybrid and heterogeneous control systems within the 
automotive industry is of increasing relevance. Basically there are three main reasons 
for the interest in automotive control systems:
1 . Automotive vehicles are highly nonlinear dynamic systems where the main non­
linear effects arise from
• characteristics of combustion engine and drive train,
•  tyre friction generating longitudinal and lateral forces necessary for acceler­
ating, braking and steering,
• coupling of longitudinal and lateral motion via Coriolis forces.
Thus, in many cases high performance and robust control cannot be provided by 
a simple conventional controller or even a single nonlinear controller anymore. In 
this case hybrid combinations of local controllers, gain scheduled controllers and 
global stabilisation concepts are necessary.
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2. In many respects automotive systems are genuinely hybrid systems due to discrete 
gear changes in the drive train, actuator saturation, abruptly changing road con­
ditions, loads and faults in the system. In such cases hybrid control approaches 
can contribute to a systematic design methodology.
3. Since automotive control systems are often safety critical devices they have to be 
fault-tolerant and they should not affect the normal way of driving. In situations 
where faults occur, the controller should switch into a safe mode of operation 
with graceful degradation of the performance.
A considerable number of state-of-the-art automotive controllers (ABS, ESP) already 
incorporate heterogeneous and hybrid control concepts as ad-hoc solutions. An im­
provement of the drive dynamic quality can be obtained by a combination of wheel 
individual slip control and steer-by-wire [19]. It is desirable to provide automotive 
engineers with a sound theoretical basis for designing model based controllers.
Model based and modular or decentralised control architectures offer several advan­
tages [1 0 2 ];
•  the complexity of these systems is kept on a manageable level,
•  control modules can be reused across different products,
•  new features can be seamlessly integrated,
•  obsolete features can be easily removed,
•  the control parameters can be easily changed,
• less system complexity.
Most adaptive controllers are designed to adapt to a set of fixed unknown parameters. 
In practical applications, however, the environmental conditions change. The new 
paradigm should be adaptation in a time varying environment. In adaptive control, 
disturbance rejection requires high gain. Increasing the controller gain has the trade off 
th a t unmodelled dynamics can be excited. Furthermore, the control system becomes 
less robust to computational delays, sampling and noise. The multiple model/observer 
approach together with a resetting strategy of a conventional adaptive controller could 
be a solution.
Hybrid parameter estimation offers a possibility of fast parameter estimation. A 
multiple model observer consists of a set of parallel observers. A model or observer is
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assigned to each possible system dynamics or environmental condition. In the simplest 
case all models have the same structure. Only the parameterisation is different. Each 
individual observer observes only a small region of the parameter space. A cost index 
based selection is used to find the best model and consequently the best parameter.
Additional information on the parameter can be used to reset the estimation of an 
adaptive controller in a fast changing environment. This resetting can cause instability 
of the adaptive controller. Hence, a stability preserving resetting strategy is needed. 
Furthermore, the parameter should only be reset if the transient performance can be 
increased.
The robust overall system with improved transient response consists of
•  a nonlinear adaptive Lyapunov function based controller,
•  a finite set of parallel observers or estimators,
•  a cost index based selection procedure to find the best observer/estimator and 
thus, the best parameter estimation
• a resetting of the continuous slow adaptation, whereby a stability examination 
is made. Before and after the resetting the continuous adaptation is left alone. 
Only at discrete time steps in order to reduce transients in the controller, is the 
continuous controller adaptation reset.
The approach is applied to a wheel slip control system where the slip controller oper­
ates in a new drive-by-wire ABS system as low level controller. A fast adaptation to 
respective road conditions (modelled by using the tyre friction coefficient is very 
im portant to maintain the steerability of the car when driving on a heterogeneous road 
surface which is for example, partly covered with ice or water .
Main Contribution
A heterogeneous/hybrid control system will be developed for a test vehicle to solve 
a clearly specified and practically relevant automotive control problem. The control 
system will be evaluated against a state-of-the-art conventional controller to clearly 
show the benefits and advantages arising from the novel approach.
A real full size experimental vehicle will be used for implementation and testing 
of the approaches. Thus, not only simulations will be performed. Furthermore the 
controllers will be tested under real life conditions on a test track.
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The main contribution is in the use of multiple models or multiple observers to 
reset the parameter estimate of a nonlinear adaptive backstepping control law in order 
to speed up the convergence rate. Such a resetting is of particular importance in 
such applications where the environment or system parameters change rapidly or even 
instantaneously. The multiple model adaptive control design ideas will be extended 
to nonlinear systems where an adaptive control system is designed first using control 
Lyapunov functions and adaptive backstepping [70, 110]. The resetting algorithm is 
different from the ones suggested in literature for linear systems because adaptive 
backstepping does not rely on the certainty equivalence principle.
It is not only shown that stability is preserved when resetting occurs. Moreover, the 
local convergence-rate is increased. This fact has not been investigated so far [87, 8 8 , 
89, 84, 85, 90] although it was the main motivation of the multiple model approaches. 
Uncertainty (modelling and noise) limits the attainable performance. Therefore, un­
certainty is considered in the reset algorithm. The main contributions are
•  an extension of multiple model based adaptive control to the class of parametric 
strict feedback nonlinear systems (see Chap. 3),
• the formulation of a set of sufficient closed loop stability conditions for resetting 
tuning function based nonlinear adaptive controllers (see Sec.3.2 ),
• a fast multiple model based estimation algorithm (see Sec. 3.4),
• the use of a fast multiple model observer, from which even under transient con­
ditions an accurate parameter estimate can be obtained (see Sec. 3.5),
•  the application and implementation of different control approaches such as
— a Lyapunov based nonlinear PI-type controller (see Sec. 4.2),
— an inverse optimal controller (see Sec. 4.3),
— a very simple simultaneously stabilising (SSP) controller (see Sec. 4.4) and
— a sub-optimal constrained LQ-controller (see Sec. 4.5)
to automotive wheel slip control.
•  the application and implementation of the resetting technique to friction estima­
tion in wheel slip control (cf. Sec. 4.7). The transient performance is improved in 
the case of fast changing road conditions by resetting the estimate of the adaptive 
tyre slip controller.
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W ithin the evaluation, it is recognised that it is important to compare the perfor­
mance of the presented methods with existing solutions. The controllers developed 
within the thesis will be benchmarked against a production car ABS which has been 
implemented in the same test vehicle. The evaluation process was carried out in ac­
cordance with existing SAE and ISO guidelines and the results will be presented.
Organisation
Beginning with an introduction of the theory of hybrid systems, Chap. 2 gives an 
overview of the relevant control theory that will partly be applied to a real applica­
tion. The theory of constructive Lyapunov based design methods [70, 110] with their 
problems of fast adaptation in Chap, 3 leads directly to a stability-preserving resetting 
strategy for adaptive Lyapunov based controllers. It will be shown that the transient 
performance of the control system with respect to fast parameter changes can be im­
proved without increasing the gain. Fast multiple model observer estimation algorithms 
are developed.
Chap. 4 shows recent trends in automotive and wheel slip control (which is the core of 
automotive ABS). A modular model based wheel slip controller structure is proposed. 
Four different wheel slip controllers will be designed.
1 . One design is a nonlinear Pl-type tyre slip controller.
2 . The second controller is based on the inverse optimality of “Sontag’s” formula [115, 
117].
3. A very simple linear PI controller will be designed using the algorithms for si­
multaneously stabilising a family of linear plants.
4. A constrained sub-optimal LQ-controller.
Both nonlinear approaches estimate a tyre friction value. A multiple model/observer 
estimate of the road condition is used to reset the continuous tyre road friction estimate 
of the adaptive controllers. This increases the (local) convergence-rate without loss of 
stability.
Preliminary tests in a nonlinear simulation environment show the advantages of the 
hybrid approaches.
All wheel slip controllers and the multiple model/observer tyre road friction esti­
mation will be applied to a real Mercedes E-class brake-by-wire car in Chapter 5.
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Extensive tests under real life conditions have been carried out in order to evaluate the 
controller, and are reported here.
Chap. 6 gives a short overview of the achievements and discusses related problems.
Publications
The following number of publications are closely related to this work: One confer­
ence paper [64], one book chapter [63] and one journal article [62] on the multiple 
mo del/observer based adaptive control (cf. chapter 3). One technical report [61] on 
nonlinear adaptive wheel slip control (cf. Sec. 4.2), one conference paper [55] on hybrid 
wheel slip approaches (cf. Sec. 4.2-4.5), one journal article on the benchmarking of 
different wheel slip approaches [75], one journal article on nonlinear adaptive wheel 
slip control [74] and Chapter 5) as well as a conference paper [98] on sub-optimal 
constrained LQ wheel slip control (cf. Sec. 4.5).
Part I
Theory
2 An Introduction to Hybrid Control 
Systems
This chapter includes an introduction to hybrid systems and control with their special 
descriptions and phenomena. The introduction to hybrid systems (given in Sec. 2.1) 
is im portant to understand the theoretical background of hybrid systems and to em­
phasise its special properties. Since stability results of non-hybrid systems cannot be 
transferred stability recent investigations for hybrid systems are presented in Sec. 2 .2 . 
Concepts of existing hybrid control approaches will be discussed in Sec. 2.3. Some of 
the presented approaches will later be applied to the automotive control example.
Systems with mode switches appear in numerous contexts and in many application 
areas. Combinations of continuous time systems and switching elements appear under 
many different names. The term hybrid system has been generally accepted as a 
collective term [78, 7, 9, 126, 79]. A characteristic feature of such systems is that 
they can be represented as a mixture of ordinary differential equations and logic where 
the continuous and discrete dynamics not only coexist but interact [126]. The system 
state can change due to discrete external events as well as in response to continuous 
dynamics. A hybrid system can be seen as a composition of continuous time dynamical 
systems and a discrete time system tha t switches between the continuous systems. 
Examples for hybrid systems can be found in the literature such as hysteresis, relay, 
saturation, bouncing ball, temperature control, ideal diode and switching gear box [1 0 0 , 
126].
There is no unified approach for modelling and control of hybrid systems. When sys­
tems become more complex and when switching takes place a classification of systems 
as linear or nonlinear proves not to be sufficient anymore. Therefore, such systems 
should be described as hybrid systems. Because of the variety of hybrid phenomena 
there is no unified approach that deals with hybrid controllers. Some examples are 
shown for hybrid controllers as well as for hybrid system behaviour.
2 An Introduction to Hybrid Control Systems
2.1 Hybrid System s
A dynamical system can be considered as a structure that receives an input u{t) at 
each time and emits an output y{t). The output does not only depend on the input 
but also on the past history of the inputs and the initial state. The concept of state 
was introduced to predict the future behaviour of the system.
Hybrid systems as they will be discussed in the following are combinations of con­
tinuous systems and logical or discrete systems.
Continuous Systems Continuous dynamic systems are described by models consist­
ing of differential equations [128, 6 6 , 129]
=  /C W .ti( i) )  
y{t) =  h{x{t),u{t)) (2.1)
derived from physical laws with the state x{t) G M” , the input u{t) G M”, and 
output y{t) G W .  The functions /  and h are in general smooth functions of time, 
system states and inputs.
Consider the special case where the function /  is discontinuous [39, 40]. In this 
case the differential equation has a discontinuous right hand side. The main feature of 
variable structure systems (VSS) is tha t new system properties are obtained by com­
posing a desired trajectory from the parts of trajectories of different structures [36] (cf. 
Example 2 .1 .1 ). A fundamental aspect of VSS is the possibility to obtain trajectories 
not inherent of any structures. These trajectories describe sliding modes [125].
E x a m p le  2.1.1 (V SS) Consider a second order system
X  =  —^  X
having two structures defined 6^ 4/ =  cxf and ’F =  phase portrait consists of
families of ellipses (see Fig. 2.1) and hence, neither of the structures are asymptotically 
stable. Asymptotic stability is obtained when the structure of the system is changed on 
the coordinate axes.
X  =  —^  X
i f  x x > Q   ^ a ? > a ?
al if  XX < 0
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Figure 2.1: Variable structure system I
E x am p le  2 .1 . 2  (VSS a n d  slid ing  m ode) Consider the second order system [125]
x - ^ x  + ^ x ^ O ,  (  > 0  (2 .2 )
inhere the linear feedback is negative or positive corresponding to either ^  a  > 0 
or —a. Both structures are unstable (cf. Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.2). Only motion along
Figure 2.2: Saddle point Figure 2.3: Unstable focus
the stable eigenvector of the structure with ^  =  —a (cf. Fig. 2.2) converges to the 
origin. I f  switching between the two structures occurs at this line and on x  = b with 
the switching law
( a  if  xs  > 0 
( —a if xs  < 0
where
s = cx + x, c = —- i t y  — +  a  
the resulting VSS will he asymptotically stable (cf. Fig. 2.4)-
10
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Figure 2.4: Variable structure system II
Irrespective of the system parameters and disturbances the solution of the second 
order equation in sliding mode always tends to the solution of the first order linear 
differential equation which depends only on the slope c of the switching line.
Discrete Systems In continuous systems the state space X  is a continuum consisting 
of a n-dimensional vector of real numbers. This normally leads to differential equation 
as in (2 .1 ).
In discrete state systems the state space is a discrete set. The values of the state 
change discontinuously with time and can be described as follows:
z-  ^ = (f) (z, a)
C ( z ,  O') (2.3)
where 2: e  {2 %, %, . . .  ^0} the state, a G {<Ji, cj2 , • • • the system input and o G 
{o i,0 2 î • • -Oq} the system output are taken from finite sets Z ,  S  and O  respectively, 
and 2;“ =  ^{t~) — lim^t* z(t) and =  limi^t* z{t) denote the one-sided limits.
Hybrid Systems There are many situations where a hybrid model is appropriate. 
A hybrid system model has discrete as well as continuous state variables, inputs and 
outputs.
In the literature [99, 52, 47, 123, 44, 119, 23, 1 1 , 23, 13, 71, 77, 26, 82, 100, 126, 18] 
numerous descriptions of hybrid systems have been developed. The main problem is to 
describe the interaction (the interface) between the continuous and discrete dynamics. 
Computer engineers look at this primarily from a discrete point as this is the way a 
computer interacts with a continuous environment [126]. Control scientists put the
11
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emphasis more on the continuous behaviour. Thus different models were developed for 
different purposes with assumptions made accordingly. There are more or less three 
types of models.
•  Finite state machines where each discrete state represents a local continuous 
dynamic behaviour [1 1 , 47].
•  Differential equations in combination with some discrete state equations [123, 23].
•  Higher level models with an interface between the continuous and discrete time 
parts [119, 71].
A quite general model consists of two different state variables, namely continuous 
and discrete ones [1 0 0 ].
D efin itio n  2 .1 .1  A hybrid system % = (M" x Z ^ W  x x 0^f,(f}) consists of:
• a nonempty set H  = x  Z  as the hybrid state space of H;
• a set X E the external input sequence of %;
• transition functions f  : D f  — > E”' and (j) : } Z ,  where
x{t) =  f{x{ t) ,z ,u ( t)) ,
2;+ =  (j}(x{t),z,u{t),a) (2.4)
and
D f  C E" X Z  X E^
Ç  n r  X Z  X E ^  X E ,
a set E^ X O called the output space
an output relation h : Dh — > E^ and Ç : -4 -  O, where
and
y{t) = h{x{t),z,u{t)), 
o^ =  C{x{t),z,u{t),a)  (2.5)
D h  Q  E "  X Z  X E ^
Dç Ç nr X ^  X E ^  X E .
12
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The continuous state vector is denoted by x, z is the discrete state vector, u the 
continuous input, a the discrete input, y the continuous output and o the discrete 
output. The discrete state may change due to internal or external events. The internal 
events cause a state change when x  and z take certain values.
In the following some other system descriptions will be discussed. The problem of 
describing systems with combined discrete and continuous processes can be formulated 
by a sequence of differential equation sets [18]. This formulation cannot describe the 
discrete dynamic behaviour. Alternatively the continuous and discrete time dynamics 
can be modelled by a finite state automaton (PSA) [52]. This requires a discretisa­
tion of the continuous state space. A PSA is not sufficient to describe a discretised 
continuous system. Thus, the concept has to be extended. To introduce the time into 
automaton leads to stochastic timed automata and the Generalized Semi-Markov Pro­
cess (GSMP). The GSMP [44] is an extension on PSA and is a stochastic discrete event 
model for a process generating a piecewise constant output signal. A discrete event 
system is a system where state transitions are only observed at discrete points of time. 
These transitions are associated with events [26]. Lunze [77] deals with continuous 
variable systems with quantised state measurements. The discrete event behaviour of 
the quantised system is represented by a stochastic autom aton as an approximation 
for the continuous system. The main problem of a quantised system results from the 
nondeterminism of the approximation of a continuous system. This means tha t the 
quantised system may generate for a given qualitative inital state and a qualitative 
input sequence a set of possible output sequences. A Hybrid Automaton (HA) [11, 47] 
represents a system with discrete events as well as continuous time elements. The HA 
is described by graphs whose edges represent discrete transitions and whose vertices 
represent continuous activities. This model represents continuous as well as discrete 
behaviour. Contrary to Finite State Machines, Petri [99] nets can represent concur­
rent activities. Grafset [13] is a graphical language for modelling and specification 
of sequential processes and can be viewed as a special kind of Petri net. Nerode and 
Kohn [94] dealt with systems as a composition of interacting ordinary differential equa­
tions and finite state automaton PSA. Taverini introduced the differential automaton 
x{t) — f{x(t) ,q{t)) ,  Ç+ =  iz{x{t),q{t)) in [123], where a; G models the continuous 
and q G Z  the discrete dynamics. The differential autom aton is quite similar to the 
model of [100] having neither inputs or outputs. Brockett [23] developed several mod­
els to describe motion systems. For his D-class hybrid system he mixed continuous 
and “symbolic” controls. Morari [82] introduced the mixed logic dynamical system as 
a model of systems described by interacting physical laws, logic rules and operating
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constraints. Antsaklis et al. [119] models hybrid control systems for a special subclass 
of hybrid systems in three parts: The plant as LTI system, the controller as determin­
istic automaton and an interface that converts continuous time signals to sequences of 
events and vice versa. The connection between the continuous and the discrete part is 
an explicit interface. Lennartson et al. [71] also model the system in three parts.
System classification A possible systems classification of special subclasses of hybrid 
systems is shown in Figure 2.5. The hybrid system representation is the most general
i  = /(x,2,u); 2+= (/(s.i.ti.tf)
i  = f { x ,  u)
x  =  A x  +  B u
Figure 2.5: System s classification
description including continuous as well as discrete states. It captures all other effects. 
The nonlinear system description captures all linear and piecewise affine linear effects. 
A piecewise linear system is a system of the form
dx[t)
di
=  Aix{t) 4- hiu{x) (2.6)
with X  € X f . { X f} is a partition of the state space into operating regimes [58]. The 
dynamics in each region is described by linear dynamics. In each partition only one 
linear is system valid. The discrete state space for piecewise linear systems is void. 
An index i points to the valid region. The simplest piecewise linear system is the 
linear system itself with only one partition. The simplest subclass of hybrid systems 
are linear systems. The linear system is a dynamic system which is linear in the states 
and in- and output characteristics. That means a linear system fulfills the property of 
superposition. Linear systems are well explored.
A nonlinear system is quite general, but has a void discrete state space. Piecewise 
linear effects are captured if the function /  is piecewise continuous. To use the powerful 
tools of the linear systems the nonlinear system can be linearised, if possible, around 
some operating point.
14
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A different classification of hybrid systems is into heterogeneous and homogeneous 
hybrid systems.
D efin ition  2.1.2 (H om ogeneous h y b rid  system ) A hybrid system that switches 
between a collection of continuous dynamical systems of uniform structure is called 
homogeneous hybrid system.
D efin ition  2.1.3 (H e te ro g en eo u s h y b rid  system ) A hybrid system that switches 
between a collection of continuous dynamical systems that might have different structure 
is called homogeneous hybrid system.
For example the switching between a number of different PI controllers results in a 
homogeneous hybrid system and the switching between PI and PID controllers result in 
a heterogeneous system. The homogeneous hybrid system is a subclass of heterogeneous 
systems.
2.2 Stability of Hybrid System s
The stability of hybrid systems depends on the interaction of continuous dynamics and 
switching. Even if every individual continuous time system is stable, the hybrid system 
will not necessarily be stable and switching between individually unstable systems 
does not imply that the resulting hybrid system is unstable (see Examples 2.1.1 and 
2.1.2). Starting with the stability of equilibrium points and the stability in the sense 
of Lyapunov, a sufficient stability condition for hybrid systems will be given.
Continuous stability[66, 129, 70] A point x — xq m  the state space is said to be 
an equilibrium point of (2 .1 ) if it has the property that whenever the states of the 
system starts at xq  it will remain at xq  for all future time. Physically, a system is in 
equilibrium when it remains in one state in the absence of any external (exogenous) 
input. This means the time derivative x  is zero. W ithout loss of generality it is assumed 
that /(O) =  0, and stability of the origin a; =  0 is investigated. The equilibrium xc =  0 
of the system (2.1) is said to be stable in the sense of Lyapunov if:
Ve > 0, 35 > 0 : |a;(to)| < ^  |a (^ )^| < e "ite[to ,oo).  (2.7)
Furthermore, if lim^^^oo =  0 the equilibrium point is called asymptotically stable. 
That means an equilibrium point is stable when all solutions starting nearby stay 
nearby, otherwise it is unstable. It is called asymptotically stable when it tends to
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the equilibrium point as time approaches infinity. The equilibrium point is uniformly 
stable when 5 in (2.7) can be chosen independently of to-
Stability of automaton The automaton (2.3) is called stable if the input a  together 
with the current automaton state 2: causes no new state different of z =  (p{z, a) [139]
= z~ = (j) {z, a) = (p{(l) (z, a ) , cj). (2 .8 )
Stability in the sense of Lyapunov
Among the many definitions tha t have been proposed for the concept of stability the 
one formulated by Lyapunov [6 6 , 129, 70, 110] is particularly suited to our discussions 
and is presented below.
D efin itio n  2.2.1 (L yapunov  fu n c tio n ) Let x{t) 6  andV{x{t)) a scalar radially 
unbounded function. E(a:(i)) is said to be a Lyapunov function i f ' i t  E M;
Vx(<) e  R" V {x ( t ) )  I > ° ^  ° (2.9)
1  = 0  x{ t )  =  0
Vx{t )  e  R" V {x { t ) )  I -  ° ^  ° (2 .10)
\  =  0 2/  x( t )  = 0
A function that satisfies condition (2.9) is said to be positive definite. I f  i x ( t )  e  
M” \{ 0 } y(:r(^)) >  0  the function is said to be positive semi-definite.
A function that satisfies condition (2.10) is said to be negative definite. I fV { x ( t ) )  < 
0  \/x{t) E M "\{0 } the function is said to be negative semi-definite.
T h e o re m  2.2.1 (L yapunov  S ta b ility )  The equilibrium point xg ~  0 of the au­
tonomous system =  f{x{t)) is asymptotically stable in the sense of Lyapunov 
i f  there exists a Lyapunov function V{x(t)) for the system. Furthermore the system is 
said to be globally asymptotically stable if
y (z(f)) — > 0 0  (2 .1 1 )
as
x\\ — \ x\-{-X2 -\-------1- — > 0 0 . (2 .1 2 )
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The proof and more general stability results for time varying systems can be found 
in [114, 6 6 ].
T h e o re m  2.2.2 (L yapunov  S ta b ility  for n o n -au to n o m o u s  sy stem s) The equi­
librium point Xg = 0 of the non-autonomous system =  f{x{ t) , t )  is Lyapunov
stable if  there exists a scalar function V{x{t), t)  with continuous first order derivatives 
and a class-K function a  (cf App. B) so that ^ x  ^  0;
1. V{x{t), t)  > o(|a;(t)|) > 0
2. V(x{ t) , t)  < 0
Furthermore, if there is a class-KC function (cf App. B) f3 so that V{x{t), t)  < fi{\\ 
x(t) II) the equilibrium point is uniformly stable.
Another stability concept is th a t of input-to-state stability (ISS) by Sontag [116]. 
The system (2 .1 ) is said to be input-to-state stable (ISS) if for any x{to) and any input 
u continuous and bounded on [to, oo) the solution exists for all t > to smd satisfies
k ( t) | < ^(|:r(to)|,t)-t- 7  r  sup \u{t)\) (2.13)
\0<T<f /
where and 7  are class-/CT and class-/C functions respectively.
To transfer the stability results to hybrid systems, the key constraint is the Lipschitz 
condition, whereby f {x ( t ) , t )  satisfies the inequality
\ \ f{x,t) -  f{y,t)\\  < L\\x -  y\\. (2.14)
In the context of hybrid systems the Lipschitz condition does not hold since the differen­
tial equation has a discontinuous right hand side. For this reason the use of Lyapunov’s 
stability criterion for continuous systems is not straightforward. However, some re­
marks on stability for hybrid systems can be found in [78, 111, 112, 101, 59, 72, 126]. 
Easily it can be shown tha t switching between stable systems can result in an unstable 
system and contrary Example 2 .1 .1  shows that switching between two unstable vector 
fields can result in a stable hybrid system. Some extensions to Lyapunov’s theory can 
be found:
1 . The differentiable Lyapunov function can be replaced by a non-smooth Lyapunov 
function [78] for systems with discontinuous right hand side. Stability of the con­
tinuous parts of hybrid systems can be analysed using Lyapunov’s stability theory
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for nonlinear systems. Only at the switching points the non-smooth technology 
must be used because V  is undefined. The time derivative at the switching 
points is avoided by requiring E(a;+) < V{x~)  i.e. the Lyapunov function makes 
a non-positive step. Example 2 .2 .1  shows a non-smooth Lyapunov function for a 
piecewise linear system.
2. The Lyapunov function is a continuous function depending on the system states 
that are discontinuous in time. For stability it is sufficient tha t [126]
a) V(x)  is continuous with respect to its arguments
b) V{x)  is non-increasing along trajectories in between switching events,
c) V{x^)  < whenever there is a jump from x~ to x~^  a t some time
instant t*.
3. If a family of systems has a common Lyapunov function, then the resulting system 
is stable for any switching between subsystems [33, 92, 136, 112, 72]. Such a 
common Lyapunov function is in general not easy to find. In [92] conditions for 
the existence of a common Lyapunov function are given. Often it is impossible 
to find such a function even though it is known th a t the system is stable.
E x a m p le  2 .2 . 1  (F low er sy stem ) Consider the piecewise linear system
x{t) — Aix{t) (2.15)
i(i) =  I  " (2.16)
( 2, xl{t) — xl{t) > 0 
In Fig. 2.6 the trajectory and a non-smooth Lyapunov function is displayed. The search 
for a piecewise quadratic Lyapunov function can be formulated as a convex optimisation 
problem [59]. Note that for such systems no common Lyapunov function exists.
In [54] a procedure for computing a Lyapunov function (if one exists) for the equilibrium 
point a; =  0 for a class of nonlinear systems is described.
In the literature some other, less general Lyapunov techniques for hybrid systems 
have been proposed [2 1 , 97, 136, 137, 2 2 , 72]. All approaches show a non-increasing 
sequence of energy at consecutive switching times for stability. A continuous behaviour 
between switches, bounded only by a continuous function which is zero at the origin is 
described in [137].
If the objective is to design controllers, the Lyapunov stability methods need to be 
extended in order to design stable controllers more than to analyse given systems.
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Lyapunov fui
-2
Figure 2.6: Flower system and non-smooth Lyapunov function
Another aspect is the stability analysis of the discrete part of a hybrid system. The 
discrete part is stable if (cf. (2 .8 ))
(f) (x(t),  z, u{t ) ,a)  =  (f) (x( i ),  (f) {x{t),  z, u{ t ) , a ) , u{t), a) (2.17)
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2.3 Introduction to Hybrid Control
Hybrid control is control with either [21]
1 . Structural changes in the controller caused by discontinuities in the control strat­
egy or logical elements in the controller.
2 . Structural changes in the system caused e.g. by external disturbances or system 
failures.
That means control of hybrid systems or hybrid control of continuous systems or a 
mixture of both. There are several reasons why switching of the controller may become 
necessary:
• The system has different dynamics in diflPerent operating regimes.
•  The system is time-varying.
•  The system is not stabilisable using continuous feedback. Even some continuous 
systems cannot be controlled using continuous feedback [118].
•  The performance of the system can be increased by switching between different 
controllers [89].
In the following classes of hybrid control systems that have received major interest 
in the literature will be presented. So far there does not seems to be a systematic 
approach for hybrid control but different methods have been reported in the literature. 
Some of the relevant concepts of the hybrid regulation are presented.
Multiple models, Switching and Tuning and Supervisory control A hybrid or 
switching controller selects between a number of controllers based on some performance 
index derived by a supervisor. The supervisor selects an output or a weighted sum of 
control outputs from several controllers. The use of multiple models to switch or reset 
parameter estimators has been proposed in order to speed up the convergence rate of 
certainty equivalence adaptive control of linear systems [81, 87, 8 8 , 89, 84, 85, 90, 7, 
93, 140, 9].
External disturbances, changes in the system dynamics, param eter variations etc., 
can be seen as unknown different environments in which the system has to operate. 
Multiple linear models to describe different environments are used by [87, 8 8 , 89, 90]. 
The models can be either fixed or adaptive. Each model Ij represents one environment.
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In the simplest case all models can have the same structure but different environments 
are expressed by different values of a constant parameter vector. All models operate in 
parallel. Corresponding to each of the models there exists a parameterlsed controller C j .  
At every instant one of the models is chosen on the basis of some measure of the 
identification errors Cj — yj — yj. A suitable switching criterion is determined as [8 8 ]
argmin [Jj{t)] = argmin
3 3
ae] (t)+!3 f  exp(-X(t  -  r ) ) e |( r )d r  
Jo
and the corresponding controller C j  is used to control the plant. The structure of such 
a configuration is shown in Fig. (2.7). It can be applied to linear as well as to non-
Identification
Error
Desired ( 
Output r
Controller c,
Controller Cj
Controller c„
Model I „
Plant
Model I j
Model I j
Figure 2.7: Multiple models, switching and tuning
linear systems [89], In the case the choice of models, the controllers and the adaptive 
algorithms are different.
Similarly, the supervisory control approach in [84, 85, 51, 27] compares in real-time 
the norm-squared output prediction errors of a number of available estimators instead 
of models and uses the estimator with the least prediction error. Both approaches 
base decision making on the principle of certainty equivalence [83, 17, 70] th a t is, 
an adaptive feedback controller is designed on the basis of current values of plant 
param eter estimates with the understanding that these estimates are to be viewed at 
as correct, even though they may not be.
Various strategies have been proposed to prevent the system from arbitrarily fast 
switching [81, 84], To prevent the system from chattering a dwell time switching 
logic [84] is applied. The system is prevented from switching until the dwell time has
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been reached. After the switch the dwell time is set to zero again. Another suggested 
method for this is the so called hysteresis switching [50].
The approach in [140] differs from the approaches above. The methodology is to de­
sign stable linear controllers for LTI and LTV systems. The state space is decomposed 
into subsets and a common quadratic Lyapunov function is derived for each subset 
giving the admissible controller.
The concept of constructive nonlinear control in Sec. 3.1 can be extended to hybrid 
systems. Sontag [117] presents a formula for a stabilising feedback law under the 
assumption that a piecewise smooth control Lyapunov function (CLF) exists.
In this thesis a reset strategy using an estimate from a multiple model/observer based 
approach is used to reset the parameter estimate of a nonlinear adaptive backstopping 
controller.
Simultaneous stabilisation Consider a system with switches. An im portant question 
is whether a single linear controller exists that stabilises the system or not. A theory to 
find a controller that stabilises all possible system configurations or parameterisations 
is presented in [130, 131, 132]. The simultaneously stabilising problem (SSP) can be 
formally stated as follows: Given an r-tuple G i(s ) ,. . .  Gr(s), of proper distinct transfer 
functions for plants, find a compensator C(s)  (if it exists) such that all closed-loop 
systems
l  +  C W Q W  ( ' •'
are internally stable. If the compensator C{s) is further restricted to be stable, i.e. it 
has no unstable poles, then the SSP is referred to as a strong SSP (SSSP). SSP is a 
computationally tractable approach which aims to ensure tha t the characteristic roots 
of the closed-loop systems for the r-tuple plants all lie in a desired region where certain 
stability properties are assured (a subset of the Hurwitz stability region) rather than 
simply the Hurwitz stability region. The so called D  stability specification [131] allows 
for the consideration of both stability and transient performance.
Using this method it is possible to find a minimum number of stabilizing controllers. 
If it is not possible to find one stabilizing controller, perhaps it is possible to split the 
problem into sub-problems and to find stabilising controllers for these sub-problems.
Please note that stabilising each individual system does not imply tha t a system that 
switches between the individual systems is stable.
Sub-optimal Constrained LQR The sub-optimal constrained linear quadratic reg­
ulation with state and input constraints (LQRC) [57] is based on a decomposition
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of the Hamilton Jacobi Bellmann equation in two parts. One part is a suboptimal 
strategy for explicit off-line design of LQ-controllers with subject to state and input 
constraints. The second part is an on-line finite discrete optimisation. The optimal 
controller according to the present constraints is computed on-line. A key feature of 
the approach is tha t it facilitates constrained sub-optimal control in real-time. Es­
sentially, the resulting controller is switching between various linear control laws and 
therefore constitutes a hybrid controller. The so-called explicit method does not rely 
on real-time optimisation but rather on explicit evaluation of the resulting piecewise 
linear state feedback.
Optimal control of hybrid systems Optimal control of hybrid systems described 
in [49] is based on discretisation of Bellmann’s inequality, dynamic programming and 
convex optimisation. The discretisation of Bellmann’s inequality gives a lower bound 
on the optimal cost in terms of linear programming. The lower bound and a control 
law leads to an upper bound on the optimal cost. The disadvantage is tha t the method 
needs discretisation of the state space that is only an approximation. It suffers from 
the curse of dimensionality, i.e. the cost of discretisation grows exponentially with the 
dimension of the state space.
Hierarchical control Hierarchical Control uses hierarchical models for modelling dy­
namical processes with different levels of abstraction. Large, complex systems often 
possess a hierarchical structure and recognizing such a structure has several practical 
benefits [107]. System design is easier since the design process can proceed indepen­
dently on simpler subsystems with well defined interfaces. The integration of all sub­
systems results in a complete system. There are several approaches for decomposing a 
large system into a hierarchical structure. One approach is the physical decomposition 
where the hierarchy is chosen to match the physical components. Another approach is 
to perform a functional, or semantic, decomposition in which the hierarchy is chosen 
based on functions or goals achieved. This is a common approach to complex control 
problems. At the lowest level there are continuous stabilising controllers for a sub­
system or for a special task. At the upper level the strategic planning, supervisory 
functions and fault tolerant methods are implemented.
Weakly coupled control systems can be regulated decentralised, if a superordinated 
structure monitors the subordinates or if individual subsystems have different time 
scales. An example is the relatively slowly superordinated electronic stabilisation pro­
gram (ESP) and a fast low level wheel slip controller.
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Reconfigurable Control Complex systems must have the capability for exception 
handling to operate successfully over a long period of time. The same holds for safety 
critical applications. Control reconfiguration is normally based on stored control laws 
tailored to each anticipated fault condition [106, 124] (see Fig. 2.8). Three examples
sensors
Plant
acatuotors
Fault-
detect on
Control-
logic
Controller
Fault m odels
No fault 
fault I 
fault II
Figure 2.8: Reconfigurable control
of the useful methods are given.
•  Fault detection uses qualitative models to express system dynamics by the qual­
itative values of signals. Therefore the continuous behaviour of the system is 
discretised (value not time). Then, the qualitative continuous system dynamics 
can be represented by a discrete event model. The discrete event behaviour of a 
system can be modelled by a stochastic automaton [77]. A qualitative observer 
is built from this automaton. Diagnosis is done by comparing the observed event 
sequence with the discrete event dynamics of the system.
•  In the case of failures the control system should switch to a mode of graceful 
degradation. Large performance degradation should be avoided. This requires 
redundancy in actuators and sensors. In the case of failures, the remaining actu­
ators or sensors not only need to take the functionality of the defective actuator 
or sensor respectively. Furthermore they need to compensate the side effects of 
actuator failures (disturbances). Conditions to compensate actuator failures of 
LTI-systems are described in [1 2 2 ].
•  Switching between controllers results in reconfiguration transients and serious
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performance degradation. Three methods for active transient control are dis­
cussed in [113]:
— After a switch between controllers the state zeroing method sets the state 
variables of the new controller to zero. This always causes transients.
— The state preserving method takes the state of the old controller and uses 
this for the initialisation of the new controller. This can only be applied if 
both controllers have the same structure. The transient behaviour depends 
on the last state of the old controller.
— If the control error is zero just before a switch the output fitting method 
initialises the new controller in a way that it has the same output as the old 
controller. If the control error is not zero the output of the new controller 
should be close to the output of the old controller. A transient management 
algorithm keeps the control signal smooth around the reconfiguration with 
the trade off th a t transients can not be completely removed.
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In this chapter a new method combining the nonlinear adaptive control theory [70] 
with the multiple model approaches (cf. Sec. 2.3) is proposed, whereby the stability of 
the adaptive controller is preserved. Later, this method will be applied to wheel slip 
control and results from real vehicle tests shall be presented.
Adaptive control is control of unknown plants or adapting to an unknown envi­
ronment. Traditional adaptive controllers rely on the principle of certainty equiv­
alence [83, 17]. Unfortunately, certainty equivalence controllers do not necessarily 
achieve stabilisation and tracking [70]. Even a stable controller may be destabilised by 
a bad parameter estimate.
In Lyapunov based design the estimation procedure is included within the stability 
proof of the control design. Together with recursive design procedures this is not 
limited to first or second order systems.
The concept of control Lyapunov functions (clf) offers the possibility of a constructive 
control design including the parameter estimation.
The question is of how to combine a fast hybrid estimation with the Lyapunov func­
tion based adaptive controller design without destroying stability in order to increase 
the control performance.
Contrary to the approaches in the literature the proposed resetting is based on 
investigations of a switched Lyapunov function. The new result is the combination of 
the continuous adaptation with a parameter resetting taking stability into account.
The advantage of combining both approaches is tha t transients due to adaptation 
can be damped out while the robustness and performance of the controller with respect 
to disturbances can be improved. As a consequence the gain of the continuous adaptive 
controller can be considerably lowered. The parameter resetting is based on a Control 
Lyapunov function and can guarantee asymptotic stability. Note th a t the combination
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of the continuous controller and the resetting results in a hybrid system.
Transient improvement is im portant for example in adaptation to possible fast chang­
ing road condition in wheel slip control because large transients results in either wheel 
locking or in a longer braking distance with both undesirable.
The main contributions are the extension of multiple model based adaptive control 
to the class of parametric strict feedback nonlinear systems and the formulation of a set 
of sufficient closed loop stability conditions for resetting tuning functions based non­
linear adaptive controllers. Later, the use of multiple models resetting the parameter 
estimation in a nonlinear adaptive controller is proposed.
The chapter is organised as follows: In Sec. 3.1 some results of constructive nonlinear 
adaptive control are briefly reviewed and a motivation for discontinuous parameter 
resetting is given. This is followed by an analysis of the closed loop stability implications 
of resetting parameter estimates (Sec. 3.2) where a first order and a second order 
example are used to illustrate the results.
In Sec. 3.3 the use of estimators and observers for parameter estimation will be 
discussed and extended in Sec. 3.4 to the use of multiple estimators and In Sec. 3.5 to 
multiple model observers. In Sec. 3.6 the estimates of multiple models and multiple 
model observers are used for the parameter resetting of nonlinear adaptive controllers.
3.1 Constructive Nonlinear Control
3.1 .1  Control Lyapunov function
Suppose that our problem for the time invariant system
X = f  (x{t),u{t)) , æ G E ” , w G M, /(0 ,0 )  =  0, (3.1)
is to design a feedback control law a  (a;) for the control variable u such that the equi­
librium a: =  0  is globally asymptotically stable.
An extension of the Lyapunov concept is the so called control Lyapunov function 
(CLF) [70, 110]. The idea is to find a Lyapunov function V{x)  in a way that
dV(x{t))  da:(t)
y(z(^)) dx(t) d  ^
d V  {x{t)) f{x{ t ) ,a{ t ) )  < -kF(a:) (3.2)
dx{t)
for all a; G M” , where W{x)  is a positive function. The objective is to create a closed
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loop system with desirable stability properties rather than to analyse the properties of 
a given system.
A smooth positive definite radially unbounded function V  : — > Rj. is called a
control Lyapunov function (CLF) [70, 110] for (3.1) if
The existence of a CLF is equivalent to global asymptotic stabilisability.
For systems affine in control
=  /(^ W ) +  9 {x(t))u{x{t)), (3.4)
the CLF inequality becomes
L f V  +  L g V u < Q ,  (3.5)
where L j V  = ^%^jj^V(^(^)) Eind L g V  = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (a ;( t))  are the Lie derivatives. The 
inequality is only satisfied iff
L g V  — 0 = >  L f V  < 0 , "ix ^  0. (3.6)
There are two main questions which will be addressed in the following sections:
1. How to construct the control law?
2 . How to construct the CLF?
3 .1 .2  Inverse Optimal Control
Here it is explained how to get a control law for a given CLF.
A particular optimal stabilising control law us  is given by Sontag’s formula [115,
117, 70, 110],
Us =  <
— I Co +
0  , b(x) — 0 ;
(3.7)
where a ( x )  =  L f V ( x ) ,  b(x) = ( L g V ( x ) ) ' ^ ,  and cq G R + . 
Us is optimal, because it minimizes the cost function
^  + « r 2 ^ “ ’)  (3-8)
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if p{x) is defined by the following equation:
( c o +
p{x) = < (3.9)
Co , b{x) =  0;
The control law (3.7) is continuous at a: =  0 iff the CLF satisfies the small control 
property: for each e > 0, we can find a <5(e) > 0 such that, if rr /  0 satisfies ||a;|| < 6, 
there is some Us with \\us\\ < e such tha t LfV{x)  (LgV)'^{x)us < 0.
The approach is called inverse optimal approach because a stabilising feedback is 
designed first and then shown to be optimal for a cost functional of the form J  = 
f ^ ( l ( x )  +  u'^R(x)us)dt. The problem is inverse because the functions l(x) > 0 and 
R(x)  > 0 are determined after finding the controller Ug, rather than a priori chosen by 
the designer. The controller Ug is the inverse optimal control of the system (3.4) if:
•  it guarantees asymptotic stability of the system (3.4)
• it fulfills the condition
where V(x)  is a positive semidefinite function with the property
^  L = i„ ,=  +  \ l , V u  <  0
without explicitly solving the Hamilton Jacobi Bellmann equation (HJB) [66, 110] 
l(x) + L i V ( x )  -  N ( x ) R { x ) - ' ^ { L g V ( x ) y ’ =  0, y (0 ) =  0. (3.10)
Note that in general Eq. (3.10) cannot be solved explicitly.
For the general case, Sontag’s control law guarantees a sector margin ( |,o o )  (cf. 
Definition B.0.10). This means that the loop gain can be reduced by 0.5 or increased 
to infinity without losing Global Asymptotic Stability (GAS). Achieving a disc margin 
(cf. Definition B.0.11) in general is not guaranteed. However, for the scalar case (first 
order system) it can be shown tha t Sontags’s control law does achieve a disc margin 
D ( |) .  Possessing a disc margin D{\)  implies that a sector margin ( | ,C 5 o )  exists. In 
addition the control system can tolerate unmodelled input or output dynamics which 
do not change the relative degree. For fast unmodelled dynamics of relative degree one 
stability will be preserved in a certain region of attraction. For higher order cases a 
disc margin can be achieved by domination re-design as described in [110].
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The main task of the inverse optimal design is the construction of positive (semi)definite 
functions whose time-derivatives can be rendered negative semidefinite by feedback 
control. This function becomes the optimal value function.
3 .1 .3  Nonlinear Adaptive Backstepping
In the following it will be explained how to construct a CLF for a parametric strict 
feedback system.
Finding a Lyapunov function has a simple solution for first order systems th a t are 
affine in control. It is very difficult for the general higher order case. Integrator back- 
stepping, presented in [70] provides a systematic method to stabilisation of nonlinear 
systems in strict feedback form. The idea of (adaptive) backstepping is to design a 
controller recursively by considering some of the state variables as ’’virtual controls” 
and designing for them intermediate control laws. Since parameters are unknown, this 
task is solved by an adaptive controller consisting of the control law and the parameter 
update law. This design has also some disadvantages
• There is no freedom for designing parameter update laws.
• When many parameters are unknown the dynamic order of the controller is high.
• For higher-order systems its nonlinear expressions become increasingly complex 
due to a interaction between the estimator and the control law.
These drawbacks could be removed by a modular design where any stabilising controller 
can be combined with any estimator. The major obstacle is that it relies on certainty 
equivalence. The weakness of certainty equivalence can be overcome by input-to-state- 
stability (ISS) controllers or small gain controllers [70].
The constructive adaptive backstepping design method [70] starts with the stabil­
isation of a first order subsystem and step by step increases the order of considered 
subsystems. Consider the adaptive tracking problem for a parametric strict-feedback 
system
xi = X2 +
± 2  =  X s - \ -  <P2{ x i , X 2 ) ' ^ 9
Xji—\ x^ T  (pji—i (3 1^, X2Î ■ ■ • ; 9
Xn = ( 5 { x ) u P n { x Y 9 
y = Xi (3.11)
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where 6 e W  is a vector of unknown constant parameters and the input nonlinearity 
P{x) and the state dependent function
R  =  (37), . . , , Pn{x\ . . .
are smooth nonlinear functions taking arguments in R” . It has been shown that in 
a tuning function adaptive controller for such a system the adaptive control law and 
parameter update law takes the following form
U =  ^  +  (3.12)
ê = r r„ (x ,ê ,g '" - i) )  (3.13)
where is the reference signal to be tracked by the output y and
The control law and the tuning functions are given recursively by
Zi =  Xi — y^  — ai-i  (3.14)
i—1 /
o^i{xi, 0, ^^ ) =  —Zi-i — CiZi — w j ê +  I —  :Cfe+i +
k=i \
dai- i ,(fc)
(fc- l )n uy
i-l
d r
dai- i  dak-
riixi,ê,ÿj:^~^^) = Ti-i+WiZi  (3.16)
"^aj- 
dxk
4- +  T  (3.15)
iZ^i
Wi{xiJ,yl^~'^^) =  (3.17)
k=l
i = 1 . . .  n (3.18)
Xi =  ( x i , . , . ,X i ) ,  (3.19)
«0 =  9 (3.20)
To =  0 (3.21)
Q > 0 (3.22)
The control law together with the parameter update law render the time derivative of 
the Lyapunov function
Vn =  with § = 9 - ê  (3.23)
negative semidefinite:
n n
14 =  — CkZk -  K>i\wi^zl < —Co |z|^ where co =  min ci (3.24)
^  K i < nk-l k=i
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The resulting closed loop system is of the form 
z — Az  + WB
—Ci — ni\wi\^ 1 0
— 1 —C2 — 1 +  0"23
A = 0 — 1 — (723
(3.25)
0 — (X2n ■1 —
0
f  4“ l,n 
'^n
w
^ik
where
w.T  'n
dai-
d9
-Lwk
(3.26)
(3.27)
9 = = 9 -9  (3.28)
denotes the parameter estimation error and the matrices A  and W  depend on the 
state X,  the tracking signal and the parameter estimate 9.
It is a well known fact that for this adaptive control scheme the transient performance 
can be improved by increasing any of the design parameters q , K,i and F.
The control law is augmented by so called nonlinear damping terms — Ki\wi\‘^Zi [70]. 
This way a strengthening of the negativeness of the new time derivative of the Lyapunov 
function is obtained. The controller gain gets selectively high to overcome disturbances. 
In absence of adaptation nonlinear damping can be still used to render the system ISS 
provided th a t a bound on the parameter error is known. In this case the system states 
are driven to a residual set. Since the described nonlinear damping strategy is based on 
domination by taking the square of the nonlinear functions Wi the resulting controller 
gain may become very large. It has therefore been suggested to use damping functions 
tha t contain the norms rather then the squares of norms:
dai
“k Qi
dO'^
(3.29)
This type of nonlinear damping is employed in weak ISS-controllers [70].
In practical applications however, high gain should be avoided as there are always 
unmodelled dynamics, noise or even time delays (related to computer implementation) 
in the system which may lead to instability if the loop gain is too high. One method 
avoiding high gain in the backstepping procedure is to avoid cancellations of stabilising 
terms [70, 110].
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Other strategies of counteracting uncertainties are highly desirable. In the following, 
two methods for a transient improvement of the controller will be given. The reference 
trajectory initialisation reduces transients by initialisation of the initial controller states 
while the multiple model and switching approach uses external information to reduce 
the uncertainty of the parameter in a discontinuous way.
Reference trajectory initialisation Reference trajectory initialisation is a tool for 
improving the transients in adaptive tuning function control systems [70]. The goal of 
adaptation is to reduce uncertainty, th a t is, to make 9(t) smaller. It has been shown 
th a t < 2Vn{t) < 2 1 4 (0 ), th a t is,
9'^{t)r9{t) < ;z(0 )^z(0 ) +  lF(0)n9(0).
This shows th a t a possibility for reducing 9{t) lies in z(0). If z(0) is set to zero by 
an appropriate initialisation of the reference trajectory, transients due to 9{t) will be 
damped.
Reference trajectory resetting can be applied most easily in the case where and 
its derivative are generated by a linear reference model
km.
Vr — — ■r{s) (3.30)s'  ^ +  rrin-is”"^ +  . . .  +  mo
realised in phase-canonic form where the derivatives of yr are available as the states 
of the reference model yr''  ^ — z =  0 , . . .  — 1. The reference model is driven
by some external reference input signal r{t) (see Fig. (3.1)). For the following cal­
culations, the existence of a reference model is assumed since the states of such a 
model can be reset directly. In the other case where yr and its derivatives are gener-
reference plantcontroller
Figure 3.1: Trajectory initialisation with reference model
ated externally the reset is accomplished by modification of the reference signal using 
the output d, . . . ,  of an additional linear asymptotically stable autonomous
system (see Fig. (3.2)).
yfioi = 3/!'' +  (3.31)
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controller plant
Figure 3.2: Trajectory initialisation with given reference signal yr
In fact, by resetting the n values
an additional degree of freedom is obtained which enables us to set z(0) =  0. From 
Eq. (3.14) it can be seen tha t ,z(0) =  0 requires the solution of set of equations
2/ r ( 0 )  =  : c i ( 0 )
1/ (^0) =  3:2 (0 ) -  ai(æi(0),é(0),y^(0))
ÿ r { 0) =  373(0) -  « 1  (3:1(0), 3:2(0), é ( 0 ) , î / r ( 0 ) ,ÿ 7 ’(0 ) )
%i i - i ) (0) =  Xi(O)-Q;i_i(Æ i(O)....,æi-i(O),0(O),î/,(O),..,,î/'*-^)(O)) (3.32)
It can be shown [70] tha t the solution to these equations does not depend on the 
controller parameters.
Multiple model and switching A hybrid strategy is provided by the multiple model 
and switching approach, where additional information on parameter uncertainies is 
used to instanteneously reset the parameter estimate 9 of the adaptive controller. In 
the following section the properties of parameter resetting of adaptive controllers will 
be investigated. This is necessary in order to avoid erroneous resetting that destroys 
stability.
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3.2 Stability analysis of parameter resetting
Suppose the best estimate of a fast hybrid estimation algorithm is
=  êj. (3.33)
Then a decision has to be made whether or not to use this additional information. In the 
case when the new estimate is used the current continuous estimate 9~ will be discarded 
and the continuous adaptation law (3.13) reset to the new value. This resetting decision 
should not be based on the modelling performance alone. It should also be guaranteed 
tha t the control performance and in particular the transient behaviour is improved via 
resetting.
In between the resetting events the parameter estimate will still be governed by the 
continuous adaptation law and it will thus be piecewise continuous. This will result 
in discontinuous control and adaptation laws, which means discontinuous switching 
of the actually continuous parameter adaptation to the new value, thus resetting 
the integrator of Eq. (3.13). Between the switching events the continuous adaptation 
remains isolated. Since the state transformation in Eq. (3.14) is parameterised by 6 
the states Z2, . . .  ,Zn will be discontinuous in time.
In the following the implications of such a resetting strategy will be studied.
In Lyapunov control, stability must not be destroyed by resetting the adaptation. 
Sufficient stability conditions will be derived from the results for discontinuous Lya­
punov functions described in Sec. 2.2. These conditions have the disadvantage that 
they are not evaluable, because the system parameter 9 is unknown. Nevertheless, 
possibilities are pointed out how these criteria can be analysed.
First and second order nonlinear adaptive controller examples will be given. 
Consider the Lyapunov function (3.23) of the tuning function approach (cf. Sec. 3.1.3)
v„(z ,e ,ê) = L '^ 2: +  with ê = e - ë  (3 .3 4 )
For the tuning function approach it can easily be shown tha t Lyapunov’s stability 
properties hold when no resetting is applied. When the parameter estimate 9 is reset, 
the state variable 2; changes discontinuously with time because it depends on 9. In 
order to obtain a sufficient condition for stability it remains to be analysed whether
=  %,(z(^+), <  0 (3.35)
holds. The states and are computable. Thus, (3.35) could be checked provided 
9 was known. If (3.35) holds then a resetting of 9 from 9~ to 9^ is admissible. In
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general, the state vector z will depend on 0 in a nonlinear way. In order to develop
some stability criteria the following assumption may be made. It will be shown in later
sections how this can be dropped:
A ssu m p tio n  3.2.1 Set the step change in parameter
A9 = 9 - ^ - 9 - .  (3.36)
There exist a matrix-valued function M{z~,9~,ÿr  ^^ ) such that
(z+)^ (z+) < {^z~ +  M A ê ^  (^z~ +  M A 9 ^  (3.37)
for some bounded A9 Ç: D Ç .W
Under assumption 3.2.1 the following bound on the step change of the Lyapunov func­
tion (3.23) can be given:
T
AVn =  { z + f  (z+) +  ( e -  ê+) (e -  ê+)
-  ( z - )  -  ( e -  r - i  (e -  ê - )
A K  < 2 A ê  +  [M'^M +  r - i ]  A ê  (3.38)
For positive definite M ^ M  +  F  ^ > 0 the sufficient condition for stability AVn <  0 is 
satisfied inside the hyper-ellipse
T
M ^z~  -  T-^9 A9  +  A6>^  [M ^M  +  F"i] A6> -  0 (3.39)
The set of admissible parameter changes A9  depends on the state z and on the pa­
rameter error 9, Thus, in general, additional information on the estimation error is 
necessary to check the admissibility of A^. It can be easily verified tha t even in the 
case when 9 steps from 9~ to the correct parameter value 9~^  = 9 the condition for 
stability is not necessarily satisfied because in this case the requirement would be:
2 { z f M 9  + 9^ {M ^ M  -  F-^)g <  0. (3.40)
Assumption 3.2.1 can be dropped by utilising the properties of the reference trajectory 
initialisation.
Reference trajectory resetting
The condition (3.35)on A^ can be considerably simplified when resetting of the refer­
ence trajectory is used in combination with parameter resetting. Reference trajec­
tory initialisation is originally a tool for improving the transients in adaptive tuning 
function control systems (cf. Sec. 3.1.3).
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The corresponding step change in the Lyapunov function with reference trajectory 
resetting is
Av„ =  (^ -  (e -  0+)
-  ( z~f  (z-) -  (61 -  (g -  r )
=  Ag'^r-^Ag -  2 (g -)^ r -^ A g  -  (z -)  (3.41)
for which we can obtain a controller independent upper bound
A K  < A g^r-'A g -  2 (g - )  r-^Aê. (3,42)
For low order systems (3.42) can be shown to have a geometric interpretation.
Application to a first order system
Consider the tracking control of the first order system
xi = + u. (3.43)
An adaptive tuning function controller is simply
u = —(pi(xi)ê — CiZi — ÿr (3.44)
0 = jZi(pi(xi) = jTi  (3.45)
2:1 =  Xi - p r .  (3.46)
This controller is based on the control Lyapunov function
and renders the derivative of the Lyapunov function
V  = —CiZi < 0 
negative semi-definite. The closed loop system is given by
Z\ — —Ci^i -j- ipi{x\^9. (3.48)
The time derivative of the squared error along the solution of (3.48) is
=  —Ci^i -h Zi(pi(xi')0. (3.49)
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For the rest of the discussion of the first order case we assume tha t (pi(xi) > 0. This 
assumption is not necessary for the approach in general but it simplifies the switching 
law considerably.
For the first order system (3.43) and the Lyapunov function (3.47) we obtain by the 
use of Eq. (3.38) the following sufficient stability condition:
A F F+ - F -
2-y F - n
This gives the following bounds on the step change in the parameter estimate:
sgn ^A^^ =  sgn (^ 6 j
A9 < 2
(3.50)
(3.51)
(3.52)
Fig. 3.3 shows the meaning of the conditions. The Lyapunov function (3.47) is displayed 
but only the dependence of the adaptation error 9. It has a minimum at ^ ^ ^ =  0.
A resetting of the adaptation 9~ to 9'^, is equal to 9~ to 9^. It applies
\ A0 \
Figure 3.3: Parameter jump in the Lyapunov function
9 -^ -9 - ■A(9. (3.53)
The sign condition (3.51) ensures a jump towards the minimum of the parabola while 
the absolute value condition (3.52) ensures th a t the jump is not to large.
In general, condition (3.52) cannot be verified without additional information on the 
parameter estimate. However a switching law S{zi ,A9)  can be designed such that 
condition (3.51) holds.
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Using this switching law the parameter resetting law is constructed in the following 
way
0 =  0- ^  (^ 0+ -  0-^ S{zu  Aé)
=  0 ~ A §  S  [z\, AO)
where S  takes the values 1 or 0 according to the following set of inequalities
(3.54)
S  = 1 whenever
I
5  =  0 elsewhere 
The switching law is depicted in Fig. 3.4.
Zi > 6i A AO > 62 
V
Z\ < —Cl A A§  < —£2
(3.55)
AO
£2
Figure 3.4: Parameter resetting law
Condition (3.54) states tha t resetting occurs whenever the magnitude of the control 
error Zi exceeds some threshold £i and at the same time there is a significant discrep­
ancy between continuous parameter estimate and multiple model parameter estimate 
having the same sign as the control error.
Note that due to the assumption that (p is always positive we obtain from the closed 
loop error Eq. (3.48):
ZiZi > 0 implies sgn(i;i) =  sgn(0) (3.56)
Thus, provided tha t \zi\ is increasing while it crosses the threshold £i the sign of Zi is 
a direct indicator of the sign of the parameter error 0. In the general case, the sign 
of (p will be known and the resetting law can be modified accordingly.
This leads us to the following new theorem:
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T h e o rem  3,2.1 1. Consider the first order system (S.43) together with the contin­
uous eontrol law (3.44) the update law (3.45). Assuming 99 > 0, 7  >  0 and 
Cl >  0. I f  the parameter 0 is reset under the condition
zisgn(zi) > Si Z1AÔ > £162, 61 > 0 , C2 > 0
then, the sign condition (3.51) is satisfied.
(3.57)
2. Provided the sign condition is satisfied, then a decrease o f V  in Eq. (3.4V 
switching instant is obtained provided that
A0 <  2 $- (3.58)
holds. Thus a sufficient condition for stability is satisfied.
3. I f  to the contrary
A9 > 2 9- (3.59)
holds then the control error zi is driven towards zero as long as \zi\ > £i despite 
of the increase in value o fV .
Proof The first and second part of the theorem has been proven above. The sign con­
dition (3.56) ensures a jump towards the minimum of the Lyapunov function parabola 
while the absolute value condition (3.52) ensures that the jump is not to large.
If the assumptions of the third part of the theorem hold then, outside \zi\ > £i we 
have along the solutions of the closed loop equation:
d n
Zi +  (pi9^
—Ci^i Xi<pi{xi)9
—C \ z \ Z \ i p i { x i )  6 — A9S{ij ,A9)
dt V 2- 2:1 =
< —ci^i +  |ziy)i(a;i)I 1^  I — IA^l < 0 (3.60)
due to (3.59) which implies that z\ is driven towards the origin. ■
As a remark, one might note, that case 3 of Theorem 3.2.1 implies stability but possibly 
with reduced transient performance and chattering.
The negative jump in the Lyapunov function could be interpreted as improved tran ­
sient performance. This follows from the dependency of transient performance of the 
tuning function approach on the initial conditions which has been analysed in [70]. 
First a bound on the C2 norm of the state of the system is derived.
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T h e o re m  3.2.2 The C2 transient performance of the adaptive system (3.11), (3.12), 
(3.13) the following inequality holds [70]
+ ^  W»>l ■
Proof From (3.24), we have
^  —Co |z| . (3.62)
is nonincreasing and bounded from below by zero, it has aSince Vn — \  ^
limit as t  -7 0 0 , so
y  0 0  n o o
/  \z{r)\^ < /  Vn{r)dr
J o  JO
iv;(0) -  -K(oo) < 1-14(0)
Cq Cq Cq
1 / 1 .........  1 - 2
which implies (3.62).
By applying trajectory resetting (3.32) we set 2:(0) =  0 and obtain
Please note that the transient performance depends on but not on 2 .
Application to a second order system
Consider the second order system with one parameter
xi  =  X2p(p{xi)0
X2 — u. (3.65)
Designing the tuning function controller [70] for such a system requires one backstep.
Setting
Zi = X i ~  Xr
Z2 — X2 ~  Oii{xi,9,Xr^Xr) — Xr (3.66)
and assuming tha t the parameter estimate 9 can vary discontinuously with time we 
will have also discontinuous changes with time in a\ and Z2 and in the corresponding 
Lyapunov function
V  = - z^  + -Z2 +  — 9^ (3.67)
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The step change in the Lyapunov function can be expressed as
AV" =  — V  — Z2 (pi{xi)AO T  —7)1 A^^ — —9 A§  T A^^
=  ~ C  + v>l {x i ) )Aê^ - ( ] ^ë - - z ^y :>{x i ) )Aë .  (3.68)
This corresponds with Assumption 3.2.1 where
=  Z- + M A 9  
M  = (  I , M'^M = (pj{xi).
Assuming (f{xi) >  0  we obtain the sufficient stability condition
A02 _  < 0. (3.69)
Similar to the first order case a switching law can be derived from the closed loop error 
equations
i l  =  -C l 2:1 +  2:2 +  Wi9
Z2 =  —2:1 — C2Z2 T W29 
Under the condition > 0 it is obtained
[il > 0 A -C l2:1 +  2:^ < 0 ] V [i2 > 0 A ~C2Zf  +  2:7 < O] implies ^ > 0
(3.70)
[il < 0 A —Cl2:1 +  2:  ^ > 0 ] V [i2 <  0 A —C2z f  +  2:]" > O] implies ^ < 0
The reset conditions require the information whether the states of 2:1 and 2:2 cross 
some threshold from above or below. No explicit knowledge of the derivatives of the 
states is required. In case of noisy state measurement multiple crossing of the thresh­
old may occur, however, by imposing an additional threshold on A^ a hysteresis is 
introduced and chattering cannot occur.
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3.3 Hybrid Observer and Estimation
Since system states and parameters often cannot be measured, observation and es­
timation algorithms are required. Also, parameter estimation can be formulated as 
nonlinear observation problem if the time behaviour of the parameter can be modelled.
In the simplest case of a constant parameter $ such a model is ^ =  0. For parameter 
estimation an observer can be used, if the uncertain parameter is considered as an 
augmented state.
Throughout the thesis full state measurement is assumed. Only the parameters need 
to be observed.
Several contributions to nonlinear observer design are reported in the literature. 
Isidori [69, 53] deals with nonlinear systems for which a change of variables can be 
found such tha t they have their nonlinearities only as functions of the measured out­
put. A Lyapunov based approach for systems where the nonlinearity does not depend 
on the measured states can be found in [104, 105, 32]. The quadratic Lyapunov func­
tion guarantees the design of a stable error dynamics. For systems with monotonie 
nonlinearities^ in the unmeasured states an observer design is given in [15].
A single observer will adapt to the environment represented by the unknown param­
eter value [42]. However, the slowness of adaptation can result in large transients [70]. 
Hybrid algorithms can be used to speed up the estimation transients [87, 88, 89, 84, 
85, 90].
Using discontinuous output injection functions is common in sliding mode observers [35], 
A hybrid observer using convergence information to switch between several discon­
tinuous output injection functions for nonlinear systems has been reported in [73]. 
Lunze [76] gives sufficient conditions for stable error dynamics of linear observer for 
systems where the number of measured states varies. Parallel Kalman filters are used 
to detect failures [46] by using the residuals of the Kalman filter bank. Here the use 
of a set of observers with fixed output injection functions which can have considerably 
faster transients is proposed.
In this section non-stochastic methods for hybrid estimation will be considered.
For linear systems observability is characterised by the Kalman rank condition [30]. 
Observability conditions for nonlinear systems can be found in [95, 100]. The nonlinear 
system x  =  f{x)-\-g{x)u, x  G with the output y = h(x) is locally observable in a
^Monotonie means that the function is either nondecreasing or nonincreasing with respect to its 
arguments.
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neighborhood of xq if
rank
h(x)
Lfh{x)
T n —l h{x)
n. (3.71)
An observer can be described as a dynamic system th a t is driven by the output of 
another dynamic system with the property that the observer states converges to the 
states of the plant.
An observer for the nonlinear system =  f{x{t) ,u{t))  with the output y{t) = 
h{x{t),u{t)) is a dynamic system with the observer state x{t), excited by the systems 
output y{t), having the property that the error
e =  x{t) — x{t) (3.72)
converges to zero [42]. One possible way to obtain that is to excite the observer with 
the so called residual:
r = y -  y = y -  h{x, u) (3.73)
The observer equation becomes
X  = f{x ,  u) +  k{y — h{x, u) ,x ,  u, y) (3.74)
where A: is a suitably chosen may be non-linear function called injection function.
Starting from an augmented observer for parameter estimation and multiple model 
parameter estimation a multiple model observer will be designed. In general the mul­
tiple model observer is a fast estimator for system structures. In the particular case 
the observer is used to determine an estimate for an uncertain parameter vector.
Disturbance Observer
Consider the parametric nonlinear system =  f{x{t,  0), u{t)) with the output y{t) = 
h(x(t,6),  u{t)) where G is a vector of unknown parameters or inputs.
It is assumed that the kth derivative of 9{t), denoted by =  0 Vt. The above 
observer can be modified to estimate both the states and the parameter. Define an 
augmented state vector Xaug as follows:
X
Xaug (3.75)
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Then
^aug
X
è
dik-i
0
(3.76)
and the observer can be designed for the augmented system (3.76) just as done for the 
original system. The augmented observer estimates both the states and the parameter 
or system inputs.
3.4 Multiple model parameter estimation
The presented method is based on the results described in [87, 88, 89, 90]. When 
multiple models are used to describe different environments the system can be identified 
by the analysis of the quality of each model.
Consider the nonlinear system x = f{x{t),u{t),9i).  Different environments can be 
described by different sets of parameters 6i. If the environment changes can not be 
described only by parameter changes each model can have a different structure.
The structure of the system together with the multiple models is shown in Fig. 3.5. 
There are N  models with their corresponding outputs ÿi. Each of the models rep­
resents one environment or at least one region where the parameter Oi is valid. At 
any instant, some measure of the output error Ci — yi — y oî each model is deter­
mined {i — 1 , 2 , . . . ,  A"). The minimum output error min{e^} determines the valid 
corresponding model for the system and thus the valid parameter.
Model 2
Plant
Model 1
Model N
Figure 3.5: System and multiple models
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The open loop estimation is not robust according to noise in the system. To achieve 
more robustness the error signal needs to be filtered.
The following multiple model estimator and observer estimates parameters in a fast 
way. The estimate will later be used in a reset algorithm of the adaptive controller.
Multiple m odel estim ation
The approach in [62] further referred as multiple model estimation (MME) uses a 
finite number of identical models each parameterised with fixed parameter hypotheses 
At each time instant the prediction error is used to find the best model. 
Contrary to the approach in [88] no adaptive models are used. To illustrate consider a 
linear parametric model of the form
y(t) = + (3.77)
where 9 is an unknown parameter vector, y(t) G is an output vector and C(t) G
■^ pxm jg regressor matrix. Such a model can be constructed in many ways.
For example, consider a first order system x = (p'^(x)9 +  u +  define y{t) =
sH{s)x{t)  — H{s)u{t), ({t) = H{s)(p{x{t)) and e{t) — H{s)i^(t), where H{s)  is typ­
ically a lowpass or bandpass filter. The main purpose of this filter is to make transfer 
functions such as sH{s)  proper and, additionally to reduce the effect of high-frequency 
noise and low-frequency disturbances in the estimation model. The finite number of 
fixed parameter hypotheses 9i are now assessed using the predictors
M t)  =  (3.78)
for alH  =  1, 2,..., /c. Prediction errors are defined as
6i{t) =  y { t ) - y i ( t )  =  C^(t) (6> -  6»i) +  e ( i ) .  (3.79)
In order to achieve invert ability, this equation is premultiplied by the matrix ("(t) and 
integrated on the time interval from t  — T  to t, where T > 0 is a finite time window:
[  C{r)ei{r)dr = f  C('r)C^(r)dr (^  -  6>i) 4- [  C{T)e{r)dT (3.80)
Jt-T Jt-T Ji-T
Notice that all signals are defined to be zero for t < 0. Eq. (3.80) can be written as
di{t) = R { t ) { 9 - 9 i ) ^ 6 { t )  (3.81)
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with the following definitions;
di{t) = [  C('7-)ei('r)dr 
J t - T
(3.82)
m = f  ( ( r ) 4 ( r ) d T
J t - T
(3.83)
5{t) = f  ({r)e{r)dr. 
J t - T
(3.84)
Assuming persistence of excitation, 
(3.81) by inversion:
i.e. R{t) > 0, the following expression follows from
9 — 9 i  - (3.85)
Note th a t (3.85) relies on the invertability of (3.81), that is not valid for systems non­
linear in the parameter. By finding the minimum of Eq. 3.85 the parameter estimate 9i 
th a t fits best can be determined. The time window T  should be selected to address the 
tradeoff between noise sensitivity, persistence of excitation and estimator transients. 
In general, a large T  will reduce the effect of uncertainty, but at the cost of a delay in 
the convergence time.
In order to avoid the time delay of filtering a set of observers can be used instead as 
presented in the following section.
3.5 Multiple model observer
As explained in Sec. 3.1 a fast converging estimate of an unknown parameter provided 
by a multiple model observer approach can be used to avoid large transient errors in con­
tinuous adaptive control [64]. Quite similar to the multiple model estimation described 
in Sec. 3.4, the idea is to construct a finite set of parallel individual observers each 
designed for a fixed parameter value or a fixed plant structure respectively. Fig. (3.6) 
shows the structure of a multiple model observer parameter estimation. Each of the 
observer estimates the states of the system and is driven by the residual eu = x i ~  Xu- 
Since any mismatch between a single observer and the physical system will in general 
lead to an estimation error, this error can be used to determine the best observer for 
the actual system. In contrast to the use of observers for state reconstruction we are 
only interested in the error but not in the estimated state.
A performance index Qi{xi, y) is defined for each observer o*. The performance index 
weighs the output error of the observer e^ , thus quantifying the mismatch between the
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I  — min Ji
K i < n
controller plant
estimation
Figure 3.6: Multiple Model Observer parameter estimation
plant and the individual observer. A decision logic €  is used to determine the best 
observer of the multiple observer O. €  satisfies two purposes:
1. selecting the coefficient 9i corresponding to the observer Oi with the best perfor­
mance.
2. providing a mechanism th a t ensures a convergence of the estimator after a finite
number of switches to the Oj th a t is closest to the fixed real parameter 6.
The concept of multiple model observer (MMO) can be extended beyond param­
eter estimation. In its simplest form each individual observer stands for a discrete 
value 6i ,  i = 1 , . . .   ^ N  covering the range of admissible parameter values.
Generally, the starting point is any observable system,
X = f{x ,  u, t) 
f  : (3.86)
D f x R ^  x R
where æ e  M” are the states and u  G r  are the inputs of the system. The outputs of 
the system are
y  =  h.{x,u)
h  : D ^ - ^ W  (3.87)
D u Q R ^  X  E T .
The multiple model observer consists of two parts:
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1. The multiple observer £) consists of a set of individual observers with different 
structure. Each particular individual observer observes the system (3.86).
2. The decision logic (B analyses the information supplied by the multiple observer. 
The observer tha t is most appropriate to the present original system structure is 
selected due to a quality measure by the decision logic.
The set of observers together with the cost index based decision will be called mutiple 
model observer (MMO).
3.5 .1  A set o f parallel observer
The multiple observer consists of a finite set O® of N  individual state observers Oi 
observing the state vector æ — { x i , . . . ,  Xn)'^ G E” of the system 3.86:^
=  {Oi{Xi, y,  £Cmea, < )  1Ï G X =  { l , . . .  , iV} } (3.88)
The index of the individual observer is denoted by i. Generally, these observers are 
nonlinear systems with different structure. The state vector Xi of the observer i is 
calculated by the nonlinear mapping
(*hi; 2 /5  ®mea) )
Oi : D o . E ^ ' ( 3 .8 9 )
Dhi G  E "  X E ^ X X E ” '^
with the observer states æ^ , the system outputs y  and optionally further measured 
states ccmea or inputs u* of the original system. The output is
yi = h.i{xi,u). (3.90)
By the construction of N  individual observers 0 %,... ,  oyy the multiple observer gives N  
estimates Xi G E" of the original states vector x.
D efin itio n  3.5.1 (M u ltip le  observer) The multiple observer is a nonlinear map­
ping O
ir = £ )(X ,î/ ,æ ^ e a , V*)
D  : Do  —  ^E("'^) (3.91)
D o  Ç  X E P X E " - -  X
^Observer refers in the context of the MMO to different variables: The MMO observes the model 
structure, the multiple observer the state vector.
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where
X  =  ( æ i , . . . , æ „ )  e  ( 3 . 9 2 )
denotes the states in matrix notation, U* — { u \ , . . .  ,uV )  6 are the optional
inputs in matrix notation and
V  =  ( 3 . 9 3 )
is the output. The elements Xi of the state matrix are calculated from Eq. (3.89), the 
output matrix from Eq. (3.90). The system output y  and the measurable states cCmea 
are of the original system (3.86).
The rows of the state m atrix X  =  {xij)  cover the n  system states and the columns 
the N  observer.
3 .5 .2  Decision logic
In the decision logic (B a cost index Qi gives an estimated index of the best model 
structure. This is done on basis of the observation errors
ei,y = y-Vi ( 3 . 9 4 )
^ i .m e a  —  ® m e a  ( 3 . 9 5 )
where æi^ mea consists of the measurable elements of the estimate Xi. W ith the cost
function
q  : Dq
Dq Ç X R(pN) x Rp X R^^^^
(3.96)
a cost vector for the N  observer is obtained
^ Vl'i y j ^mea)
q — q ( ^  , Y  ,y ,  iCmea) — (3.97)
\Qa^ (®A^ 5 y NtV ®mea) j
The structure having the smallest cost index is selected as estimation of the physical 
system:
k = argmin(g). (3.98)
iei
The argmin-operator (cf. Appendix B.0.6)
argmin : — > X  (3.99)
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chooses the index A ; G X = { l , . . . , i V } o f  the smallest component of the cost vector q.lf 
this minimum is not unique, one of the minimum candidates is selected according to 
additional considerations. However, the selection must be prevented from changing too 
fast. If one switches too fast to the new suggestion, then it can come to infinitely fast 
switching between the models. Instability of the multiple model observer may result. 
This can be prevented by the introduction of a hysteresis H  [50]:
= (3.100)
H  : M ^ x J x X  —
The index selected up to time t~ is the discrete state j~  of the hysteresis. By means of 
the function H  on the basis of the current quality vector q it is decided, whether this 
state changes to the new value =  A;), or not — j~)- Different hysteresis functions 
can be used. In particular, the scale independent hysteresis switching logic [50] is 
described as follows:
H ( q , k , n  = [  (3.101)
[ J elsewhere
where h is the hysteresis constant. The discrete output I of the hysteresis is identically 
to their new state j  +
I = id(j+) =  j+
id : A d ^ X  (3.102)
Did G X.
Instead of the hysteresis a dwell time switching logic [84] can be used. Switching is 
only allowed after a certain dwell time This can be interpreted as a time hysteresis. 
Thus the index A  of the best fitting model structure is determined.
D efin itio n  3.5.2 (D ecision  logic) The decision logic is the nonlinear mapping
j~^  — ^ (-^ ; Y , y, iCmea? j)
e  : D e - ^ X  (3.103)
De G  X X Rf' X E " - -  x X
with the discrete state
r e x ,  (3.104)
the continuous state X  and the output Ÿ  of the multiple observer (cf. definition 3.5.1), 
the output y  or the measurable states of the original system 3.86/3.87. It applies
e { X ,Y ,y ,X n ,e a i j )  = H  (  q { X  , Y , y , x^e/} , aigmm{ci{X,Ÿ,y,Xraea)), j )  (3.105)
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with the cost function q  (cf. Eq. 3.96), the argmin-operator (cf. Eq. 3.99) and the 
hysteresis H  (cf. Eq. 3.100).
The discrete output is
l = i d { j + ) e l  (3.106)
according to the identity 3.102.
3 .5 .3  Multiple model observer (M M O )
The multiple observer together with the decision logic define the multiple model ob­
server (MMO). On the basis of the definitions 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 it becomes clear tha t the 
continuous inputs of the multiple observer result in a discrete output of the decision 
logic. Since the MMO consists of both continuous and discrete states, it is a hybrid 
system.
D efin itio n  3.5.3 (M u ltip le  m o d el o b serv er M M O ) Given a multiple observer O  
of defintition 3.5.1 and the decision logic of definition 3.5.2. The multiple model 
observer is the hybrid system
MMO =  (Z, 8,0,0, € ,  id) (3.107)
where
• the hybrid states { X , j )  G Z  Ç  x  T,
•  the continuous input G Ç x x ^
• the discrete output I G O C X ,
the continuous function O ,  the discrete function (B and the discrete output function id.
The state X  G of the multiple observer O  is the continuous state of the overall
MMO. The variable j  G % is the discrete state. The discrete state space is the index- 
set X =  {1, . . . ,  TV}. All measurements are the inputs namely the system output y  G R^,
the measurable systems states G and other optional inputs U* G E^^' .
The discrete output is the estimate I, the index of the most suitable model structure.
3 .5 .4  Param eter estim ation in the first order case
The special case of a multiple model observer for fast parameter estimation will be 
discussed based on the example of a first order system. Consider the first order system
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where the parameter 0 is treated as an augmented state
=  (pi(y)O-i-u 
0 =  0
y =z Xi (3.108)
Ti(y) > 0 (3.109)
It is assumed that the unknown constant parameter 0 is contained in a closed inter­
val 9 E S  = [Ominrmax]- The interval 0  is discretised using a set of N  parameter
values 6i
Gmin <  2^ <  Omax I =  1, . . . , N  (3.110)
r  =  { ^ i | « e X = { l , . . . , 7 V } } ,  (3.111)
Each of the N  individual observers of the multiple model observer will be centered 
around one of the discrete parameter values 6i.
= {o(æ*, y, u*]9i) \ 9 i G T  = {9i, . . . ,  9^}, z G X =  {1, . . . ,  TV}} (3.112)
The set of individual observers constitutes the multiple observer £). Together with the 
decision logic (6 an estimate Oi of the uncertain parameter 0 is obtained.
For this purpose Eq. (3.108) is rewritten into
^  T i { v r 2i d-u
=  0
y =  Xi (3.113)
where X2i — O — Oi. Following the Lyapunov based observer design in [32] it is proposed 
to use the following individual nonlinear observer
Xu =  <Pi(y)Oi +  2u)(pi{y){y -  yi) + u ( p i { y ) x 2i
X2i =  r(p i{y ){y  -  ÿi), w > 0. (3.114)
Defining the error =  [eu,e2i]'  ^ = [a;i — Xu,X2i — X2if^ the observer will result in the 
bilinear error dynamics
éi = y)(^)Ae*. (3.115)
where the matrix
A =  f ^
I -Üj2 0
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is Hurwitz and (p{y) represents the nonlinearity in the system output. The observer 
design renders the time derivative of the Lyapunov function
0
V i ( r  — r ï  I ^  _ 9  I (3.116)
negative semidefinite
V  =  -2cu<p(y)el < 0. (3.117)
Moreover, it follows from LaSalles’s Invariance Theorem [6 6 , 70] th a t 62 converges as 
well. This means that the parameter estimate converges to its true value.
An im portant property of the error differential Eq. (3.115) is th a t its solution can 
be calculated. Defining
y*(t ~ T , t ) =  r  <pi(y(r))dr > 0 (3.118)
J t - T
we obtain
= (3.119)
Knowing the measurable output error en{t — T) and eu{t) at some time instant t
Eq. (3.119) can be used to determine the parameter estimation error 62i{t) according
to
G2i{t) = h{y*, eii{t), eii(O)) =  — [(1 +  uy*) eu{t) — e 6^(0)] (3.120)
Thus, even under observer transients a parameter estimate
Ô* — +  X2i{t) T  ^2i{t) (3.121)
can be computed as shown in Fig. 3.7.
This is a prediction of the parameter estimation error while the observer has not 
converged yet and gives a further estimated value for the unknown parameter. The 
estimated value 6  ^ is an approximation of the parameter 0. W ithout noise in the system 
the estimate 6  ^ is equal to the parameter 0.
In cases where the solution of the error equation cannot be solved explicitly but the 
convergence behaviour is given by
||e(A)|| <  K||e^(0)|| exp(-^T), (3.122)
an area where the true parameter value is situated can be calculated. Observers with 
exponential decreasing error dynamics are discussed in [15].
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Xu
- s T
Figure 3.7: Parameter resetting law
The inequality (3.122) can be rewritten into:
\/e'^{t)e{t) < e^(0)e(0) exp{~l3t)
e\{t) + el[t) < Ky^ef(O) + e i ( 0 ) exp(~/?t)
<  K ^exp(-2 ^ t)(e i(0 ) +  eg(0 ))
A{t) < K^exp(—2/9t)(ei(0) — ei(t)) + exp(—2/5t)6 2 (0 ). (3.123)
The first part of Eq. 3.123 is known. Using the definition of 62 =  ^ — ^2
[d — X2{t)Ÿ < exp(—2 /?t)(ei(0 ) -  6 i(t)) + exp(—2 /?t)(^ — 0:2 (0 ))^
< A + B { 0 - X 2 { b ) f ,  (3.124)
is obtained where A — exp(—2/?i)(ei(0) — e\{t)) and B  — k “^ exp{—2/3t) are known. 
By solution of the quadratic inequality in 6 one obtains an area where the true param­
eter is contained. This solution exists if ^  > 0 and X2(t) — Bx^iO) — A < 0.
0"^  — 2 ^0:2 ( )^ d- X2 < A B 9 ^  — 2B9x2{0) +  Bxl{0)
(1 -  B)9 ‘^ -  {2x2{t) -  2B x2{0))9 +  xl{t) -  Bxl{0)  -  A < 0 (3.125)
The solution of the inequality (3.125) is depicted in Fig. 3.8. For an approximation of 
9 this additional information can already be used while the observer is still in transient 
mode.
Anti-windup is introduced for the observer state X2i by defining the local bounds
^min for 2 =  0
2 i^i+l A  9i) for 1 < i < N - l (3.126)
9max for i = N
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Figure 3.8: Estimated region of the true parameter 0
and setting the state equation
I 0 for {9i + X2i ) ^  \9i~i,9i] and ±2iX2i> t )
X2i
— ^li) elsewhere
(3.127)
The tolerance around 9i is denoted by If the partitioning of the parameter
space is uniform denote:
[9i-i,9i] = [9i — 5,9i +  Ô]
9iAX2i 0 X2i 0 ["(5,+^].
The second observer state is stopped if it leaves the tolerated region. 
The multiple observer for the first order system is as follows:
(3.128)
(3.129)
Xi — o(a?j, 2/, u, 0^ ) Xu (3.130)
where
Xu = 
X2i ^
and the output is
fpi{y)9i +  2ujipi[y){y - y i ) + u  + y)i(y)x2i 
f 0 for {9i-Px2i)^  and [ y - y i ) x 2i> t )
1 uA‘ipi{y){y — yi) elsewhere
y i ^ h { x u ) = x u ‘ (3.131)
Each of the N  parallel observers has the same structure o  and the same output 
function h. The state m atrix of the multiple observer X  = 0 { X , y y u )  is as follows
X  =
x n XlN 
X2N .
e (3.132)
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with the output vector
if = (xn, ■ ■ ‘ (3.133)
When X2i is in saturation then 62* will be constant and the error dynamics equation 
Eq. (3.115) simplifies to the stable first order system
éii = [— +  621] (3.134)
driven by a constant input eg». The solution to this equation
Cii =  “  [(2ct;eij(0) — e2i) e — e2i] (3.135)
will eventually converge to the finite value
^ii(oo) =  ——  (3.136)
Hence, only one individual observer will have an output error converging to zero and 
consequently a cost index Qi converging to zero independently of the particular cost 
index that is used.
The anti-windup keeps the parameter estimate within specified bounds. Conse­
quently, each observer of the MMO will cover a specified region of the parameter space 
only. Observers that are in anti-windup mode will show a nonzero estimation error su. 
This indicates that the corresponding model is not valid. A fast decision can be made 
which of the observer is not valid because X2i is in anti-windup mode.
For that reason, the quality index is defined on the basis of the observation errors. 
The only measurable error of observation is eu — y —xu- The second error 62i — X2~X2i 
is calculated from the first in Eq. 3.120. The following cost index is not based on eu 
and e2i but on eu and X2Û
( Q{xxx,X2i,y) \
q =  : (3.137)
\Q {X i n , X2N, y) j
where
Q (fli, X2h y) = c i ( y ~  X u f  +  C2 {X2i f .  (3.138)
The cost is calculated for each observer in the same way, i.e. as weighted sum of the 
squared estimation error eu — y ^  xu  and the squared state X2i- The observer with 
the smallest error eu and the smallest state X2i (that one which is not in anti-windup) 
is taken as the best.
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Normally there will be noise in the system. The state estimates xu  and X2i do not 
depend directly on the measurements. By reduction of the observer gain the noise will 
be reduced as well. The output error eu = y — xu  however is not noise free due to 
the measurement y. This causes noise in the cost index tha t may lead to erroneous 
estimation. Therefore, the individual cost indexes J  =  ( J i , . . . ,  JnY '  should be filtered 
with a low pass filter
J{s) = H uAs)q{s).  (3.139)
The filter needs to be tuned. Note that a filter having a large time constant would 
cause a large settling time of the cost indices and a reduced estimation speed.
The filtered cost vector J  (3.139) together with the argmin-operator (3.99) deter­
mines the current suggestion 6  ^ for the parameter candidate of the MMO estimation.
9k — IZ =  argm in(J)} 7^  0. (3.140)
In order to prevent chattering between the parameter candidates a hysteresis is 
introduced. For the parameter estimation case the hysteresis switching logic (3.101) 
and (3.100) become
%  =  H {J ,  = 1 1 “ ^  (3.141)
[ 9^  elsewhere
with the cost vector J  =  (J i^, • • • , / v ) ^  (3.139), the current parameter suggestion 9k 
(3.140) and the old estimate 9^  of the MMO. The new estimate for the unknown 
parameter 9 of the system (3.108) is % . The state 9j of the hysteresis is only set if the 
observer having the parameter 9j~ =  9k reduces the cost significantly. The hysteresis 
constant h can be used for tuning.
How to tune the MMO depends on the noise and on the required convergence rate of 
the observer. A slow converging MMO gives a slow estimate. The estimation error eu 
in Eq. (3.136) is smaller for faster observer and the estimation becomes more difficult. 
For fast observer the decision on 9i needs to be made on X2i only because it does not 
depend on the systems output. If the cost index q depends on eu it depends directly 
on the noisy systems output.
The time window T  in equation (3.118) needs to be tuned properly. A speed up of 
the estimation can only be achieved if T  is chosen smaller than the convergence time 
of the observer. A large T  gives a small speed up of the estimation while a small T  is 
noise sensitive. A detailed discussion of the MMO tuning can be found in [103].
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3.6 Parameter resetting
The properties of the MME and MMO approaches (cf. Sec. 3.4 and 3.5) will be used for 
the Lyapunov function based parameter resetting outlined in Section 3.2 of a nonlinear 
adaptive controller (cf. Sec. 3.1.3).
The main objective is to improve the transient performance of the closed loop sys­
tem (3.25) in particular with respect to the unknown parameter vector 6.
In order to evaluate the sufficient parameter resetting condition (3.41) one needs to 
deal with the fact that 9 in the second term of Eq. (3.41) is unknown. Hence, other 
strategies counteracting the uncertainty are needed.
3 .6 .1  Multiple model param eter estim ate used for resetting
A method for computing an estimate for the uncertain term by filtering is given by the 
multiple model approach in Sec. 3.4 [62].
Substituting (3,85) into (3.41) leads to
Av{t) = Aè'^r-'^Aê-2(R~Ht)(Mt)-s{t)-)AêYr-'-Aê-{z-^y{z-)
(3.142)
This means that resetting only causes negative jumps in V{t). If there exists several 
9i such tha t AVni(t) < 0, the one which minimizes AVni{t) (with respect to i) is selected 
since this will yield the largest negative jum p in the Lyapunov function. If additional 
(possibly heuristic) reset conditions are introduced, they can not lead to instability 
since they will only lead to less frequent switching.
The reset criterion contains some monitoring of persistence of excitation. If the ma­
trix  R(t)  becomes close to singular (i.e. the system is poorly excitated) the prediction 
error must be very small to justify a reset. In the singular case, no reset is allowed. 
The requirement of persistence of excitation is quite reasonable and natural since an 
instantaneous reset obviously requires th a t the data contains strong evidence about the 
parameters. This is not an unreasonable requirement since the purpose of the resetting 
is only to improve transient performance, and the persistence of excitation condition 
will typically hold during transients. On the other hand, it will not hold during close 
to steady-state conditions, but then there is no need for resetting.
For a first order system, if there is no uncertainty and only one parameter being 
estimated, it is easily seen tha t the reset condition AVni{t) < 0 is equivalent to
9 - \ 9 { t ) ~ 9 \  < 9i < 9 + \ ê { t ) - 9 \  (3.143)
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since it requires th a t 9i is closer to 9 than 9{t). Hence, minimization of AVni{t) is 
equivalent to minimizing \9 — 9 i \ .
In the case when filters are used to produce y{t) and ((t) in (3.77) and (3.78), there 
are some exponentially decaying terms in the following equations due to the filter’s 
initial conditions that have been neglected in the analysis so far. These terms will, like 
the introduction of the integral in (3.80), prevent the reset algorithm from responding 
instantaneously. Thus, the filters should be tuned to address the tradeoff between 
response time and sensitivity to uncertainty. Furthermore, it might be beneficial to 
add a mechanism tha t inhibits resetting during the time interval where it is known 
th a t transients due to the filters are significant. This aspect will be discussed in detail 
in example 3.6.1.
Other performance signals can also be used to compute 9 similar to (3.85). For 
example, one might use a nonlinear observer. In this case, the reset delay will be 
related to the speed of the observer error dynamics. This will be discussed in the 
following section.
Obviously uncertainty may lead to undesirable resetting that may increase the Lya­
punov function. As an alternative, one might introduce some assumptions on the 
uncertainty and design a robust reset criterion that guarantees that the Lyapunov 
function does not increase due to uncertainty when resets occur. There are several 
alternative uncertainty characterizations that can be applied without too much addi­
tional complexity, but here it is simply assumed that the uncertainty e{t) (cf. Eq: 3.77) 
belongs to some known bounded set
- Ë  < e{t) < Ë  (3.144)
where A" e is a vector with positive elements. One may then derive an upper bound 
XVni{t) that satisfies
AU„i(t) > sup _AVni{t) (3.145)
- E < e { r ) < E
and use this bound in the reset condition. One such bound is given in the next theorem: 
T h e o re m  1 Let
AV„i(i) = pi{t) + Aè'^r-^Aê-2iR~\t)di{t)--AèYT-^Aê-{z-f{^~)
(3.146)
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and
e (f)  =  R - \ t ) r ~ Y ô i  -  m )  (3.147)
p n
A  ( 4  =  IOv(^)l (3 .148)
Suppose the parameter estimate is reset at time t to 9(t'^) — §i only if  AVni{t) < 0 and 
R{t) > 0 . Then the adaptive control system with estimator resetting satisfies sufficient 
stability conditions given in Sec. 2.2. u
P ro o f. It is straightforward to see that ( 3 .1 4 6 )  satisfies ( 3 .1 4 5 ) .  ■
Introducing the noise bound and relying on worst-case considerations effectively leads 
to a hysteresis that prevents resets due to the uncertainty, since pi{t) > 0  for all t. If 
it is required tha t AVni{t) < —p < 0 for some 77 > 0 , it follows tha t there will only be 
a finite number of resets, since otherwise the Lyapunov function would eventually be 
negative.
E x a m p le  3.6.1 (first o rd e r  sy stem ) A simple nonlinear system example (cf. (3.43)):
X i  =  ( p { x i ) 9  +  u  +  p  ( 3 .1 4 9 )
The control input is u and v is due to noise and uncertainty. The nonlinear function 
(p = x \  is a quadratic nonlinearity, and the parameter 9 is highly uncertain and can 
change instantaneously (as a piecewise constant function of time). The backstepping 
design leads to the adaptive controller
u = —C\Z\ — ip{x\)9 — ( 3 .1 5 0 )
9 — yg:>{xi)zi (3 .1 5 1 )
Z i  =  X i  — p r  ( 3 .1 5 2 )
For the multi-model predictors the same model, with y{t) — H{s){sxi{t) — u{t)) and
C(t) =  H{s)(f{x(t)), with the lowpass filter H(s) = 1 / ( 1  +  rs) and time constant 
r  =  0 .0 8 5  is applied. Other parameters are T  — 0 .0 8 5 ,  Ci — 2 0  and T =  1 0 0 . The 
controller and adaptation gain is chosen very low to clearly suppress noise. This causes 
relatively large transients. There are five parameter hypotheses 9i E  { —1 0 , —5, 0 , 5 , 1 0 } .  
In the simulation there is uniformly distributed white noise. Furthermore, unmodelled 
actuator dynamics as a first order system with unit gain and time constant 0 .0 4 0  is 
introduced in the simulator. Using trial and error, the hysteresis threshold is chosen as
p =  0.01.
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Figure 3.9: Simulation results.
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Consider a simulation scenario where parameter 9 changes instantaneously at times 
t = A and t = 7. Simulation results, with (grey lines) and without (black lines) estima­
tor resetting, are shown in Fig. 3.9. It was verified that the persistence of excitation 
condition R(t) > 0 was satisfied with a large margin at all time. It can he observed both 
from the control error and the values of the Lyapunov function that the performance 
improved by the resets.
Note that this scenario differs slightly from the above theoretical setting where the 
parameter 9 is assumed to he time-invariant. However, these are equivalent if  one 
takes into account the transient generated by the step in 9, as done in the additional
analysis below. From Figure 3.9 it can be observed that the filters and thresholds are
tuned such that no erroneous resets are made. Certainly, the filters add transients to 
the performance signals AVni{t), but these transients have been neglected in the reset 
algorithm. The rationale for this is shown below.
Consider the instantaneous jump from 9 = 9 to 9 = —S at time t = A, i.e.
9{t) = 9 - 1 7 p { t - A )  (3.153)
where p{t) is the unit step function. This step generates a transient, such that (3.77) 
becomes
y{t) =  9C(t) -  17iJ(s) {(p{x{t))p{t -  4)) +  e{t) (3.154)
It is assumed (for the purpose of simplicity in the analysis) that (f{x{t)) ^  1 and 
consequently ( it)  % 1. Hence,
y{t) «  9 - 1 7 ( l - e x p ( - ^ ) )  (3.155)
and
Ciit) % (9 — 9i) -  17 ^1 — exp (3.156)
where the uncertainty e{t) is neglected. For t < 4.0 it was clear that 9\ — 10 gave 
smallest prediction error. For t > A it is clear that 9  ^ = —5 is the most accurate 
estimate. However, compare C2{t), efft), efft), and e5{t) (corresponding to §2 = 5, 
03 =  0 and 04 — —5, respectively):
e,(t) ^  l 4 - 1 7 ( l - e x p ( - ^ ) )  
e,{t) ^  9 - 1 7 ( l - e x p ( - J ^ ) )  
e.(t) 4 - 1 7 ( l - e x p ( - ^ ) )
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2.5
Figure 3.10: Absolute value o f  prediction errors after parameter step change (\e2 {t)\ (dot­
ted), \e3 {t)\ (dash dot), |e4(t)l (dashed), |e5(t)| (solid)).
Initially, for 2.b > t > 2.52s it is clear that \e2(t)\ < |e3 (t)| < le4 (i)| < |e5 (i)| since 
the first positive term of 62(1) (due to the parameter estimate error) counteracts the 
negative value of the second term (due to the filter transient)in Eq. (3.156), see figure 
3.10 which illustrates the approximate terms 6 2 , 6 3  and 6 4 . Consequently, as seen in 
figure 3.11, the value of A V 2(t) goes negative first, and then AVs{t) goes negative until 
finally AV^{t) goes negative. This can be observed from the plot o f 6{t) where it is seen 
that after t = 2.5s there is a sequence of three resets to 62 = 5,9z = 0 and 9  ^ =  —5, 
all in the right direction. Without filtering and noise, instead a single reset directly to 
the best value, namely of 9  ^ = —5 would happen. To summarize, the filters and their 
associated transients have the effect that resets are made in several smaller steps rather 
than in a single big step. One can argue that this is reasonable from a robustness point 
of view, and thus the filter transient does not necessarily need to be explicitly taken 
into consideration in the reset algorithm. Although the filter transients will reduce the 
transient performance, they improve the robustness of the algorithm.
3 .6 .2  Using the properties o f the MMO for a first order system
The multiple model observer (cf. Sec. 3.5) provides additional information on parame­
ter uncertainties which can be used to instantaneously reset the parameter estimate 9 
of a nonlinear adaptive tuning function controller (3.44). Suppose the best estimate of 
the multiple model observer with respect to modelling performance is
9^ = 9i.
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Figure 3.11: Performance signals A V \, A V 2 , AVs, AV4 and AV5 o f the five models.
Additional information on the uncertain parameter 9 is given by the transient esti­
mate 9i PS 9 in Eq. 3.121. Assume a noise free system and furthermore assume exact 
matching between the system and the observer dynamics. Then 9  ^ is equal to the true 
parameter.
The properties of the MMO can be used to derive the following resetting law:
T h e o rem  3.6.1 Consider the control system (S.fS) together with the control law (3.44)} 
the parameter update law (3.45) and the MMO (3.114)- Suppose that Oi is the observer 
that has been selected as the optimal one according to the decision logic C:. Then,
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setting = 9i will result in a negative step of the Lyapunov function (3.47) if
1. X2i{r) does not saturate within the time intervall r  € [t — T ,f\.
2. the transient estimate is in the admissible region
%_1 <C 0* <C Ô: (3T57)
3. either
or
4- either
9 — 9i '> 9i — 9i (3.158)
9i-i — 9 > 9i ~  9i-i (3.159)
((e > £i) A {A9 > £2)) (3.160)
or
((e < - £ i )  A { A 9  <  - £ 2 ) ) .  (3.161)
I f  all conditions hold simultaneously the switching function 3.54 set S  = 1.
Proof If condition 1 of the theorem holds, according to Eqs. (3.120) and (3.121) we 
have
9i = 9i-i- X2i{t) +  h{y*{t, t - T ) ,  eu{t),eu{t -  T)). (3.162)
If in addition to this, condition 2 is satisfied, then it can be implied tha t the real 
parameter is contained in
9 i - i  <  9  <  9i- (3.163)
Prom condition 3 follows that either (3.158) is satisfied in which case we obtain by 
adding § to both sides and rearranging and employing (3.163)
—A0 =  9  — 9i <  2 ( 9  — 9 i )  <  2 0  — 9)  =  —2 9  (3.164)
If on the other hand (3.159) is satisfied then by subtracting 9  from both sides and 
employing (3.163)
A 9  =  9 i - 9  <  2(^i_i - 9 )  <  2 { 9  -  ê)  =  29.  (3.165)
Consequently, conditions (3.56) and (3.58) are satisfied which is sufhcient for stability. ■
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19- 1 10-1
Figure 3.12: Worst case stability analysis
Fig. 3.12 shows the stability test. The MMO-estimate 9i with i t ’s neighbours 
and 9i+i is depicted. The axis is split in three areas ®  to 0  marked by coloured 
stripes. Two parabulas depict the Lyapunov function like in Fig. 3.3.
The MMO-estimate 9i is trusted only if the transient estimate 9* is in the respective 
zone. This is depicted by the light grey area ® .
The stability test consists of three steps:
1. The absolute value condition (3.52) requires small jumps A9  for small adaptation 
error 9~ = 9 — 9~. The smaller the jump the less the danger of destroying 
stability. The bounds can be used for a worst case admissible region
estimation. The worst case approximation uses that 9' G [9i-i,9i] which leads to 
the minimal This is depending upon 9~ the upper or lower bound of the
valid parameter space (T), i.e. 9i and 9i-\ respectively.
9' =  argmin |^ —
Be [0j_i,0j)
9i, if 9~ > 9i
\9-
(3.166)
(3.167)
In Fig. 3.4 the MMO-estimate 9i is larger than 9 . Therefore the lower bound 
9' = 9i_i is taken as the worst case assumption.
2. The sign condition (3.51) requires the same sign of the estimated worst case 
adaptation error 9' — 9i and the parameter jump A9. This is correct in the dark
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grey zone
sgn(Aé) =  sgn($' -  0%). (3.168)
The zone is limited by the valid parameter zone (T) and is open in the other 
direction.
If the sign condition (3.51) is fulfilled the parameter jumps towards the minimum 
of the Lyapunov parabula. The respective Lyapunov function is black and has 
its minimum at 0 —  0 .  The adaptation error § vanishes for 9 —  O'.
3. The parameter not only needs to jump into the right direction but also the abso­
lute value condition (3.52) must hold. This holds inside zone W ith uniformly 
partitioned parameter space zone ®  is limited by di-i or 9i^\ respectively. In­
side (D applies
l A ê | < 2 | r L , „ .  (3 ,169)
Together with the worst case estimation of |^“ | (cf. number 1) a worst case 
maximum jump is found.
A jum p 9~ to 9i results in a decrease of the Lyapunov function. The jum p could 
even be larger. The limit is |A^| =  If the true parabula (grey line) was
known the jum p size could be enlarged to 2|0“ | without increasing the Lyapunov 
function but condition (3.167) gives only the worst case estimation.
In addition to the above considerations, the resetting should be done according to 
the control error e = y — yr as well as to the difference between the MMO-estimate 9i 
and the continuous adaptation ê because of a remaining uncertainty in the estimation. 
Switching is proposed only if the control error e and A 6  are bigger than some threshold
Figure 3.13: Switching Areas
as in the hatched areas depicted in Fig. 3.13. This introduces a hysteresis.
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The resetting of the continuous adaptive controller is as follows:
è =  è~ + { ê + - ê - ) s
= ê ~ - \-A ê S .  (3.170)
with 5  =  0 or S' =  1. When S  = I the continuous adaption will be resetted using the 
MMO-estimate 9i. In between the resetting events the parameter estimate will still be 
governed by the adaptation law and it will thus be piecewise continuous.
E x a m p le  3.6.2 (firs t o rd e r  sy stem ) The same simple nonlinear system example 
and the same controller settings as in example 3.6.1 will be used to show the advantages 
of the Multiple Model Observer and the resetting.
A multiple observer (3.130) is designed for that system. The multiple observer dy­
namics has been chosen according to Eq. (3.114) with lo = 1000. Five individual ob­
server have been designed for five parameter hypotheses 9i 6 {—TO, —5, 0, 5,10}. Each 
observer state X2i is confined to the tolerance interval [—6,6] with d = ^ (cf.(3.129)). 
Equal weighting ci — 1 and C2 = 1 of the cost index (3.138) is chosen. A first order low 
pass filter (3.139 H(s)  =  25/(s + 25) is used to reduce the noise in the cost function. 
The time in the integral (3.118) is T  =  0.02. For robustness the thresholds (3.160) in 
the switching law are chosen to ci =  0.1 and €2 — 6 m order to prevent from erroneous 
switching due to uniformly distributed white noise and actuator dynamics.
Consider a simulation scenario where parameter 9 changes instantaneously at times 
t = 4 and t — 7. Simulation results, with (grey lines) and without (black lines) esti­
mator resetting, are shown in Fig. 3.14- The light grey line in the second lowest plot 
shows the MMO-estimate. It can be seen both from the control error and the values of 
the Lyapunov function that the performance is indeed improved by the resets.
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Figure 3.14: Simulation results.
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4 The ABS Control Problem
The complexity of automotive control systems is increasing. In production automo­
biles each controller has its own device and no communication between the individual 
controllers is implemented. In order to keep the complexity on a manageable level the 
different subsystems cannot be viewed as independent anymore. Thus, future control 
systems need a hierarchical and modular structure where information can be shared 
between subsystems.
Novel drive-by-wire systems without any hydraulic or mechanical connection between 
the brake pedal and the brakes or steering wheel and the front axle offer new options 
for car safety. W ith such systems the drive dynamics of a car can be significantly 
improved without expensive hardware modifications. Furthermore, the drive dynamics 
can be adapted to the requirements of the individual driver.
The lateral and vertical forces will be the control task. The coordination of ac­
tive suspension, four-wheel steering and braking becomes a bigger issue leading to 
better driving pleasure, drive ability, ride comfort, vehicle handling and safety. New 
electrically-driven actuators with better performance are increasing the overall sys­
tem ’s stability and safety. Today’s ESP controls the yaw rate of the car only by brak­
ing. Additional redundancy can be achieved if the car is steered by braking as done 
in production ESP but also with braking by steering where the wheels are used as a 
snowplough. The sliding of the wheels that moves not in their longitudinal direction 
results in braking forces.
For novel approaches consider a car equipped with:
•  four independent steerable wheels
•  four independent brakes (one at each wheel)
•  no mechanical connections between the wheels 
The advantages of such a hardware configuration are
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CG
Figure 4.1: Vehicle dynamics
•  increased manoeuvrability (e.g. in narrow lanes and for parking);
• the handling dynamics of the car can be changed almost arbitrarily;
• redundancy of the actuator set up can be used to compensate for faults in the 
system.
Since the driver cannot be made responsible for steering each wheel independently, 
such a car requires a control system which steers the wheels according to the driver 
command input (steering wheel angle). In the case when there are no actuator faults 
in the system the control problem consists of:
•  Generation of a desired trajectory in terms of yaw velocity and side slip 
angle j3d from the driver command input signal. This is essentially an open loop 
control problem (following a path ). W ith at least two independent inputs (front 
and rear wheel steering) it is possible to keep the side slip angle equal to zero
=  0 .
•  The second task is the disturbance attenuation with respect to modelling errors, 
side wind, tilted road, ^-split^ conditions. This is a closed loop control problem
(25].
If a fault occurs, the system has to be fault tolerant without mechanical redundancy. 
This means that if one steering mechanism is broken, the control system has to react 
in such a way tha t normal driving is influenced as little as possible and the driver can 
stop the car in a safe way [86]. The fault has to be detected and localized. If e.g. one
 ^Under /i-split conditions the friction coefficient is different on each side of the vehicle
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steering wheel is stuck at a particular steering angle, this angle has to be detected and 
the car can be driven safely with side slip angle.
The features are based on a modular model based structure and switching be­
tween controllers. All systems need information on the highly uncertain, possibly 
fast-changing road conditions. The friction between tyre and road has a high influence 
on the drive dynamics because it can change abruptly. There is the need for a fast es­
timation algorithm tha t communicates the characteristic to all drive dynamics control 
system.
The main focus in this thesis is on a model based ABS system with a hybrid tyre 
friction estimation algorithm for an electro mechanical brake actuator. Current ABS 
systems are designed in a heuristic manner with extensive tests. The model based 
ABS focuses on novel nonlinear and hybrid control algorithms [55] for a fast systematic 
development process.
The outline of the chapter is as follows: Sec. 4.1 gives an introduction to the back­
ground of the ABS control with related models and specifications. Also the main 
ideas of the conventional ABS are presented. Sec. 4.2-4.5 presents four different novel 
hybrid wheel slip controller namely a nonlinear PI controller, an inverse optimal non­
linear controller based on “Sontag’s” formula, a SSP controller as well as a sub-optimal 
constrained LQ controller. All controllers will be applied to the test vehicle. Sec. 4.6 
discusses how the presented ABS system are switched on or off. The developed mul­
tiple model adaptive control ideas of Chapter 3 will be applied to wheel slip control 
in Sec. 4.7. Before implementing and testing the controller in the experimental vehicle 
preliminary simulations will be discussed in Sec. 4.8.
4.1 Anti-lock Brake System
Antilock brakes were first developed to help aircraft stop straight and quickly on slip­
pery runways. The first use of antilock brakes was in 1947 on B-47 bombers. In 1954, 
the first automotive use of ABS was on a limited number of Lincolns. In the late 
60’s, Ford, Chrysler, and Cadillac offered ABS on a few vehicles. These first systems 
used analog computers and vacuum-actuated modulators that cycled so slowly that 
they actually increased a vehicle’s stopping distance. In the late 70’s, Mercedes and 
BMW introduced electronically-controlled ABS systems in Europe. By 1985, Mer­
cedes, BMW, and Audi introduced Bosch ABS systems, and Ford introduced its first 
Teves system. By the late-80’s, ABS systems were offered on many high-priced luxury 
and sports cars. Today, braking systems on most passenger cars and many light-duty
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vehicles have become complex, computer-controlled systems. Since the mid-80s, vehi­
cle manufacturers have introduced dozens of antilock braking systems. These systems 
differ in their hardware configurations as well as in their control strategy [2, 25].
Recently, there has been an increasing interest in automotive brake-by-wire tech­
nologies. Brake-by-wire means that there is no hydraulic connection between the brake 
pedal and the brake actuators. The driver’s brake command results in an electric sig­
nal tha t will be communicated via micro-controllers to the actuator. Such technologies 
will require new types of brake actuators such as electro-mechanical or electro-hydraulic 
brakes. A main feature of electro-mechanical and electro-hydraulic brakes is that they 
allow adjustment of the brake force much more accurately than conventional brakes 
with solenoid valves. A major issue of future automotive control concepts is that 
the ABS will interact with other systems such as cruise control and anti-skid-control. 
This can only be achieved by using brake-by-wire technologies and requires novel ABS 
concepts. Moreover, the application of modern hybrid and heterogeneous control ap­
proaches can contribute to a more systematic, model based ABS design.
4 .1 .1  Problem description
Anti-lock brake systems (ABS) control the brake torque to prevent the wheels from 
getting locked in the process of braking. Current production ABS systems are highly 
sophisticated hybrid controllers[25, 4]. Initially the hybrid nature of the controller 
arose from the requirement to use cheap and simple hydraulic valves with three-point- 
characteristics as actuators. Furthermore, the hybrid nature of these controllers facili­
tates an adaptive behaviour with respect to
• the highly uncertain tyre characteristics and
• the fast changing road surface properties.
Such a behaviour cannot be achieved by conventional adaptive approaches.
ABS controllers tend to grow during the design process by including control strategies 
for a large variety of special cases which are analysed by extensive experimentation. 
An ABS system also includes a strategy for activating and deactivating the controller 
since it should only be active if the tyre slip exceeds a certain threshold and the wheel 
is likely to be locked.
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4 .1 .2  Conventional Approach
The basic control philosophy [25, 135, 4] of conventional ABS systems is a combination 
of
• slip control and
• wheel acceleration control.
The control objective is to keep wheel slip at a specified set point or to maintain a 
specified wheel acceleration. Slip control works satisfactorily for non-decreasing tyre 
force characteristics (e.g. wheel with side-slip) while wheel acceleration control tends to 
work better for tyre characteristics tha t have a pronounced maximum. In conventional 
ABS systems the actuators are hydraulic solenoid valves which have three modes
• brake pressure increase
• brake pressure hold and
•  brake pressure reduction
The controller is switched on when the acceleration of the wheel drops below -14 
m /s for a period of time greater than ca. 30 ms. As long as the ABS is active the 
switching between the different actuator modes is controlled either using several slip 
and acceleration thresholds or by defining a switching surface using a weighted sum of 
slip and acceleration. The different algorithms show tha t an ABS is a genuinely hybrid 
controller. In practice ABS controllers have been shown to be highly adaptive since 
they can tolerate a considerable amount of uncertainty in the tyre force characteristics 
and the friction coefficient. This seems to be mainly due to their hybrid nature. It has 
been pointed out in [87, 88, 89, 90] that a switching type control strategy in general 
enhances adaptivity in a highly uncertain fast changing environment. There have 
been attem pts to develop a non-hybrid approach for wheel-slip control [12] but such 
controllers have not been successful in practice.
Different theories were tested for their usefulness in ABS. The model based approach 
in [34] applies a search of the optimum brake torque via sliding modes. Because the 
approach requires the tyre force a sliding-mode observer is used to estimate it. The 
approach is tested in a very simplified simulation environment. Another theoretical 
approach is presented by Freeman [41]. Freeman designs an adaptive Lyapunov based 
nonlinear wheel slip controller. This controller has been extended in the following by 
introducing speed dependence of the Lyapunov function. A similar robust Lyapunov
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based adaptive controller is presented in [138]. Neither of the approaches has been 
tested in simulation or in a real vehicle.
Taheri and Law [121] design a simple PD wheel slip controller by Ziegler-Nichols 
rules. The concentration is more on the desired slip value. A desired slip is estimated 
by evaluation of the switching of a conventional ABS. Additionally a modification of 
the desired slip according to the steering angle is proposed.
Some of the theories have been applied to real vehicles. Sliding mode control has 
been tested in a hardware in the loop simulator [65] and in a vehicle. A derivative part 
depending on the rotational acceleration is introduced in order to reduce the chattering 
of the sliding controller. The controller oscillates due to a very high desired slip. The 
sliding controller proposed by [28] is mainly used to show the advantage of a PWM 
controlled actuator.
Pettit [135] formulates a conventional ABS controller as a piecewise linear controller 
and analyses the switching cycles. Investigations on a variable desired slip can be found 
in [37]. The desired slip is varied according to the side slip angle.
Conventional ABS control is compared against PID, sliding and fuzzy controllers in 
[60]. The PID algorithm adapts very slowly on different road surfaces. A combination 
of the model based approaches should give good performance; but this has not been 
tested. The simulation analysis shows that a fast adaptation to the road condition is 
necessary.
Any production ABS incorporates a number of subsystems apart from the wheel slip 
controller[25, 4]. Among these systems the logic responsible for coordinating the four 
wheel slip controllers is of particular importance. The wheel slip controllers for each 
wheel are (as safety devices) only active in critical situations. Thus, each controller is 
switched off and the brake is set to manual operation when the wheel is no longer in 
danger of being locked. On the other hand, the slip controller has to be switched on 
early enough to prevent the wheel from locking. The corresponding switching logic is 
crucial for the functionality of the ABS and constitutes an inherently hybrid control 
design task.
4 .1 .3  Modular ABS system
The novel ABS system consists of modules, which communicate via well defined in­
terfaces and exchange information as shown in Pig. (4.2). The interface between the 
driver and the wheel slip controller is the brake torque and a maximum wheel slip if 
the desired brake torque is too large. On the other hand, other drive dynamic systems
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can provide a desired slip according to a desired deceleration. Estimation algorithms 
provide additional state and parameter estimates for the controller and can be com­
municated to other systems. The proposed ABS has the follo’wing modules:
Reference
slip
Slip
controller Car
Kalman
filter
Hybrid
estimation
Figure 4.2: Modular structure of the ABS system
Slip reference: The setpoint or desired slip Aq of the control system is calculated to 
guarantee the desired deceleration while maintaining steerability. An im portant 
feature is th a t other drive dynamic systems like ESP have direct access to the 
setpoint slip.
Slip controller: The clamping force (clamping torque T& respectively) is calculated 
by the controller in a way that each wheel is prevented from being locked. Four 
different control approaches are proposed:
1. A Lyapunov based nonlinear adaptive PI controller,
2. a nonlinear adaptive controller derived from the inverse optimal approach 
and “Sontag’s” formula,
3. a simple gain scheduled PI controller designed by using SSP,
4. a constrained LQ-controller.
Internal controller states such as the tyre friction coefficient can be provided to 
other modules.
Kalman filter: For wheel slip control it is essential to know the velocity of the 
vehicle, side slip angle and the normal force. Since these variables cannot be 
measured (measurement of y) they need to be estimated. Heuristics are used in 
the production car ABS. The use of a Kalman filter has been frequently reported
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in the literature [134, 127, 20, 43]. Here the vehicle states x  as well as the tyre 
road friction coefficient fin are estimated by the extended Kalman filter reported 
in [120]. The estimate of the possibly fast-changing road condition is somewhat 
slow. A faster estimation of friction is possible by separation of time scales having 
a relatively slow car body dynamics runnning in a different time scale than the 
fast wheel dynamics where the speed is assumed as a constant parameter.
•  A hybrid multiple model and multiple observer based estimator introduced in 
Sec. 3.4 and Sec. 3.5 estimates the tyre friction characteristics. A fast estimator 
for the tyre friction characteristics is essential for ABS control since the tyre 
road friction depends on the surface condition that can change abruptly. The 
multiple model/observer based estimate is used to reset the parameter estimation 
of the Lyapunov based nonlinear adaptive wheel slip controller. The advantage 
of the estimator resetting is that the controller gain can be lowered. Transients 
due to adaptation can be damped out with resetting while the robustness and 
performance of the controller with respect to disturbances can be considerably 
improved. Other fast estimators or even qualitative observers [82, 77] could be 
used here. Several investigations on tyre road friction esimation can be found 
in [29, 45, 32]
It is easy to add new modules for a better functionality. The slip controller can be 
replaced by another one without influencing the other modules.
Similar modular structures have been proposed by the ITT electronic stabilisation 
program [38]. A superordinated system coordinates the individual functions of an ESP 
system. A modular system configuration with several functionalities such as wheel- 
individual slip control and steering combines the advantages of the different single 
systems to a novel drive dynamic control system [19]. Also BOSCH’s novel system ar­
chitecture “CARTRONIC” deals with integration of controllers in a hierarchical struc­
ture in order to have systems on a manageable level and for reuse and exchange of 
single components.
4.1 .4  Equations of motion of a quarter car
The problem of wheel slip control is best explained by looking at a quarter car model 
shown in Pig. 4.3. The model consists of a single wheel attached to a mass m.  While 
the wheel moves driven by the inertia of the mass m  in the direction of the velocity 
vector V a tyre reaction force Fx is generated by the friction between the tyre surface
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Fx = —m • V
Figure 4.3: Quarter car slip model
and the road surface. The tyre reaction force will generate a torque that initiates a 
rolling motion of the wheel causing an angular velocity w. A brake torque applied 
to the wheel will act against the spinning of the wheel causing a negative angular 
acceleration. The equations of motion of the quarter car are
where
V
UJ
F,
F,
T,
T
J
mi) — —Fx
JÙ) = T F x - T h  sign(w)
horizontal speed a t which the car travels
angular speed of the wheel
vertical force
tyre friction force
brake torque
wheel radius
wheel inertia
(4.1)
(4.2)
4 .1 .5  Tyre friction characteristics
The tyre friction force Fx is given by
Fx = F^- h h , O', Fz)
where the friction coefficient jj, is a nonlinear function of 
A tyre slip
liH friction coefficient between tyre and road
a  slip angle of the wheel (cf. Appendix A)
F^ the normal force
(4.3)
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The slip A is described by
A -
V — u r (4.4)
and describes the normalised difference between horizontal speed v  and speed of the 
wheel perimeter cor. The slip value of A =  0 characterises the free motion of the wheel 
where no friction force is exerted. If the slip attains the value A =  1 the wheel is 
locked which means th a t it has come to a standstill.
The friction fi can vary in a very wide range. Its qualitative dependence on slip A is 
shown in Fig. 4.4.
a - 10'
0.6
0.40.4
0.2 0.2
10.2 0.4 0.6 0.80.2 0.4
(a) Friction maximum and minimum (b) Dependence on wheel slip angle a  as a 
parameter
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.80.2 0.4
summer tyre
■ winter tyre
0.6
0.4
0.2
0,2 0.4 0.6
(c) Dependence on surface conditions (d) dependence on tyre brand
Figure 4.4: Tyre friction curves
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In Fig. 4.4(a) is shown how the friction (jl will usually increase with slip A up to a 
value Ao ~  0.14//^ where it attains its maximum ijlh- For higher slip values the friction 
coefficient will decrease down to a minimum jic where the wheel is locked and only 
sliding friction will act on the wheel.
The dependence of friction on the road condition is shown in Fig. 4.4(c). For wet or 
icy roads the maximum friction /iff will decrease rapidly.
The tyre friction curve will also depend on the brand of tyre as shown in Fig. 4.4(d). 
In particular for winter tyres the curve will cease to have a pronounced maximum.
If the motion of the wheel is extended to two dimensions then the lateral slip of the 
tyre must also be considered. The definition of the slip angle a  is shown in Fig. 4.5 
where the wheel moves with velocity Vx in longitudinal direction and with velocity Vy 
in lateral direction.
V y
Figure 4.5: Definition o f wheel slip angle
In this case longitudinal slip
Ax =
u r
and lateral slip
Ay —
Vv -  u r sm a
(4.5)
(4.6)
are distinguished as well as the corresponding friction coefficients Hx and fiy. Fig. 4.4(b) 
shows the dependence of the friction coefficient Hx on the wheel slip angle a . The side 
force Fy = F^iiy depends on the wheel slip angle a  as shown in Fig 4.6. For big slip 
angles the force gets smaller. In the sequel unless stated otherwise the slip angle will
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nç=fO,,a),nj,=l
a small
a large
I
Figure 4.6: Definition o f  friction lateral force /iy in dependence o f  wheel slip angle a
be considered to be zero for simplification with
— h  and Vx — n.
Tyre Friction Model
The qualitative dependence of the tyre reaction forces on slip, type of tyre and road 
condition has been explained. Here a typical mathematical model of the tyre friction 
characteristics will be given.
Numerous models that describe the nonlinear behaviour are reported in the liter­
ature. One can find static models as well as dynamic models, models tha t are built 
heuristically as well as ones derived from physical behaviour. Pacejka [96] derive a 
static heuristic model known as “magic formula” from experimental data where the 
friction is a function of slip. Burckhardt [25] presents a similar analytical model. Daih 
and Kiencke [29] simplified Burckhard’s model. The result is a model that depends 
linear on the parameters. De W it [32] proposes a dynamical tyre friction model.
Apart from the nonlinear behaviour of the slip the tyre friction depends on some 
other uncertainties like road condition, tyre pressure, brand of tyre, temperature etc. 
One special model is presented tha t will be used due to a low computational complexity 
and some other advantages.
The model has been originally reported in [120] and has the following advantages:
• it models longitudinal as well as lateral slip,
•  the side slip angle is part of the model,
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•  relatively low computational complexity that make the model usable for real time 
implementation,
• invertibility jlùh — f{fi ,X).
Other models can be found in e.g. [25, 68]. We denote the tangential and lateral forces 
on the contact surface between tyre and road by
Fx = hxFz 
Fy =  llyFz- (4.7)
The model used here describes the steady state tangential and lateral friction coeffi­
cients fjLx and juLy using the following set of equations;
 ^ ____  . Cuo
l^U
hy —
 &  . %
(fs-ll'+CKs F,
X]L
where
maxCjJO
^  Fn ^ u 
are the normalised stiffnesses and
&  -
c :  =
for (fy <  1
for (f7 >  1 
for (g <  1
for (g >  1
Xs maxCs 
Fzfis
XS  m a x
(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)
(4.13)
(4.14)
where the symbols A ,^ Ay and Xr denote tangential, lateral and resulting slip respec­
tively. The variable w is the angular speed of the wheel, r its radius, Vx is the longitu­
dinal speed of the footprint of the wheel, Vy the lateral speed of the foot print of the 
wheel and vr the resultant speed.
For large values of slip the tyre friction characteristic becomes highly uncertain. 
Since the slip dynamics is unstable in this region it is, in fact, difficult to determine 
this part of the curve from experiments.
Xjj max
are normalised slips. The definition of slip is given by
u r  -  Vx
Xx —
Vr
Ay =  sin a
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The parameters of the model:
/Is coefficient of lateral friction
/jijj coefficient of tangential friction
Cs cornering stiffness
Cu tangential stiffnes
^Smax slip where lateral friction approaches its maximum
Xu max slip where tangential friction approaches its maximum 
depend on the vertical force (load on tyre) and the friction coefficient /j,h of the
road:
l^u — (^Puo T  h'H (4.15)
hs  — -h/J>siy^^/J'H (4.16)
Cu — C u o ^ r  (4.17)
Cs = Cso sin 2 arctan ( ^
UN
(4.18)
^U max — Xuo/Tr  (4.19)
Xsmax = sin ^Ago +  (4.20)
The inverse model /i r  = A) can be calculated for (fj <  1 by solving the quadratic 
equation
2 \ /  2 Cf70 \  Ayj
4 .1 .6  Dynamics of the uncontrolled system
To analyse the dynamics of system (4.1)-(4.2) a change of variables is carried out where 
the angular speed of the wheel w is replaced by the slip A. It is assumed th a t u, v
and Tf, are positive. By calculating the derivative of Eq. (4.4) with respect to time we
obtain
=  (4.23)
V
1-A
Inserting the equations of motion results in the two equations
A =  - 1 \ A ^ - X )  + ^-1]f M \ u,h ) + - - - , T ,  (4.24)
V fm  J ) V J
ÿ = (4.25)
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It can be seen tha t the time scale of the slip dynamics (4.24) scales with speed v. The 
qualitative dynamic behaviour of slip is not affected by speed.
When considering the slip as the output y — À and the brake torque as an input u — 
Tf, then Eq (4.25) describes the zero dynamics of the system since the speed dynamics 
can be made unobservable with respect to the output A using the feedback
1 r 1 .2
V
where z/ is a new control input.
Next, the stability of the slip dynamics (4.24) is analysed for fixed values of the 
parameters jj,H and Define
r — (1 — A) +  — j  Fz}r{X  ^/th) +  F
^(A) =  { ^ ( l - A )  +  r}F ,/i(A ,/zjï) (4.26)
and rewrite Eq. (4.24) to
In general
and hence
F - X  = - ip{ \)+Ti , .  (4.27)
—  (1 -  A) < <  1mr
if{X) py r  • F ^ / i ( A , / i y y )
is a good approximation.
The function ip is bounded and continuous on the interval [0,1]. Thus, there exists 
a maximum (pmax and any constant brake torque
Tj) y^ max
will result in
Â >  0
No equilibrium point will exist for a slip less than one and the system will be unstable. 
For the case
7), <  P>max
equilibrium points are obtained which will be stable or unstable nodes depending on 
the sign of the slope of ip and consequently of p. In Fig. 4.7 a typical case for a tyre 
friction curve with a maximum is depicted. For a given constant value of T^ = T° a 
stable node Aj and an unstable node Ag is obtained, which means that if the brake 
torque is fixed at Tf, =  <,^ ?(Aj) and the slip exceeds the value Ag then the system will be 
unstable.
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Tb
S2
Figure 4.7: Slip equilibrium points
4 .1 .7  Mathematical Structure of the tyre slip dynamics
According to eq. (4.24) and (4.25) the equations of tyre slip have the following structure
1 1
Xi = = ------(p(xi,0)-\-----u
X2 X2
X2 =
1
(4.28)
^1 +  ^
where (p{xi,9) =  -  xi) r}  F;,fi{xi,9) > 0, 0 < u < Umax
=  A is the slip and X2 — (p{xi,9) is a nonlinear function of slip and the
uncertain tyre-road friction coefficient 9 = /thi u is the brake torque. The first equation 
describes the tyre slip dynamics while the second equation is the equation of motion 
of the vehicle. In general the function (p depends nonlinearly on the parameter 9. The 
control problem consists in stabilising the slip around a constant set point x^ where 
rci =  0 hence =  p{xi,  9) = po- W ith this the modified system is given by
Xi — —-—{p(xi,9)-j----- Ü
X 2  X 2
p(xi,9) (4.29)
where x \ =  xi~~ is the slip error, ü — u — and p  =  p{x\  -\-xi^9) — p{x\^ 9). The 
nonlinear system and input functions of the system x =  f {x ,9)  -P g{x)u are
/ X2fp{xi,0) (4.30)
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and
(4.31)
4 .1 .8  Specification of an ABS
Prom the previous considerations it is obvious that instabilities of the slip dynamics 
are likely to occur during uncontrolled braking in which case the angular speed of the 
wheel will eventually slow down to zero with the slip attaining a value of one and the 
wheel being locked. This is highly undesirable for several reasons:
• the wear of the tyre will be increased by uneven abrasion of rubber
• for cases where the tyre friction characteristics has a maximum, deceleration will 
be sub-optimal
• steerability of the car will be lost.
The problem of controlling the slip of a quarter car is considered. The control objective 
is to keep the slip at a specified set point value Aq while braking, thus preventing a 
wheel lock and maintaining steerability.
The specification includes the following requirements [25, 12]:
•  no wheel lock allowed to occur for speeds above 4Ç and =  0.1
• wheel lock for a period of less than 0.2 seconds is allowed for speeds in the range 
of 0.8. . .  4 f
•  for speeds below 0.8 ™ the wheels are allowed to lock.
• The control system should be robust with respect to other unmodelled dynamics:
— actuator dynamics,
— suspension,
— tyre relaxation dynamics.
•  Since the controller will be implemented on a microprocessor in a TT P architec­
ture it should be robust with respect to an additional time delay of 14 milliseconds 
caused by sampling.
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4.2 A nonlinear PI tyre slip controller
A Pl-type nonlinear adaptive tyre slip controller is presented. The tyre slip controller 
is designed to serve as a low-level controller in the ABS system. A control Lyapunov 
function approach (Sec. 3.1) for the relative degree one slip dynamics subsystem is taken 
to fix the structure of the controller and to calculate a lower bound on the controller 
gain necessary to achieve global stability. The control Lyapunov function is scaled with 
vehicle speed in order to avoid excessive high gain which could not be implemented. 
Gain scheduling techniques are used to determine the ultim ate transient behaviour 
of the closed loop system and to accommodate for robustness against unmodelled 
(actuator) dynamics and sampling.
4.2.1 Design of a globally stabilising control law
Following the approach in [41, 61] the slip Eq. (4.24) is given the form
(4.32)À =  f a .Jv
U  fjb
L^i X.
V —  pFz (4.33)m
where ai is a function of the slip A and the vertical force i f
a i ( A ) =  f l  +  - f  ( l - A ) ) r F ,  (4.34)
\  m r ^  J
which has the dimension of a torque. The control input into the system is the brake 
torque.
(4.35)
where % denotes the gain of the brake actuator which is uncertain due to changes in the 
friction coefficient between brake pads and brake disk. Its nominal value is assumed 
to be xo — 1 and its range
Xmin Si X S: Xmax
is assumed to be known.
In contrast to [41] a modified control Lyapunov function is used here
+  (4.36)
where Aq is the set point slip, 7  is a positive number and 77 is an estimate of the set
point value of the offset term ^ in (4.32) which varies with road condition, tyre brand,
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actuator gain etc. The weight of the first term in the Lyapunov function is necessary 
to prevent the controller from having excessively high gain. Due to the scaling of the 
slip dynamics with speed the gain of the plant will increase with decreasing v. This 
has to be compensated by lowering the controller gain. As will be shown later a high 
gain controller cannot be implemented since additional actuator dynamics and time 
sampling impose an upper bound on the loop gain.
Taking the time derivative of the Lyapunov function (4.36) and substituting (4.32) 
and (4.33) respectively one obtains
V  = v^{X-Xo)X + v ( X - X o f v - - ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ‘^ V rj (4.37)
u ji{X) 
X J
7 \  X
—/i(A )if (A -  Ao)| (A -  Ao) -  ^  j 7
Using the definition of a\ in (4.34) and defining
ci(Ao) =  ctq (4.38)
the derivative the first term of the Lyapunov function can be simplified further obtain­
ing
V  =  ■UyO-0
u jii(A)
(70 X
(X -  Ao) -  ^  ( ^  - ’71V
Finally, the identity
^(A) — p(Xo) +  m(X) — p(Xo)
=  XV /^(A) — m(Aq) 4- X
(4.39)
(4.40)
/i(Ao)
X
is used to yield
u — /i(Ao)
0-Q X
(A — Ao) (4.41)
-x|;^7? +  WjCro(A-Ao)| •
The second term of Eq. (4.41) can be rendered zero by use of the update law (cf. 
Sec. 3.1 [70])
?) =  - 77; j(To(A -  Ao) (4.42)
where the design parameter 7  will be specified later. The remaining part of the control 
Lyapunov function
/i(A) — a^ (Ao)u
<^0 V
(A — Ao) (4.43)
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has to be made negative semidefinite by choosing an appropriate control law for u. 
The variable 77 is a known quantity and can be eliminated by the control whereas the 
uncertain term ^U)-7^ (Ap.) j^^s to be dominated rather than cancelled. In the worst case 
this term has the opposite sign with respect to (A — Aq) which happens when the tyre 
friction characteristics p has a negative slope. However, the slope of p will usually be 
bounded from below with the Lipschitz condition (cf. Eq. 2.14)
fi{X) — /i(Ao)
^  0 > 0. (4.44)
V  <
A — A q
Using this condition, an upper bound on V  is
. _  _j_ — A q) • (A — Ao) (4.45)
.O q  Xmin J
and, using the PI control law
u =  ao - [7] -  kp{X-  Aq)]  (4.46)
the condition
0min 1 ---------- kr (A — Aq)  ^ <  0 (4.47)
_Xmin
for closed loop stability is obtained. This condition can be satisfied by selection of the 
controller gain
k „ > ^  (4.48)
Xmin
which renders the closed loop system globally stable. In order to improve robustness 
with respect to unmodelled nonlinearities a nonlinear term can be added to the control 
law (4.46) e.g.:
u — (To ' \v ~  ~  -^ o) ~  ks[X — Ao)^ ] A:3 >  0 (4.49)
The cubic term in the control law can considerably speed up the transients of the closed 
loop system for large slip errors while vanishing quickly when this error becomes small. 
The corresponding derivative of the Lyapunov function is:
V  < v ^ a o k,  -  ks(X -  Ao)' (A -  Ao)  ^ <  0 (4.50)
_Xmin
It is worth noting that apart from the stability condition (4.48) one is completely 
free in the choice of the design parameters kp and 7 . This freedom can be used to 
accommodate additional performance and robustness requirements on the closed loop 
system. In accordance with classical control, performance and robustness conditions 
will be derived from the linearisation of the open loop system and the closed loop 
system about the set point A q .
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4.2 .2  Linear Analysis
Define the control errors
6 i  — A — A q
V
X
Then the closed loop error dynamics is given by 
êi ^ Jv
a„ { e ,  -  k M  +  -  m(A„)
mr X
02 — —yv-jGoei
which results in the linearisation
xr
(4.51)
(4.52)
(4.53)
(4.54)
6 l  =
62
Jv mr X d A
6l
A=Ao
+
- j v j a o e i (4.55)
The structure of the linearised error dynamics equation suggests a choice of the con­
troller gain of the form
kp — A + L j L f , t/ + P - ^ vk
Xmin ^ 0  rnr CTq T\min
with a new design parameter k and the resulting error dynamics
0min
(4.56)
À  =
Xmin Jr I X  d A A=Ao
f) ■ 1^1 +  f y e 2  +  e*(e?,e^)
02 =  - y u  jCToCi (4.57)
First the nominal error dynamics is designed where the the Lipschitz constant 0min is 
assumed to take the value
0min — dA A=Ao
and
Xmin —  X
such that the bracketed term is cancelled. The corresponding error dynamics is
where
6 1
62
é = Àe
and À  =
JL ■K
X m i n
■'jvjo'o 0
Xro-Q
J v
(4.58)
(4.59)
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which leads to the characteristic equation
det(s7 — À)  — +  as +  7
The design parameters can now be fixed to
Lj
a =
7 rao
(4.60)
(4.61)
(4.62)
where the closed loop dynamics is given by the rise time T  and the nominal damping D 
of the step response. Next, the perturbed closed loop system is analysed. It has the 
characteristic equation
d e t(s / — A) =  s^ 4-
2D
where
r p - S + l ^
1 d//(A)
Xmin
+ A
A=Ao Xmin
(4.63)
(4.64)
First, the case Xmin = 9 is analysed i.e. there is now uncertainty in the actuator gain. 
In this case
T T ( 1
T 0min /  (4.65)
The perturbed damping coefficient scales with the inverse of the speed. Thus, the 
largest deviation from the nominal case will occur when the speed is low (u — v^in) 
and the slope of the tyre friction characteristics attains its maximum value
'd/^(A)max
dA A=Ao
Hence, an upper bound on D  is given by
D < D  + T r 0minCTq • --------------- A
(4.66)
(4.67)
J'^mi.-
Thus the perturbed closed loop system is stable.
4.3  Sontags’s universal formula used for ABS
Another Lyapunov based nonlinear adaptive tyre slip controller is presented [74]. The 
inverse optimal design introduced in Sec. 3.1 is applied.
The advantage of the inverse optimal approach is tha t it relies on domination of 
the destabilising nonlinearities and it does not cancel stabilising nonlinearities. Fur­
thermore the knowledge of nonlinearities is not used for cancellations. A worst case
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approximation of the uncertain nonlinearity can be used instead. The stability margins 
of this approach are better with respect to static modelling errors. Thus this approach 
is robust against unmodelled dynamics without having high gain.
Again, consider the slip Eq. (4.29). In contrast to the control Lyapunov approach in 
Sec. 4.2 the control Lyapunov function (clf) is given by:
where 0 = 0 — 0. The time derivative is given by
V  = xlxiXi  +  xlx2X2 — —09
(4.68)
=  - X i X 2 { (p(xi,0) +
X i
^) — j  ÔÔ (4.69)
+  J
where <p{xi,0) is the tyre slip nonlinearity, linearised at the estimated parameter 0,
dip(f{xi,0) = (p{xi,0) + do -j- £.
(4.70)
X I , 0
The error e is related to the higher order terms in the Taylor series expansion. This error 
is small for large slip. The friction depends nearly linearly on the parameter 0 for large 
slip and nonlinearly for very small slip where the system is stable (see Fig. 4.8). This
A =  0 .14
A =  0.050.7
0.6 
M  0,5
=  0 ,025
0.4
A =  0.01
0,2
0.1
0.90.1 0.2 0,3 0.4
Figure 4.8: Friction as a function of pn  with slip as parameter
gradient approach has been reported in [91]. An approach for systems with nonlinear 
but convex/concave parametric uncertainty is discussed in [14].
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The time derivative becomes, after sorting with respect to 6,
Xi
-cp(xi,6) +
Xi
\  — X \ - \ -
■£ P u
dip
æ +
X l , X i  +
d(p
æ I X1X2 H— 9
(4.71)
The tuning function
0 = - j dip
æ +
X i dip
X1X2 (4.72)
X I , 0 ^ 1 -  XI +  ^
renders the second part of the time derived Lyapunov function (4.71) negative semidef­
inite. The part of (4.71) tha t depends on the uncertain parameter 9 is cancelled.
A particular optimal stabilising control law ü tha t renders the remaining part of the 
Lyapunov function negative definite is given by Sontag’s formula (3.7):
u = <
+  for b { x ) ^ 0
(4.73)
for 5(j:) =  0 .
The application of Sontag’s universal formula to the slip control system (4.29) and the 
first part of the Lyapunov function Vadf = \ x 1X2 yields:
Qj — L — X\X2 
b
b =  {LgVY'  — X 1X 2
(p{xi^9) +
Xi
1 — iCi +
(4.74)
Since b =  0 implies a — 0 the control law can be simlified to
Xi
u -CQX1X2 +  9) +
1 — Xi P
■(p{xi,9)
-sgn{xi)
' \
ip{xi, 9) P
Xi
1 - X i P ^
-ip{xi,9) \ P  x \x \ .  (4.75)
The first term of the Lyapunov function is rendered negative definite by the control 
law (4.75) while the second is stabilised by the adaptation law (4.72). The parameters 
Co and 7  G R+ can be used to accommodate performance and robustness require­
ments of the closed loop system. Note th a t the “Sontag” controller adapts to the tyre 
friction coefficient pLfj- The adaptation can be interpreted as the integral part of the 
controller [70].
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4.4  SSP wheel slip controller
The design of an ABS controller using the SSP-approach [133] is based on linearisation 
of the non-linear slip model (4.24) of a braking quarter car. Here a change of the time 
domain will be proposed to relax the speed dependence of the slip dynamics. The slip 
differential equation
,2  ^ y.
(4.76)vX
is modified using the transformation ^  ™ This results in a transformed slip dy­
namics
dA
dr
in the new time domain r  =  -.
dry
wet
a  =  10°  
winter tyre
=1
§
B 0.4 1
.1
0.2
0.8 10 0.4 0.60.2
wheel slip 1
Figure 4.9: Tyre friction curves with 12 linearisation points
Linearisation of the modified slip equation (4.77) using four different road conditions 
and three different wheel slips, as depicted in Fig. 4.9, results in an array of 12 (9 stable 
and 3 unstable) transfer functions:
0.32
s* 4- ki
(4.78)
where
■ki = -  {1649,69.84, -114.1,861.1, -26.65, -130.1,11.70,138.9,18.77,2287,1060,513.8}
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are the poles of the individual plant transfer functions. The operator s* stands for the 
modified Laplace operator in the time domain r.
Solving the set of equations and inequalities described in [133] yields the following 
linear PI controller
(4.79)
=  621 +  4 ^ .  (4.80)
Bode plots (cf. Fig. 4.10 and 4.11) and closed loop step responses are shown for 
each linear plant. The plant transfer function as well as the phase margin [30, 110] are 
displayed. The minimal phase margin is 0(w cc) =  43.2° at — 21.5Hz.
Using the inverse transformation s* =  J in order to get the controller in the time 
domain t  one gets
Gcis) =  621 +  ^ 5 ^ .  (4.81)
This gain scheduled controller shifts the D-region for velocities v > 1 towards the left 
hand side. Thus, the stability is preserved if the system is time invariant.
4.5 LQRC wheel slip controller
Recently algorithms have been developed for efficient real-time implementation of con­
strained LQ controllers (LQRC) [57]. The handling of constraints is important since 
for example actuator rate constraints will constitute fundamental performance limita­
tions. They are also considered to be a useful design parameter to avoid excitation of 
resonant suspension modes. Nonlinearities such as the dependence on the speed are 
handled by gain-scheduling and local linearisations.
The discrete-time slip dynamics (4.24), with sampling interval A is:
X{k +  1) — X{k) — (1 — A(&)) +  -J ^ Tnik) ,  o'(k)) T  j ^ ( ^ )
(4.82)
Let (Ao,Î6^o) be an equilibrium point for (4.24) defined by the constants ao, 
and For a given Aq one gets
6^,0 =  “  '^o) +  FzIt{Xq^ <^ o)- (4.83)
A linear model, valid near some equilibrium state is
X{k -L 1) =  Ao +  q;i(A(A:) — Aq) +  Pi{Th{k) — 7A,o) (4.84)
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Figure 4.10: Bode plots (I) and c lo s^ lo o p  step responses (SSP controller)
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where «i and /?i are linearization constants given by
A 1 y 1 \  Q jj,
—/i(Ao, (^ o) ~  I — (1  ~~ -^ o) +  -y I h ' H . O i  QJo)
A  =
r  A 
VqJ
(4.85)
In order to introduce integral action in the controller, an additional state associated 
with the integral of the slip error is introduced
4(& +  1) =  4(A;) +  A(A(A;) -  A^A;)) (4.86)
where A* is the desired slip. The control u{t) computed by the LQRC controller [56] is 
defined as the change in the commanded brake torque u{t) — fb{t) — Tb{t — I), which 
leads to the additional state equation
f b { k ) = f b { k - l ) - u { k )
From (4.84) it follows that
X[k +  1) — A* =  ai{X{k)  — A*) +  Pi{Tb{k) — Tf,^ o) +  c
(4.87)
(4.88)
where c is a constant that can be neglected due to the integral action.
A state-space realization of the 1st order actuator dynamics (discussed in Sec.5.1) is
Tb{k) =  0.6Tb{k -  1) +  OAu{k -  1) (4.89)
The linearised control-oriented model of the slip dynamics including 1st order actu­
ator dynamics and a time delay is:
/  i e i k )  \
A(/c) — A*
( ie{k +  1) \
X[k +  1) —- A*
Tb{k +  1) — Tb^ o
\  T b { k  +  1 )  — T b ^ o  J
= A
T b ( k )  — Tb^o
V f b ( k )  —  T b f i  J
T Bu{]pj (4.90)
where
A =
1 A 0 0
0 A 0
0 0 0.6 0.4
0 0 0 1
(4.91)
B  =
/ 0 \
0 
0
V 1 /
(4.92)
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The gain-scheduled constrained LQR controller [98] is given by:
(4.93)
The function Ulqrc is a piecewise linear function with 3 linear parts. One part is 
the linear classical LQ controller that is active near the set point. The two other parts 
correspond to the minimum and maximum constant values of the actuator rate and 
are active when the classical LQ violates the rate constraints.
Gain scheduling on both speed v and slip A has been applied. The space (u,A) 
is divided into rectangles with scheduling for v = 1, V2, 2, 2V^, 4, 4 \/2 ,8, ....m/s and 
A =  0.14 and A =  0.06. The motivation for the scheduling strategy is the significant 
modelling error for small values of A that leads to very slow transient response of the 
controller when the slip increases.
The constrained LQR is designed for fixed A  and B  matrices (for a number of valus 
of V and possibly A) based on (4.90).
The actuator rate constraint leads to the following input constraint:
< T T '" A  (4.94)
Maximum braking forces with the EMB 4.0 actuator (cf. Sec. 5.1) are 30 kN at front 
wheels and 15 kN at rear wheels. In order to avoid an air gap between the brake 
pads and the brake disk, a minimum brake force of 50N is applied. This leads to the 
constraints for the front wheels
T^in  _  0.1056m-50N =  5.3Nm (4.95)
pmax ^  0.1056m-30kN =  3017Nm (4.96)
fmax _  i50kNm/s (4.97)
and for the rear wheels
rmin ^  0.1056m-50N =  5.3Nm (4.98)
T^^^  = 0.1056m-15kN =  1584Nm (4.99)
fmax _  i50kNm/s (4.100)
There is an anti-windup mechanism on the integrator Due to the switching, we 
have in addition bumpless transfer where ie{t) is recalculated for the new controller 
such th a t u{t) — 0 for those t where the controller is switched. Then ie{t) solves
0 =  ^i,QEc(2e(A;), A(/c) -  A\T(,(/G),f6(/c -  l),fi(A:)) (4.101)
The stability of the LQRC wheel slip controller has been analysed in [98].
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4.6 Activation and Bumpless Transfer
As a safety device the ABS is only active in critical situations when the driver com­
manded brake force results in higher slips than the setpoint of the controller. The 
maximal applied brake force is limited to the drivers commanded brake force. The slip 
controller is only allowed to lower the brake force in order to prevent the tyre from 
locking. For safety reasons this is an important issue. When the driver releases the 
brake pedal the brake force should be lowered accordingly.
Figure 4.12 shows the on/off switching of the overall controller. An operation mode 
/  is only set when the controller is switched on manually, the gear g is set to forward 
(not reverse) and the reference speed Vr of the vehicle is higher than the minimum 
speed. The controller will be switched off when the velocity drops below a minimum 
("^ mm — Im /s).
init
{ V r  <  V m i n )  V  V  g
C r  ^  ‘^ m i n )  V  iS  V  ÿ( V r  ^  f ^ m i n )  V  iS  V  ^
offon
/  -  0
( T r  — ' ^ m i n )  V  jS  V  ^V,
Figure 4.12: On/O ff automaton
Normally the brake demand by the driver is higher than the brake torque applied 
by the controller. A bumpless transfer to the manual mode is necessary to avoid a jerk 
when the full brake force is applied. The increase of the clamping force is limited by a 
rate limiter. The maximum rate is chosen as 20kN/sec. Figure 4.13 shows the mode- 
switching automaton having three states. The controller remains in manual mode when 
/  is off. The automatic mode is active when /  is off and the driver requests a brake 
force Fd tha t is higher than minimal brake force Fmin- That means tha t the driver 
brakes. If the driver releases the brake pedal and /  is off the controller switches to 
manual mode. If the driver does not release the brake pedal and /  is off, the controller 
switches into bumpless transfer mode where the gradient of the brake force is limited
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until the output of the rate limiter reaches the desired clamping force Then it 
switches back into manual mode.
^  init
automaticmanual
d^brake 0- /  A (Fd > Fmv
bumpless
transfer
i^F(ih(frake ^ O.lu 
Figure 4.13: Mode changes automaton
These additional features have been realised in the anti-windup routines of the con­
troller.
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4.7 Tyre friction estim ate resetting
As mentioned in previous sections there is a need for a fast tyre friction estimate to 
improve the transient performance of the wheel slip controller. The friction estimate 
in the adaptive controller converges only slowly. W ith a fast estimation algorithm 
the transient behaviour can be improved. It is shown that the transient behaviour 
of a nonlinear Lyapunov based adaptive controller can be improved by resetting the 
parameter estimate without loss of stability.
For production cars no tyre force sensor is available. Observer or estimation algo­
rithms (cf. Sec. 3.3) are proposed in the literature.
Different road conditions (dry, wet, ice) are estimated by Gustafsson [45] by assuming 
different slopes of the friction curve /i(A) for the different surfaces at low slip. A 
Kalman filter and least squares algorithms for estimation are applied. Kiencke [67] 
determines first the friction {i and uses a tyre model which is linear in the parameters. 
The proposed estimation algorithms depend very much on the tyre model used. The 
approach of De W it et al. [32] is similar to the following approach. De W it et al. uses 
one dynamic tyre friction model and an observer. They augment the system equations 
by an additional state 0 that represents the uncertain road condition. This state is 
assumed to be constant, ^ =  0.
The following approach uses observers th a t have an additional state representing the 
tyre friction coefficient of a steady state tyre friction model. This state is assumed to 
be constant. Instead of one observer a finite number of parallel observers as proposed 
in Sec. 3.5 is used, each parameterised with one parameter for one road condition.
4.7 .1  Friction coefficient estimation using MMO  
Observers with bilinear error dynamics
Let M  : {}j,Hi-> z — 1, . .  .n} be a finite set of parameter values. A set of n  single 
disturbance observers z =  l , . . . n  each having a fixed value of (Ihi is designed. 
This multiple observer O together with the decision logic results in a multiple model 
observer (MMO) for tyre friction coefficient estimation.
According to Eq. (4.2) the equation of motion of a single rotating wheel is given by
J Ù  = r F x { o j , v , / I f f )  -  Tb  (4.102)
The dynamics depend on the uncertain tyre friction parameter Hence, the tyre 
friction force is uncertain. Denote the angular velocity Xi — the brake torque u =
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Tb. The measured outputs of the system are y = co and v. Furthermore, we assume 
tha t a nominal friction torque rF^iy, ym )  as a function of y and a fixed {im is known. 
The friction error X2i = — between real friction and nominal friction is assumed
to be an unknown but constant disturbance and will be considered as an additional 
state. Consequently, the resulting modified system is given by
T 1
— ~j (Fg (zKi, V, y  Hi) T Bxi^XijV, X2i F , U, f-lHi))
X2i = 0 (4.103)
The equation for the friction error Fx{xi^v, X2i — ym )  — F^ixi^v^ {iHi) can be linearised 
according to the parameter jxh by Taylor approximation giving the sensitivity function:
dFx{xi,v,iiH)
F x { x i , v ,  X 2 i  -  i im)  -  F x { x i ,  V, / im) =
dfiH
X2i +  S (4.104)
IJ>Hi
where ô is comparatively small. Pig. 4.14 shows the three dimensional plot of the 
sensitivity function (4.104). Each individual observer is only valid in one of the regions 
indicated by the thick lines.
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.40.05
0.2
dFxixi,v,iJ,H)Figure 4.14: Normalised derivative of the tyre friction force d]in
Having nonlinearities only as functions of the outputs, the extended system (4.103) 
is linearisable by output injection and thus, an observer with bilinear error dynamics 
can be designed. This property is preserved after Euler discretisation of the system
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with a sampling interval Ts which leads by using the following abbreviations
B
Fi
dFi
dFrr
r ,5
FxifJ^m)
d^ iH
dFx{xi,v,tiH)
dfiH
to the state equation
X\\k -j-1] 
X2i[k +  1]
xi[k] +  B{Fi\k] +  dFi[k] -  rBT^[k]
X2i[k]
(4.105)
(4.106)
The corresponding observer oi is
+  1] == Xii\k\ P B{^Fi[k\ F  dFi\k\x2i
+ k'i{ i^[k] — xii[k]^
X2i[kpl ]  = X2i[k]+iyi
with the respective error equations &i — Xi ~ xi
^i\k T l] =  (1 — T B  dFi 62[A:]
62 [A: +  1] =  ^2[k] +  ^[k]
-BTb[k]
(4.107)
(4.108)
(4.109)
Following the Lyapunov based design where in the continuous case the time deriva­
tive V  =  êiÊi -f ^6262  has to be made negative definite the Euler discretised Lyapunov 
function derivative results in
7^ ( V [ k P l ] —V[k]) — — {ei[k +  1] — ei[k]) W +  +  1] — e2[k]) 6 2 (4.110)
or
A V  = —k[{ei[k])^ P B  dFi[k]ei[k]e2[k] i^ [A:]e2[A:]. (4.111)
For stability it is sufiicient that A V  < 0 (cf. Sec. 2.2). The second observer error 
cannot be measured. Thus, it follows that
F[k] =  g B  dFi[k]ei[k] 
with the appropriate error dynamics
V-------------------------  '
(4.112)
(4.113)
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Note that the error introduced by the discretisation of the Lyapunov function may lead 
to instability of the system. Thus for stability the design parameter of the observer 
need to be chosen carefully. The error dynamics can be designed by choosing the 
observer coefficient
k'  ^ = ki dFi (4.114)
and placing the eigenvalues of
A - 1 “ « « V  n m
\  - e B d F A k  1 I
The poles are placed at
1^.2 =  1 -  ^  ±  y  (4.116)
For the choice of the two design parameters k% and g the time variant nonlinearity dFi [k] 
needs to be taken into account. Fig. 4.14 shows that the sensitivity function dFi[k] is 
limited to
0 < d F i <  max ( ^ )  ■ (4.117)
For all dFi, 12:1,2 1 < 0 must hold. The maximum value dFmax only depends on Fz,max-
By setting
(4.118)
we end up with a pole placement of ^
^ 1,2 =  1 -  ±  s B ^ 9F ^ c .^ .
max ^^max
By setting
^ (4.119)B^dFr^J 4B2'
the root in Eq. (4.119) is set to zero. Consequently, real poles are placed in a region of 
“nice” stability [16] (cf. Fig. 4.15(hatched region)). The position of the poles depends 
on the relative derivative of the tyre force 0 < < 1.orraax
dFi
zi,2 =  f -  ^ , (4.120)O'X max
The more the poles move towards the circle the slower the system becomes. A small (^ ■Pmax
implies a small slip and a slower observer settling time.
^Note that is used for the ratio - 9^ ^ 7 5 5 ] ^
11
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1
f  0
1
11 0
Re{z)
Figure 4.15: Region of "nice” stability in the z-plane 
Performance Signal Generator and Switching logic
Next, a performance index J{xi[k],y[k]) is defined for each observer of the set O. 
A  switching logic L  is used to determine the estimate f),H of the multi-observer O. 
L  satisfies two purposes:
1. selecting the coefficient jiHi corresponding to the observer Oi with the best per­
formance index.
2. providing a mechanism that prevents the MMO from chattering.
The performance index is calculated from each wheel speed error eu and the friction 
torque error X2i
oo
-  j ?  +  C2X2i[k -  y f  ) (4.121)
3=0
where Wj are the weights of a discrete low-pass filter.
In order to prevent chattering the switching logic has a hysteresis. Let Op be the valid 
observer at time k — 1 then a switch to a new observer Oi occurs only if Qi[k] {1 T  h) < 
Qp[k] where Qp[k] is the current performance of the observer Op at the previous time 
instant and > 0 is the hysteresis. Otherwise no switching will occur and Op will 
remain valid.
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4 .7 .2  Estimation of the friction coefficient using MME
Multiple model estimation as in Sec. 3.4 cannot be implemented directly since it is 
based on the assumption that the system is linear in the unknown parameter. The 
algorithm is modified for the problem of friction coefficient estimation and resetting of 
the adaptive wheel slip controller.
Consider the equation of motion of the wheel (4.2). The friction could be calculated, 
if the wheel acceleration were measurable as:
Since the acceleration ù  can not be measured directly and our system is sampled, a 
predictor will be designed. Discretising Eq. (4.122) using Euler discretisation one gets
=  +  (4.123)
In order to reduce the influence of noise in the system FIR-filters will be used.
7if + l rif
Wifj^xlk — i] —  ^ iyi(j[k — ?] +  HTi}[k — z]. (4.124)
i—Q i = 0  i=0
Suppose the tyre friction coefficient /lu is constant for Uf steps. Substitution of (4.124) 
with respect to results in
rif+l nj Uf
Px[k] ~  ^ 2  — z] +  ^ 2  — Tb[k — z] — ~ P x [ ^  — z].
By solving the quadratic equation (4.21) a parameter estimate fiH is obtained. This 
friction value is considered as the best parameter estimate.
Let M  : {/zn^, | z € X =  { 1 , . . . ,  TV}} be a finite set of parameter values as in Sec. 4.7.1. 
The minimal value argmin^^^: of equation (3.146) in theorem 1 gives the pa­
rameter (iHi that is used for resetting the parameter estimate of the adaptive controller 
if
AVni[k] = AVni[k — 1] — ^pi +  ~Afi^[k] — — {p h I^ ] — pm[f^]) A/z[A:] — (A[A;])'
(4.125)
is negative. The difference between the controller estimate p^c  and p m  is denoted as 
Ap.
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4.8 Simulation
A simulation environment for testing ABS (and steering) controllers has been devel­
oped. The simulation is based on the nonlinear four wheel car model described in 
Appendix A. The model parameters have been adapted to tha t of the real test vehi­
cle (Mercedes E-class) to make the simulation as realistic as possible. The software 
satisfies the following requirements:
•  The low complexity of the model makes it accessible to control design.
•  The model captures the essential dynamics of the vehicle.
•  The interface for the ABS controller is identical to tha t of the real test vehicle.
The simulation software is written in ANSII-C and produces log-Piles that can be 
processed in MATLAB. In principle the simulation software can also be used to test 
other vehicle dynamic control systems.
In the simulation the behaviour of four different wheel slip controllers is tested. The 
controllers will be evaluated against each other on different road surface conditions.
The test manoeuvre for simulation is a straightforward panic stop which starts at 
t = 0.2s with an initial speed of 35m/s. The applied brake demand is a large clamping 
force of 2Ü0Ü0N. For safety reasons only half the brake wish is applied at the rear wheels 
because a locked rear wheel will result in instability of the vehicle. The road condition 
changes at several time steps t  = 1.5, 3[s] to different tyre-road friction coefficients. The 
considered friction coefficient is p n  = 0.2 in the first 1.5 seconds, changes to p n  =  0.9 
and at t  =  3sec changes to p u  =  0.5. The desired wheel slip is set to 0.14. Note that by 
using the high setpoint slip of Aq =  0.14 also for lower tyre/road friction coefficients the 
controller needs to stabilise the system in the unstable part of the tyre friction curve. 
In order to test the robustness, noise is added to the wheel speed measurement u.  
Results are presented only for one front wheel. The regulation of the rear wheels is less 
critical and better results can be obtained.
The following sections are organised as follows: Each wheel slip controller has been 
tested in simulation and will be discussed separately. For each controller wheel slip, 
clamping force, friction and velocity will be displayed in Fig. 4.16-4.22. At the end of 
the section all controllers will be compared.
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4.8.1 PI wheel slip controller simulation
Fig. 4.16 shows the simulation plots of the wheel slip A, the clamping force Fb, the 
tyre/road friction and the wheel speed using the nonlinear adaptive wheel speed con­
troller introduced in Sec. 4.2. Three simulations have been performed. One without 
parameter resetting (black lines), another with estimator resetting by using the esti­
mate of the MME derived in Sec. 4.7.2 (grey lines) and the PI controller using the 
properties of the multiple model observer derived in Sec. 4.7 (light grey lines).
The controller stabilises the system. After the period of time necessary for the con­
troller to adapt to the current friction coefficient, the slip converges to the desired 
slip. Large slip transients, when the road condition changes instantaneously are un­
desirable. This is due to the relatively slow adaptation and the low gain. The low 
gain is required due to uncertainty, noise and unmodelled dynamics of the real test 
vehicle. As long as the estimate of the friction p  does not converge the control error 
remains large. The transients could be damped out by using higher controller gain 
and a higher adaptation speed. However, enlarging the controller gain is not feasible, 
because it causes instability that is due to the sampled data system and a time delay 
of 14ms between sensor measurements and control output. Note tha t the controller is 
designed for the continuous time system. Analysis of the Lyapunov function is only 
valid for the continuous time system. The discretisation of the continuous controller 
may cause instabilities. The robustness is only achieved by tuning the parameters of 
the controller. Furthermore, the controller is designed for the system without taking 
any actuator dynamics since the actuator is very fast and time delays into account but 
the simulation contains an actuator model. Using a low gain controller the slip error 
remains large until the adaptation converges. This can be seen in the upper plot when 
the time 1.5s < T < 3 s.
The transients can be damped out by using estimator resetting. By doing this 
the maximum peak of slip is smaller than without switching. A very large peak of 
slip can be observed in the grey slip curve (MME) at T =  3 s. Note that the MME 
estimate is not displayed. No resetting occurs. The tuning parameter pi in the reset 
condition (4.125) is adjusted in a way that no erroneous switch occurs. This robustness 
is at the expense of helpful switches, which are sometimes suppressed. For t > 6.2s 
the slip is not computed properly due to numerical problems. This does not m atter 
because the slip controller is switched off at speeds less than Im /s. When the controller 
is switched off the bumpless transfer (cf. Sec.4.6) of the brake force can be observed.
The relatively low gain of the controller can be seen in the smooth control signal F}.
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Figure 4.16: Wheel slip, clamping force, tyre friction and vehicle speed of the Pl-wheel
slip controller (without resetting: black, using MME: grey, using MMO: light
grey).
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Only at the resetting points the clamping force “jumps” .
The third plot shows the real tyre/road friction coefficient (dash dot) together with 
the continuous adaptation of the tyre friction that is reset at some point. The contin­
uous adaptation depends on the wheel slip and is slower for lower slip. The light grey 
curve shows the output {im of the multiple model observer. At low slip (t % 1.7s), 
where the continuous adaptation is slow the MMO estimation is wrong since no in­
formation on the friction coefficient can be obtained because the tyre friction is less 
sensitive to the friction coefficient iih for low slip. Note th a t the wrong estimate does 
not cause erroneous switches. The switching of the MMO-estimate between 0.6 and 0.4 
is because the real friction value of 0.5 is exactly between the discrete observers. Small 
disturbances cause variations in the cost function of the MMO and thus switching 
between adjacent observers.
The lowest plot of Fig. 4.16 shows the vehicle speed (dash dot line), given by an 
extended Kalman filter [120] and the circumferential wheel speed (solid lines). Note 
that the stopping time and thus the stopping distance is shorter by resetting the con­
tinuous parameter estimate. Also the slip transients will be damped out. This is a 
clear performance enhancement.
4.8 .2  Simulation results of the “Sontag”' controller
The results of wheel slip control using “Sontag’s” formula introduced in Sec. 4.3 are 
depicted in Fig. 4.17. They are very similar to that obtained by the nonlinear adap­
tive PI wheel slip controller (cp. Fig. 4.16). The performance of the combination of 
an adaptive controller and a stability preserving resetting strategy is as good as the 
performance of the pure adaptive controller.
The control signal and the slip oscillates a little more than the PI controller. Best re­
sults are obtained by resetting the continuous adaptation by the fast estimate given by 
a multiple model observer MMO. Transitions are clearly reduced by resetting. Switch­
ing does not lead to instabilities. Unnecessary switching is not observed. The true 
parameter is estimated very fast.
The stopping distance is shorter with estimator resetting. A clear performance im­
provement can be seen.
In Fig. 4.18 the controller gain of the “Sontag’s” wheel slip controller is modified 
to show the disadvantages of either increasing or decreasing the controller gain. The 
black curves show the results of the low gain controller while the grey curves are for the 
high gain controller. The nominal gain cq in Fig. 4.17 is set to 40 while the high gain
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Figure 4.17: Wheel slip, clamping force, tyre friction and vehicle speed of the “Sontag"-
wheel slip controller (without resetting: black, using MME: grey, using MMO:
light grey).
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controller uses cq =  80 and the low gain controller Cq — 15. Increasing the gain results 
in oscillations of the wheel slip and the control signal. The robustness is reduced while 
no obvious performance benefit is obtained. The slip transients for the lowered gain 
are very large. Recovery of the wheel slip after road condition changes takes a long 
time.
Fig. 4.19 shows how the performance of the low gain controller can be improved by 
estimator resetting. A smooth control signal, a good transient performance and in the 
wheel slip case a shorter braking distance is achieved.
Fig. 4.20 shows that the fast multiple model observer is robust against oscillations of 
the control system. Also the performance of the high gain controller can be improved 
by resetting. No incorrect or erroneous switching operations can be observed.
4 .8 .3  Simulation of the SSP  wheel slip controller
Fig. 4.21 shows the simulation of the SSP controller. This simple non-adaptive con­
troller stabilises the slip dynamics. Large overshoot of the control variable indicates 
high controller gain. Because of this the controller is less robust. The integral part 
of the controller has only little influence. The slip dynamics become faster with de­
creasing speed. The noise in the slip becomes larger for lower speed. This results in a 
reduced robustness for lower speed.
The controller has no sufficient integral part to cancel the slip error for low speed. 
An easy use of the MMO theory is not possible, since this automatic controller design 
is not Lyapunov function based.
4 .8 .4  Simulation of the LQRC wheel slip controller
Fig. 4.22 shows the simulation results of the sub-optimal constrained LQ-controller of 
Sec. 4.5. The results are very good except for large transients due to fast changing 
road conditions. These transients could be damped by using the multiple observers for 
resetting the integral part of the controller.
The controller actuator rate constraint modes are active between t  = 1.5sec and 
between t = 1.7sec and t — 3sec and t  =  3.1sec.
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Figure 4.18: Wheel slip, clamping force, tyre friction and vehicle speed of the "Sontag"
wheel slip controller with low gain (black) and high gain (grey).
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Figure 4.19: Wheel slip, clamping force, tyre friction and vehicle speed of the "Sontag"
wheel slip controller with low gain (with resetting: black, using MMO: grey).
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Figure 4.20: Wheel slip, clamping force, tyre friction and vehicle speed of the "Sontag”-
wheel slip controller with high gain (with resetting: black, using MMO: grey),
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Figure 4.21: Wheel slip, clamping force and vehicle speed of the SSP-w heel slip controller.
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Figure 4.22: Wheel slip, clamping force, tyre friction and vehicle speed of the LQRC-wheel 
slip controller.
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4.8.5 Four controllers compared
Comparing all four automatic controllers, it is noticeable th a t the two nonlinear con­
trollers using parameter resetting exhibit similar behaviour, whereby the inverse opti­
mal approach is somewhat better. Fig. 4.23 shows the nonlinear adaptive PI controller 
(black), the inverse optimal adaptive controller (grey) and the linear simultaneous sta­
bilising controller (light grey). When the sub-optimal constrained LQ-controller (cf. 
Fig. 4.22) was combined with parameter resetting a very good control performance 
could be achieved.
By resetting the continuous parameter estimation with a fast parameter estimation 
algorithm a clear improvement of the regulation quality is obtained, without increasing 
the controller gain. W ithout parameter resetting it takes about 10m more braking 
distance to stop the car for both nonlinear controllers (cp. Fig. 4.17 and 4.16). The 
transients due to road surface changes are clearly reduced.
4 .8 .6  Conclusions
In the simulation the behaviour of four different wheel slip controllers has been tested. 
The controllers have been evaluated against each other on different road surface con­
ditions. It has been shown that the inverse optimal adaptive wheel slip controller 
(cf. Sec. 4.3) has the best performance when using estimator resetting and a multiple 
model observer estimates the tyre/road friction coefficient. The second best controller 
is a nonlinear adaptive PI controller (cf. Sec. 4.2) which also uses the fast estimate 
of tyre/road friction for resetting the continuous friction estimation. W ithout reset­
ting both controllers are insufhcient to cover the transients when the road condition 
changes. The SSP wheel slip controller shows that even a simple controller can control 
the system, however it does not achieve the specified performance. The gain sched­
uled constrained LQ-controller is a good linear controller since it is optimal in some 
way. The limitation of this controller can be in the slow integral part and in the linear 
feedback.
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Figure 4.23: Wheel slip, clamping force, tyre friction and vehicle speed of three different Slip 
controller simulations (Pl-controller with MMO (black), "Sontag's" controller 
with MMO (grey) and the SSP controller (light grey)).
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In the previous chapter, hybrid control methods have been applied to wheel slip control. 
These four controllers and the multiple observer have been tested and evaluated in a real 
passenger car (cf. [75]). In the following section, first the test vehicle and the electro­
mechanical brake actuators will be described in Sec. 5.1. Also a nonlinear model of the 
brake actuator will be developed. Some applicational viewpoints are given in Sec. 5.2. 
Vehicle braking tests under real life conditions (cf. Sec. 5.3 and Sec. 5.4) are presented. 
At the end of the section the tested controllers will be evaluated.
5.1 ABS test vehicle
The test vehicle is a Mercedes E220 passenger car equipped with four electro-mechanical 
disk brakes supplied by Continental Teves and a brake-by-wire system. Fig. 5.1 shows 
a photo of the test vehicle.
Fig. 5.2 shows the hardware architecture of the vehicle. It consists of four servo 
controllers for the brakes, a monitoring unit, a brake-by-wire control unit and a power 
supply unit. These systems communicate via a TTP (time-triggered protocol) bus. 
This bus is a synchronous bus. The vehicle is equipped with the following sensors:
•  four wheel speed sensors,
• a sensor for the steering wheel angle,
•  sensors for the position of the brake pedal and the force applied to the brake 
pedal,
•  two accelerometers for longitudinal and lateral acceleration respectively,
•  a yaw rate sensor and
• hall sensors for measuring the clamping forces at each brake.
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Figure 5.1: Photo of the ABS test vehicle
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Figure 5.2: ABS test vehicle hardware architecture
The brake-by-wire software is written in C and provides an interface for the ABS con­
troller. The interface gives access to the sensor signals and reads the command signals 
for the brakes provided by the ABS controller. From the brake pedal measurements 
(brakewish) the brake-by-wire system computes a desired clamping force Fd for each 
brake. In the anti-windup routine the limitation of the slip controller output Fb is 
realised. Thus, the control output Fs cannot become larger than the desired clamping 
force Fd. Fg is the reference clamping force signal supplied to the brake servo con­
trollers of each wheel. The ABS controller runs at a sampling period of 7 milliseconds
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and with a delay of two time steps between the control signal and the sensor output.
brakewish
vehicle states
controller 'brake
ABS
Figure 5.3: Slip controller interface
Electro mechanical Brake Actuator
The electro-mechanical wheel brake by Continental Teves [109] is a disk brake working 
on the floating caliper-principle. Here, only the holding device is connected firmly to 
the vehicle^s steering knuckle. Together with both brake pads the fist is fixed, with 
one degree of freedom towards the active line of the clamping force. Fig. 5.4 shows a 
photo of the electro-mechanic brake and the disk integrated in the vehicle.
Fig. 5.5 shows a sectional drawing of the brake. The electromechanic converter is 
a brushless DC motor. At the pads-sided end the rotor is geared and at the same 
time forms the sun wheel of the following planetary gear. The planet wheels of the 
planetary gear are in mesh with the internal-geared wheel, bolted in the brake cabinet, 
and power the planet carrier. A planetary roller gear applies for the transformation 
of the rotary motion into a translatory motion. The planetary gears spindle is hollow 
and contains a force measurement device as well as a pressure pin for the decoupling 
of bending movements acting on the spindle. When activating the brake the drive end
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Figure 5.4: Photo of the electro-mechanical brake
central bearing planetary gear (PG) 
brake pads \ ___________ — - /  stator
calipei^/
rim contour
brake disk ^
rotor/nut (PRO)
resolver
force
pad support
pressure pin ^  spindle (PRG) 
planetary rollers (PRG)
Figure 5.5: Electro-mechanical brake
brake pad will be moved through the pad support, whereas the pressure pin and the 
force sensor will be shifted towards the brake disk, caused by the spindle's motion.
The electro mechanical brake is servo controlled by a cascade PID-controller running 
with a sampling period of 2.33 milliseconds. This is later shown in Fig. 5.8
Model of the electromechanical brake
The model of the electromechanical brake consists of a model of an electric motor and 
a gearbox that transforms the rotational movement into a translatory movement. A
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nonlinear characteristic for the conversion of the movement into a force as well as a 
nonlinear friction model is taken into account. Fig. 5.6 shows the structure of the 
physical model of the brake where the symbols have the following meaning:
Air-Gap
Eesire
T s i 5 + 1
I
f i (Eca) -o—
Tl
CO CO
J ' f
'ges
Xs
fx{xs)
Air-Gap  
dges
fx{xs)
F
I
J
Te
T f
Tl
T m
Tel
^S
^ges
U )
Figure 5.6: Physical EMB model
Air gap between brake disk and brake pads
Overall viscous friction
Feedback of the motor on the current
Transfer function between spindle position and clamping force
Transfer function between angle of rotation and friction torque
Clamping force
Motor current
Overall inertia
Available torque
Friction torque
Available load torque =  Te +  Tf
Electric torque
Electric time constant of the motor
Spindle position
Transmission factor
Rotation angle
Magnetic flux
Angular velocity
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The feedback given by the motor on the current is modelled as follows:
m in(/, (1 — ~)Imax) i f c j > 0 & : T > 0
max(T, -^ max) 
max(J, — (1 +  ” ) /m a x )
 ^ m in(/, -/max)
fi(T,co) = <
i f w > 0 & T < 0  
i f w < 0 & T < 0  
if CJ <  0 & /  > 0.
where
COq maximum rotor speed for zero load [rad/s] 
maximum stator current /max =  40A .
The characteristic curve between the spindle position and the clamping force will be 
approximated by a polynomial with the degree of five and a hysteresis
0 if :r <  0
fx(^s)  =
The clamping force has a behaviour of a hysteresis h(u) modelled as shown in Fig. 5.7.
4- C4 X^  +  CsX^  +  C2 X^  +  C]_x +  Co if X > 0.
h(u)
h — au
Figure 5.7: Clamping force hysteresis
Due to the positive clamping force, the hysteresis is defined only for the positive 
forces u and h. Increasing u results in a motion along the curve h = an — ai. If u
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decreases, h will decrease too. The decrease of h has the slope b until the curve h =  
au-hao is crossed. When u decreases continuously, h moves along the curve h = au-\-aQ. 
When u increases, h increases with the slope c until the curve h — au — a\ is crossed. 
The friction is described by the following function [31]:
/w(w,Te) =  To + 7 ie x p { -^ o  I |} +  7 2 (1  ~  e x p { ~ ^  | w |}) | +  Tq | sgn(w)
where 
To =  V.ges Zero-Load.
Mo 
Ml
^  — ^min 
^low 
^high
Pi — l-f^low 
P2 — ^f^high
Zero-Load is the zero load axial force offset for friction [N]
stiction force coefficient [1]
dry friction coefficient [1]
rotor velocity for minimum friction
rotor velocity threshold for drop in stiction force [rad/s]
rotor velocity threshold for speed dependent friction [rad/s]
_  __to K-1 
7 i =  J fo - fO
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The electromechanical brake is servo controlled by a cascade PID-controller, which 
consists of a current controller, an angular velocity controller and a force controller as 
shown in Fig. 5.8. The index m  denotes the measured values of the clamping force Fgp, 
the angular velocity oj and the current I.  Index s indicates the reference signal.
H y ste re s isB rak e/-controller
Figure 5.8: scheme of the cascade structure of the EMB servo controller
Simple EMB model The nonlinear brake model is used for simulation. A very simple 
brake model is applied for the controller design. A discretised first order transfer 
function
H{z) =
0.4
^  —  0.6
(5.1)
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where the sampling time is Ts = 2.33ms covers the main dynamic effects. At /  =  3Hz, 
it has a phase of -18 degrees and at f  — lOHz, a phase of -53 degrees. Sinusoidal exper­
imental results show that at /  =  3Hz, the EMB actuator has a phase of approximately 
-20 degrees, while at /  =  lOHz, the phase is -60 degrees. The step responses are similar 
(cf. Fig. 5.9) while the nonlinear model is better. Fig. 5.9 shows a step response of the 
brake as well as the same step responses of the linear and nonlinear model.
step responses
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Figure 5.9: Validation of the brake models
5.2 Applicational viewpoint
The problem of implementing a controller on a digital computer is not very often 
discussed in the literature. It is necessary to take into account the interfaces to the 
sensors, actuators and the human operators into account. To obtain a good control 
system, it is also necessary to consider the following [16]:
• Pre-filtering and computational delay
• Actuator nonlinearities
•  Operational aspects
•  Numerics
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•  Realization
• Programming aspects
The controllers in Sec. 3.1 are based on the assumption that the controller can be 
implemented continuously. This is not possible when using a microcontroller. There­
fore, the controllers have to be discretised. If the sampling rate is high enough and the 
controller design is robust, the discretisation does not lead to instability. Arcak [15] 
deals with unmodelled dynamics in robust nonlinear control but only dynamics tha t 
do not change the relative degree.
An additional time delay of 14ms between sensor output and control signal makes 
the control system less robust. Furthermore, the controller has been designed for the 
system neglecting actuator dynamics.
The free design parameters of the controllers are used, in order to make the imple­
mentation robust. For test and adjusting purposes simulations are necessary.
The computing time is limited on micro controllers. Therefore, in order to avoid 
runtime errors the Kalman filter has been split up in three parts. At each time step 
only a third part of the Kalman filter calculations are performed. Thus, the Kalman 
filter runs at a sampling period of 21ms.
5.3 Experimental Methods
The following section describes experiments that will be performed with the test vehicle 
in order to evaluate the slip controller.
The measurement of the braking performance of ABS systems are based on publi­
cations of the International Standard (ISO) for testing the anti lock braking systems 
on motor vehicles [5, 1, 6, 8] as well as on the standard literature on ABS [25] and 
publications of the Society of Automotive Engineers [3].
From the standard tests a subset of the most im portant experiments is taken to 
evaluate the performance of the ABS controllers developed within the thesis. The 
tests are described in Table 5.1. Due to logistical reasons a subset of the experiments 
was chosen namely test number 1,3,10. These tests show the major properties of the 
controller. Since the initial values of the controllers friction estimators is set to high 
values the test number six is also covered. The steerability has not been tested directly 
since the slip controller is a low level controller working independently for each wheel. 
Yaw accelerations have not been taken into account.
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Table 5.1: Performance tests for ABS
Exp­
eriment
Description Initial
Speed
Reference
1 Straight line panic braking (fast increase 
of brake force) test on high tyre friction 
coefficient (dry asphalt)
30 [m/s] ISO 
6597 
[1, 25, 3]
2 The same test as described in Experiment 
1 with constant medium tyre friction co­
efficient (wet asphalt)
30 [m/s] ISO 
6597 [1]
3 The same test as described in Experiment 
1 with low tyre friction coefficient (ice)
10 [m/s] ISO 
6597 [1]
4 The same test as described in Experiment 
1 while driving downhill
10 [m/s] ISO 
6597 [1]
5 The same test as described in Experiment 
1 with slow increase of brake force (1-5 
[kN/s])
30 [m/s] [25]
6 Changing friction coefficient test (high —)■ 
low)
20 [m/s] [25, 3]
7 Changing friction coefficient test (low —> 
high)
20 [m/s] [25, 3]
8 yU-split friction test 20 [m/s] [25, 3]
9 Lane change Test 30 [m/s] ISO 
3888-1 
[25, 8, 3]
10 Braking in a turn Radius 100 [m], Lateral 
acceleration 5 [m/s]
22. 5 [m/s] ISO 
7975 [6]
5 .3 .1  Presentation of the results
According to [1] the following information shall be recorded during each test stop;
•  The actual speed of the vehicle at the initiation of braking;
•  the control force (brake force);
•  the deceleration or stopping distance;
•  any locking of the wheels (wheel speed);
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•  deviation of the vehicle from it’s course or abnormal vibrations.
The following additional information shall also be recorded:
•  the ambient conditions;
•  the vehicle loading conditions;
•  relevant tyre information.
All the test results may be presented in the form of a table as well as representative 
graphs.
In the test vehicle during the tests the following information is logged at a sampling 
period of 7ms:
1. The vehicle speed estimated by the Kalman Filter (one for each wheel) and
measured by a correlation sensor (one for the vehicle),
2. the wheel speed for each wheel,
3. the wheel slip value for each wheel calculated from the vehicle- and wheel speed,
4. the desired and measured clamping force,
5. the estimate of the friction coefficient (Kalman filter, MMO),
Furthermore the setpoint slip and ambient conditions are logged.
5 .3 .2  Evaluation criteria
The essential performance criteria to be analysed are:
•  deceleration,
•  braking distance,
•  maximum peaking of slip,
•  steerability.
If the slip behaviour matches the controller specification (cf. Sec. 4.1.8) the minimum 
braking distance is guaranteed while the steerability is maintained. For that reason 
only the slip behaviour is used for evaluation of the control performance. Further 
logged details will be used to explain specific behaviour of the different controllers.
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5.4 Car tests
The test vehicle has been described in Sec. 5.1. The tests have been made according 
to the experimental plan in Sec. 5.3.
For all tests the following measurements are displayed:
• u p p e r  p lo t the wheel slip (solid line), the setpoint slip (dash-dotted line) and 
the state of the mode switching automaton (grey line). The autom aton mode is 
one for braking with ABS, 0.75 if no brake wish is applied by the driver but the 
ABS is switched on, 0.5 in bump less transfer mode and zero in off mode.
•  second  p lo t the desired clamping force Fd (dash-dotted grey line), the control 
signal Fs (dashed grey) and the measured clamping force Fgp (solid black line),
•  th i rd  p lo t different friction estimates:
1. the estimation of the adaptive controller (the integrator) (solid black),
2. the MMO-estimate (dash dotted grey) and
3. the Kalman-filter estimate (dashed)
• low er p lo t the vehicle speed estimated by the Kalman filter (dash-dotted dark 
grey), the wheel speed (solid black) and the measured vehicle speed (fat light 
grey). Note th a t the measured vehicle velocity is measured by using a correlation 
sensor. It measures the speed near the right front wheel. Please note tha t the 
other displayed plots are for the left front wheel.
Furthermore the longitudinal (black) and lateral (grey) acceleration as well as the 
estimated lateral velocity is displayed.
5.4 .1  Test 1: Straight ahead braking on dry road
Figures 5.10-5.23 show a straight ahead braking manoeuvre on dry asphalt. The tyre 
friction coefficient is approximately one. This experiment corresponds to the first entry 
in table 5.1 in section 5.3. The Sontag’s, the nonlinear PI, the LQRC and the SSP 
wheel slip controller as well as a production car ABS have been tested. The initial 
speed is about 80km/h. The vehicle is equipped with Continental summer type tyres 
(ContiEcoContact CP 215/55R16). These tyres have a pronounced maximum friction 
force at approximately A =  0.12 and a higher stiffness than winter tyres. The setpoint 
slip is set to Aq =  0.14, th a t means in the unstable part of the friction curve.
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Fig. 5.10 -  5.12 show the results for “Sontag’s” tyre slip controller. The upper plot of 
Fig. 5.10 shows the slip (black), the setpoint slip Aq =  0.14 (grey dash dot) and the flag 
of the mode change automaton of the controller (grey). Initially, the controller chatters 
between manual-mo de and automatic-mode. This is a small bug and will be solved in 
later versions. When the driver hits the brake the controller switches into automatic 
mode at t  PiJ 0.9sec. The controller stays in automatic mode until the reference speed 
falls below Vr = Im /s. Then it switches into bumpless transfer mode (0.5) and into 
off-mode.
The slip stays mostly below the setpoint slip. This is introduced by the slowly in­
creasing integral part of the controller. The integrator (third plot black line) integrates 
constantly until time t py 2.5s. At this point the slip increases fast due to the negative 
slope of the friction curve until X^ax = 0.37. The integral part counteracts this high 
slip with decreasing i t’s value. At i — 2.7s the slip falls short of the setpoint and the 
integrator starts again. This is apparently a limit cycle and might be introduced by 
the time delays and a winter tyre model used in the controller. The integral part of 
the controller is very slow.
The second plot of Fig. 5.10 shows the commanded clamping force of the driver (grey 
dash dot), the controller output (grey) and the measured clamping force (black). A 
time delay between command and measurement can be observed. This is due to 14ms 
communication time delay, a phase shift according to the actuator dynamics and an 
air gap between brake pads and brake disk. The brake pads are applied to the disk 
when the driver hits the brake. W ithout braking there is an air gap between brake disk 
and brake pads. Apart from this, the clamping force is never higher than the driver's 
wish. The clamping force increases quickly up to almost the steady state value and is 
quite smooth. The bumpless transfer can be observed when the controller mode flag 
in the upper plot is 0.5. In off-mode (mode flag eq. zero) the clamping force follows 
the drivers command.
The third plot shows the estimates of the friction of the MMO (grey dash dot), the 
Kalman filter (dashed) and the integral part of the controller (black). The initial value 
of the controller’s integral part is set to p n  — 0.8. It has been found out tha t the initial 
value for the integrator should be pH = 10. This will result in higher slip peaking 
at the beginning when braking on a slippery surface. Nevertheless, a higher peaking 
of slip is more acceptable than a slow increase of the clamping force due to a slow 
integrator. The integral part converges very slowly probably to a limit cycle around 
one as described before. The MMO-estimate is wrong until t =  0.8s. This is initiated 
by the strong pitching of the vehicle that has not been considered in the model used
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Figure 5.10: Test 1 results with "Sontag” tyre slip controller braking on dry road with 
reference slip Aq =  0.14.
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Figure 5.11: Accelerations and Figure 5.12: Lateral speed Vy
for controller- and observer-design. The Kalman filter converges slowly to the friction 
coefficient of one.
Figure 5.11 shows a fast increasing deceleration (black) and the constant zero 
lateral acceleration Uy (grey). Over the whole braking manoeuvre the deceleration is 
nearly constant = —9m/s^. Furthermore after the standstill of the vehicle between 
approx. t — 3.8s and t =  4.6s the pitching of the vehicle can be seen. This oscillation is 
relatively weakly damped. The lowest plot in Fig. 5.10 shows the reference and wheel 
speed. The noise in the üx measurement gives feedback to the estimation of the vertical 
forces (cf. App. A.8) and thus to the controller. This can be observed at time t  % 2s.
Figure 5.12 shows the lateral velocity of the vehicle estimated by the Kalman filter. 
A maximal lateral velocity of Vy^^^ — —O .llm /s shows that there is not too much 
deviation from the normal course. This is confirmed by the lateral acceleration in 
Fig. 5.11.
Fig. 5.13 -  5.15 show the same experiment as in Fig. 5.10 -  5.12 with the nonlinear 
PI controller instead of the “Sontag’s” controller. The results are quite similar and can 
be explained in the similar way. A difference between “Sontag’s” controller and the 
nonlinear PI controller is that the “Sontag” controller uses a tyre model while the PI 
controller does not. Both controllers are nonlinear PI controllers with slow adaptation. 
Noise introduced by the deceleration measurement has weaker feedback to the control 
output for the PI controller. This can be seen by comparing the measurement plots 
Fig. 5.13 -  5.15 and Fig. 5.10 -  5.12. Please note that under real life conditions it is 
nearly impossible to achieve two exactly similar experiments. The controller does not 
depend only on the ambient conditions but also on the initial states and estimates of 
the Kalman filter.
Fig. 5.16 -  5.18 show the same experiment as shown in Fig. 5.10 -  5.12 by using 
the LQRC controller. This controller has very low gain. The upper plot in Fig. 5.16
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Figure 5.13: Test 1 results with nonlinear PI tyre slip controller braking on dry road with
setpoint slip A q =  0.14.
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Figure 5.14: Accelerations and Uy Figure 5.15; Lateral speed Vy
shows a very slow increase of the slip. This is due to the very slow increase of the 
clamping force which is very smooth and displayed in second plot of Fig. 5.16. This 
slow smooth clamping force comes from a very low proportional feedback. For that 
reason the controller is very comfortable but the braking distance is significantly longer 
than with the nonlinear controllers. This result is unacceptable because a panic braking 
manoeuvre needs to begin with a fast increase of the brake force until the maximum 
brake force is achieved. The upper plot of Fig. 5.16 shows a cyclic behaviour of the slip 
value. Two peaks can be observed. Once the slip has fallen under the setpoint value 
the time needed for increasing the clamping force and thus the slip is unacceptably 
high. The maximum peaking of slip is À^ax = 0.44. The peaks are slightly higher than 
those of the nonlinear controllers. The third plot of Fig. 5.16 shows the MMO estimate 
which is wrong for low slips. This behaviour is introduced by the tyre model used in 
the MMO design. The lowest plot shows the smoothly increasing retardation which 
correlates with the acceleration measurement in Fig. 5.17. The lateral velocity shown 
in Fig. 5.18 also very low. Its maximum is Uy^^  ^ = —0.125m/s.
Figure 5.19-5.21 shows a straight ahead braking manoeuvre with SSP tyre slip con­
troller on dry asphalt. Please note tha t this experiment has been done with winter 
tyres (ContiTS790 215/55R16). For that reason the results cannot be directly related 
to the other braking manoeuvres shown in Figures 5.10-5.18. Furthermore, note tha t 
in this experiment the mode changes of the controller have not been implemented. The 
slip value converges very slowly to a value tha t is smaller than the setpoint slip. This 
is due to a small integral part. It can be seen that due to the winter tyres no cyclic 
behaviour is introduced. The clamping force (second plot) is very smooth and slow. 
It does not follow the drivers brake demand. Thus the controller does not fulfill the 
requirements for ABS. The controller gain is too small. The decreasing value of the 
clamping force after t  1.8s can be explained by a wrong slip estimation. It can
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Figure 5.16: Test 1 results with LQRC tyre slip controller braking on dry road with setpoint
slip Ao =  0.14.
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Figure 5.17: Accelerations Ux and Uy Figure 5.18: Lateral speed Vy
be seen th a t the deceleration falls also after t 1.8s (op. Fig 5.20) while the slip is 
constant. The third plot shows the MMO friction estimate. The MMO estimates a 
tyre friction coefficient fin = 0.8 when the slip is high enough. The lowest plot shows 
tha t there is a difference between estimated (dashed) and measured (light grey) vehicle 
speed. This small error causes large slip estimation errors. Figure 5.20 shows a very 
smooth noiseless acceleration measurement and the brake jerk a t low speed t py 3s 
when the controller is switched off without bumpless transfer. No significant lateral 
speed can be observed in Fig. 5.21.
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Figure 5.19: Test 1 results with SSP tyre slip controller braking on dry road with setpoint
slip Ao =  0.14.
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Figure 5.20: Accelerations and Uy Figure 5.21: Lateral speed v.
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5.4 .2  Conventional ABS on dry road
Fig. 5.22 and 5.23 show the slip, clamping force and speed of production car ABS 
brake-manoeuvres on high friction coefficient. In 5.22 the front wheels, and in 5.23 
the rear wheels are displayed. The upper plot shows two slip values calculated from 
the wheel speed and the reference speed calculated by the ABS and displayed in the 
lowest plot. The control output (dashed), the desired clamping force (dash dot) as 
well as the measured clamping force (solid) are displayed in the second plot. Large slip 
transients can be observed and larger slip values can be seen at the front wheels. A 
limit cycle can be seen which is introduced by the control philosophy of conventional 
ABS described in sec, 4.1.2. The brake force increases until a certain slip value or 
wheel acceleration is approached. Then an amount of brake force is released and the 
brake force increases again. The brake force distribution can be seen by comparing 
the brake forces a t the wheels. The slip peaking reduces the comfort of production 
car ABS significantly. The model based approaches are more comfortable and have a 
better performance. Nevertheless, note that the conventional ABS is very robust.
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Figure 5.22: Conventional production car ABS on dry road (front wheels)
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Figure 5.23: Conventional production car ABS on dry road (rear wheels)
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5.4 .3  Test 3: Straight ahead braking on ice
Figures 5.24-5.36 show a straight ahead braking manoeuvre on an icy road having a 
friction coefficient {jLh ~  0.1. The initial speed of the vehicle for all tests is Vinu ~  50 — 
60km/h. This experiment corresponds to the third experiment described in table 5.1. 
The experiments have been done without the full functionality of the bumpless transfer 
and the controller mode changes being implemented. The vehicle is equipped with 
winter tyres (ContiEcoContact CP 215/55R16) tha t have no pronounced maximum of 
the tyre friction curve. The setpoint slip is set to Aq =  0.05. Note tha t this low setpoint 
is at the unstable part of the slip curve for a low friction coefficient.
Figures 5.24-5.26 show the braking manoeuvre using the “Sontag” tyre slip con­
troller. At the beginning of braking a large slip transient can be observed (upper plot 
black line). The clamping force (second plot) is immediately lowered due to a resetting 
of the integrator of the adaptive controller. The wheel is accelerated very slowly due 
to the low frictional force whereby the clamping force is nearly zero for a quarter of 
a second. Also the deceleration is only a tenth of the same manoeuvre done on dry 
road (cf. Fig. 5.25). The third plot shows the friction estimates. The integrator of the 
controller is reset to 0.2 at t ^  0.5. This is the MMO estimate. The Kalman filter as 
well as the integrator converges to 0.1. Approximately a quarter second is needed to 
speed up the wheel by very low frictional force. After the transient the slip is controlled 
at the setpoint. For low speed the slip increases. This is because of a slightly too high 
estimate of the reference speed (cf. Fig. 5.24 lowest plot t  > 4s) tha t is due to an 
acceleration measurement that is very small (cf Fig. 5.25) and noisy. The acceleration 
measurement is at the same level as the noise. Furthermore the time constant of the 
slip problem becomes smaller for low speed. Thus for lower speed the control problem 
gets more difficult. Please note also tha t small disturbances have large effects. The 
bumpless transfer can be seen nicely between t  10.5 and 12s.
Figure 5.26 shows the estimated lateral velocity tha t is not very high and can be 
handled easily by the driver. The lateral acceleration is very small (cf. Fig. 5.25). Due 
to th a t the lateral velocity estimation of the Kalman filter is not very reliable.
Figure 5.27-5.29 show the same experiment as shown in Figures 5.24-5.26 using the 
nonlinear PI slip controller. The results are quite similar. The maximum peaking of 
slip is higher for the PI controller. Note tha t it is very difficult do the same experiment 
under the same conditions twice with different controllers. The slip increases very 
fast and the controller performance of the PI controller is not worse than th a t of the 
“Sontag” controller. Both controllers behave quite similarly. The slip in the upper plot
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Figure 5.24: Test 3 results with “Sontag” tyre slip controller braking on ice with setpoint
slip Ao =  0.05.
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Figure 5.25: Accelerations and Figure 5.26: Lateral speed Vy
is very high while the clamping force is almost zero because of the low frictional forces 
and the control problem for low speed. Some peaks of the slip may be introduced by a 
slightly inhomogeneous icy surface. The ice was melting while doing the experiments. 
The retardation is very small (cf. Fig. 5.28) because of the very slippery surface.
In Figures 5.30-5.32 the braking on an icy road with the LQRC controller is dis­
played. The slip (upper plot) is not peaking because the controller is slower than the 
nonlinear ones. This has been shown in the experiments on high friction coefficient. 
The slip value does not increase for lower speed. The friction coefficient seems to be 
higher than in the other experiments. This can be seen in the friction estimates as well 
as in the acceleration measuremants in Fig. 5.31. The Kalman filter speed estimate is 
wrong in the first three seconds.
Figures 5.33-5.35 show the results of the SSP controller. This simple linear PI 
controller has a reasonable performance. It is not able to hold the slip at the setpoint 
but it prevents the tyre from being locked. The deceleration measurement shown in 
Fig. 5.34 is not worse than that of the other controllers. Also in this experiment the 
Kalman filter speed estimate is wrong in the first three seconds. The Kalman filter 
estimate for the speed is based on acceleration measurements tha t is small and noisy.
Figure 5.36 shows production car ABS brake-manoeuvres on low friction coefficient. 
Only the slip values of all four wheels are displayed. Large slip peaks especially for 
the front wheels can be observed at the beginning of braking. The cyclic recurring 
slip peaking is due to the control philosophy explained in Sec. 4.1.2. The difiPerence 
of the controllers on an icy road is smaller than on high friction. The model based 
approaches do not have the cyclic slip peaking but both the model based controllers 
and the conventional ABS have the large peaking of slip at the beginning.
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Figure 5.27: Test 3 results with nonlinear PI tyre slip controller braking on ice with setpoint
slip Ao =  0.05.
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Figure 5.28; Accelerations and a. Figure 5.29: Lateral speed Vy
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Figure 5.30: Test 3 results with LQRC tyre slip controller braking on ice with setpoint slip
Ao =  0.05.
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Figure 5.31: Accelerations and Uy Figure 5.32: Lateral speed Vy
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Figure 5.33: Test 3 results with SSP tyre slip controller braking on ice with setpoint slip
Aq =  0.05.
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Figure 5.34: Accelerations and Figure 5.35: Lateral speed Vy
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Figure 5.36: Conventional production car ABS on icy road
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5.4 .4  Conventional ABS on ice
Similar to Fig. 5.22 and 5.23 Fig. 5.37 and 5.38 show the slip, clamping force and 
speed of production car ABS brake-manoeuvres on medium friction coefficient. This 
test corresponds to test 2 in Table 5.1. The upper plot shows two slip values calculated 
from the wheel speed and the reference speed calculated by the ABS and displayed in 
the lowest plot. The control output (dashed), the desired clamping force (dash dot) as 
well as the measured clamping force (solid) are displayed in the second plot. Larger 
transients are to be observed than for dry road. For vehicle speed smaller than lOm/s 
wheel locking can be observed.
The production car ABS is very robust in general and it works reliably on different 
surfaces. The production car ABS is less comfortable than the model based approaches. 
Please note that the comfort is not the main interest during braking in a dangerous 
situation. Furthermore a reliable working braking system is the main focus in the 
context of ABS which is only active in critical situations.
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Figure 5.37: Conventional production car ABS on wet road (front wheels)
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Figure 5.38: Conventional production car ABS on wet road (rear wheels)
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5.4.5 Test 10: Braking in a turn
Figures 5.39-5.47 show a braking manoeuvre in a turn. The vehicle was driving in 
a circle having a radius of approximateley 15m. The initial speed before the braking 
is % 40km/h, the lateral acceleration % 6m/s^. The vehicle is equipped with 
Continental summer tyre (ContiEcoContact CP 215/55R16). The surface is wet asphalt 
having a frictional coefficient jUff % 0.8. This test corresponds to the test no. 10 in 
Table 5.1.
Figures 5.39-5.41 show the “Sontag” controller. The tyre slip is displayed in the 
upper plot of Fig. 5.39 (black). The Kalman filter estimate of the reference speed is 
0.5m/s too low when the vehicle is not braking. Thus the slip estimate is wrong. The 
slip converges while braking. After converging the slip is controlled at the setpoint. 
The second plot shows the quickly increasing brake force at the beginning and the 
bumpless transfer between t  % 2.2s and 2.5s. The third plot shows the friction estimate 
of the controller (black)that has not been reset by the MMO (grey). The controller 
is initialised with a frictional coefficient pH =  0.8 while not braking. This value is 
optimal for wet surface and gives a smaller overshoot for higher frictional values. The 
lowest plot shows the vehicle reference speed and the wheel speed. It can be seen tha t 
the value of wheel speed is constant over some time steps because of the gridding of 
the wheel speed sensor.
Fig. 5.40 shows the longitudinal acceleration Ux (black line) as well as the lateral 
acceleration Uy. The deceleration increases sharply up to a value of Ux % — 9m/s^ until 
the vehicle comes to a standstill. The lateral acceleration is continuously decreasing. 
The oscillations in and also in Uy indicates the pitching and rolling of the vehicle. 
Fig. 5.41 shows the lateral velocity of the vehicle tha t is approximately constant over 
the braking manoeuvre. This confirms that the vehicle was still steerable.
Figures 5.42-5.44 show the nonlinear PI controller. This controller behaves quite 
similarly to the “Sontag” controller. A disturbance at t ^  1.3s excites oscillations in 
the wheel slip th a t are fed back to the controller via acceleration measurements (cf 
Fig. 5.43) and vertical force F^.
Fig. 5.43 shows the decreasing lateral acceleration (grey) and the nearly constant 
deceleration Ux while braking. The lateral velocity in Fig. 5.44 estimate seems not to 
be very good while not braking.
Figures 5.45-5.47 show the LQRC controller. The results are similar to tha t of 
the other braking manoeuvres using that controller. The slip (Fig. 5.45 upper plot) 
increases very slowly, slower than while straight braking. This is due to the difference
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Figure 5.39: Test 10 results with "Sontag" tyre slip controller braking in a turn with setpoint
slip Ao — 0.1.
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Figure 5.40: Accelerations and a. Figure 5.41: Lateral speed Vy
between the assumed and the real tyre stiffness. This controller has been designed for 
a non-cornering tyre friction curve. The brake force is not following the driver’s wish 
for low slips. The controller’s integral part has too low gain.
Fig. 5.46 shows the slow increasing logitudinal deceleration Ux (black) as well as the 
decreasing lateral acceleration ay. The estimation of the lateral velocity Vy in Fig. 5.45 
is bad for small slips.
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Figure 5.42: Test 10 results with nonlinear PI tyre slip controller braking in a turn with
setpoint slip Ao =  0.1.
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Figure 5.43: Accelerations and Uy Figure 5.44: Lateral speed Vy
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Figure 5.45: Test 10 results with LQRC tyre slip controller braking in a turn with setpoint
slip Ao —  0 . 1 .
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Figure 5.46: Accelerations and a, Figure 5.47: Lateral speed
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5.4 .6  MMO verification tests
The described performance tests were mainly to show the individual results for each 
controller. In order to verify the MMO the following experiments show the benefits of 
the MMO in combination with the nonlinear adaptive controllers. The previous tests 
show th a t the MMO does not destroy the stability. Furthermore the transients are 
damped and the performance becomes better.
The following experiments have been done with winter tyres (ContiEcoContact CP 
215/55R16) and a software version without the full functionality of controller mode 
changes. The controller modes are only on and off, the bumpless transfer mode is 
realised in off-mode.
Straight ahead braking on dry road
Fig. 5.48 shows a panic brake manoeuvre of the vehicle on a dry road. The setpoint slip 
is Ao =  0.1. The slip converges very fast to the setpoint. No overshoot of the slip can be 
observed. The clamping force follows the driver's brake demand sufficiently until the 
setpoint is reached. The initial estimate of the adaptive controller is approximately 
0.7. The estimate of the MMO is 0.8. No resetting of the controller occurs. This 
is quite reasonable because the slip error is small. Switching is only necessary when 
the slip error is large and the controller resetting helps to reduce slip transients. The 
multiple model observer converges to a friction value of p n  =  0.8. The problem of 
estimating the friction coefficient at the beginning is introduced by the pitching of the 
vehicle th a t has not been considered in the MMO design. Please note th a t also in 
simulation no dynamic pitching model has been used (cf. App. A.8). The Kalman 
filter reference speed estimation differs from the measured speed. For th a t reason the 
slip is higher than  displayed.
The bumpless transfer can be seen in the clamping force plot at 3.75 < t < 4.5s. 
Fig. 5.49 shows a large fast increasing longitudinal deceleration measurement of approx­
imately -10m /s“  ^ and a very small lateral acceleration measurement. The estimated 
lateral velocity is small (cf. Fig. 5.50).
Straight ahead braking on snow with and without MMO
Fig. 5.51 shows a straight brake manoeuvre without MMO on a road covered with 3cm 
fresh snow. The same manoeuvre with MMO parameter resetting will be shown in 
Fig. 5.54.
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The setpoint slip is Ao =  0.07 which is in the unstable area of the slip curve. W ithout 
resetting the slip has a long transient of about one second. The relatively low maximum 
peaking of slip is due to the initial condition of the adaptation (integral part is 0.78 at 
the beginning). All three estimation methods estimate a friction value of approximately 
0.4 whereby the Kalman filter as well as the integrator are slower than the MMO. Please 
note that no estimation is possible without braking.
The acceleration measurement increases quickly to a value of approximately -4m /s“  ^
in Fig. 5.52.
Allowing the resetting of the integral part of the adaptive controller the performance 
becomes significantly better (cf Fig. 5.54). The slip transient at the beginning takes 
only half a second though the integrator initial value of 1.0 is even worse. The clamping 
force has a strong undershoot after the switch at t = 1.2s. The reset can be seen in 
the third plot (black line). The Kalman filter estimates still slowly. Only one reset is 
to be observed. Other unnecessary switches cannot be seen. The slip is controlled at 
the setpoint for the rest of the manoeuvre.
The acceleration measurement in Fig. 5.55 is smaller than in Fig. 5.46 due to changed 
environmental conditions. Also a higher clamping force in Fig. 5.45 than in Fig. 5.54 
results in smaller acceleration. Thus the surface must have been more slippery.
Figure 5.57 shows a brake manoeuvre on snow (ph  % 0.5) of the LQRC controller. 
No transient can be observed. The slip converges without any overshoot to the desired 
slip. Because of a slow increasing slip the controller is not optimal. The same behaviour 
has been already shown for braking on dry asphalt and icy road.
The relatively slowly increasing deceleration in Fig. 5.58 verifies the lower braking 
performance.
Straight ahead braking on ice with and without MMO
Figures 5.60 and 5.63 show a braking manoeuvre with Sontag’s wheel slip controller 
on a very slippery icy road having a friction coefficient % 0.1. A very large slip 
transient can be seen without resetting. Note that the re-acceleration of the wheel 
after a standstill is very low on ice.
Fig. 5.60 shows the manoeuvre without allowing the MMO to reset the adaptive 
controller. The slip transient takes approximately one second. A standstill of the 
wheel can be seen. Please note tha t though the clamping force is almost zero the wheel 
is accelerating very slowly. The controller does not control the slip exactly at the 
desired value. This is probably due to the very slippery road and small disturbances
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acting on the wheel. The Kalman filter and the integral controller part converge slowly 
whereby the MMO estimates p h  ~  0.2. Please note that the reference speed estimation 
is somewhat wrong. The wheel speed cannot be larger than the vehicle speed (cp. 
 ^ =  2s). The speed estimation is mainly based on the acceleration measurement that 
is very low for small friction and in the range of noise.
Fig. 5.61 shows the very small longitudinal and lateral acceleration. Since the mea­
surements are very noisy the speed estimation (cf. Fig. 5.60 and Fig. 5.62) is difficult.
Fig. 5.63 shows the same manoeuvre but allowing the MMO to reset the adaptive 
controller. The wheel is prevented from being locked. A small slip transient takes only 
a quarter of a second. After the switch the slip is controlled at the setpoint. The 
deviation in the slip plot is due to a slightly wrong reference speed estimation. Only 
one reset can be observed at the beginning when the slip error takes a value larger 
than the threshold. All three estimation methods estimate a frictional coefficient of 
Ph PS 0.2. Please note th a t the friction estimate in Fig. 5.60 was only 0.1. The 
environmental conditions were not exactly the same. Nevertheless the improvement of 
the performance has been shown.
Fig. 5.64 shows the smooth but quickly increasing longitudinal acceleration. Since 
the acceleration measurement is noiseless the vertical force estimation is smooth and the 
control signal is smooth. The result is a smooth slip. The nearly constant measurement 
of longitudinal acceleration with an increasing slip also verifies the wrong reference 
speed estimate. Because of a small noise level in the lateral acceleration measurement 
the Kalman filter estimates a small lateral velocity. The MMO-estimation is fast but 
rough. Only when the slip is very low the estimation is wrong.
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Figure 5.48: “Sontag" tyre slip controller with MMO braking on a dry road.
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Figure 5.49: Accelerations and Uy Figure 5.50: Lateral speed Vy
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Figure 5.51: Nonlinear PI tyre slip controller without MMO braking on snow.
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Figure 5.52: Accelerations and a. Figure 5.53: Lateral speed Vy
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Figure 5.54: Nonlinear PI tyre slip controller with MMO braking on snow.
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Figure 5.55: Accelerations and Uy Figure 5.56: Lateral speed Vy
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Figure 5.57: LQRC tyre slip controller without MMO braking on snow.
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Figure 5.58: Accelerations Ux and a. Figure 5.59: Lateral speed Vy
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Figure 5.60: “Sontag" tyre slip controller without MMO braking on ice.
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Figure 5.61: Accelerations and Figure 5.62: Lateral speed Vy
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Figure 5.63: "Sontag” tyre slip controller with MMO braking on ice.
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Figure 5.64: Accelerations and ay Figure 5.65: Lateral speed
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5 .4 .7  Discussion of results
The experiments carried out with the developed controllers have been shown in the 
preceding sections. A subset of the tests described in Table 5.1 has been taken to 
show the benefits and the performance of the model based approaches. Not all the 
tests described in the table have been done because of a limited time for vehicle tests 
and limited test facilities. Nevertheless the controllers have been evaluated against 
each other and against the production car ABS. Since there is additional demand on 
optimising the control performance some ideas for the improvement will be discussed.
All controllers (Sontag, nonlinear PI, LQRC, SSP) stabilise the system with each 
controller having a different performance. The nonlinear controllers have better per­
formance than the linear ones. In the following each individual controller will be 
discussed:
• “S o n ta g ’s” w heel slip co n tro lle r  The “Sontag’s” wheel slip controller is based 
on the application of Sontag’s formula to the wheel slip control problem. The 
controller design is based on an adaptive control Lyapunov function. Thus the 
controller adapts to different environments, in particular to different tyre friction 
coefficients. After having converged to the environmental condition the control 
performance is very good. The wheel slip is controlled correctly with a short 
rise time. The controller is robust against noise and time delays in the system. 
When the environment changes the controller needs some adaptation time and 
transients in the wheel slip can be seen. The adaptation time constant has 
been chosen relatively high to achieve robustness. The transient behaviour can 
be significantly improved by resetting the adaptive controller with an estimate 
given by a fast multiple model observer that estimates discrete values of the 
tyre friction. For the resetting stability conditions can be shown. The adaptive 
controller is reset only if the stability is preserved and the transient behaviour is 
improved.
•  n o n lin ea r  ad a p tiv e  P I  w heel slip  co n tro lle r  The nonlinear adaptive PI con­
troller is also based on a similar adaptive control Lyapunov function. The con­
troller structure is similar to the “Sontag’s” controller whereby the “Sontag’s” 
controller uses more information about the tyre friction behaviour. The nonlin­
ear PI controller is based on domination of the unstable tyre slip dynamics while 
the “Sontag’s” controller uses full knowledge of the nonlinear tyre frictional be­
haviour. The control output of the proportional part of the “Sontag’s” controller 
(solid grey) and the nonlinear PI controller (solid black) versus the control error
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Â is displayed in Fig. 5.66. Also the nonlinearity (p (grey dashed) as well as the 
inverted nonlinearity —<p (as it would be used in a cancellation controller) are 
displayed. The control output of both ( “Sontag’s” and nonlinear PI controller)
Figure 5.66: Nonlinearity and control
is quite similar in the stable part of the tyre friction curve. The control action of 
the “Sontag’s” controller is larger in the unstable part of the nonlinearity. Due 
to that the “Sontag’s” controller behaves slightly more robustly.
Also the nonlinear PI controller is reset by the external tyre friction estimate 
given by the multiple model observer with performance being improved by the 
resetting.
•  c o n s tra in ed  LQ (L Q R C ) w heel slip co n tro lle r  The LQRC controller is 
based on a realtime implementation of sub-optimal constrained LQ controllers. 
The idea is the scheduling of linear controllers. The LQRC wheel slip controller 
is somewhat slow but prevents the wheel from being locked. Nevertheless the 
performance is not sufficient for a real ABS application because the rise time of 
the controller is not high enough. The clamping force needs to follow directly 
the drivers demand until the wheel tends to lock. Potentially, the performance 
can be improved by further tuning of the controller or by applying the resetting 
strategy of the MMO and the nonlinear controllers to the LQRC approach. The 
integral part of the controller could be sped up in that way.
•  s im u ltan eo u sly  s tab ilis in g  (S SP ) w heel slip  c o n tro lle r  The SSP controller 
is a simple linear controller that stabilises the tyre slip dynamics. The nonlinear
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wheel dynamics have been linearised for a number of different wheel slips as well 
as for different road surfaces. One single controller has been found tha t stabilises 
all linearised plants. But note th a t time invariance still can lead to instability of 
the system. This very simple controller control the system. Unfortunately the 
performance is different for different environmental conditions. On dry road the 
SSP controller is very slow in raising the brake force. This cannot be accepted for 
ABS control. Since the SSP controller design did not take the actuator dynamics 
and the time delay of 14ms into account the performance may be improved by 
considering this.
• p ro d u c tio n  car A BS The conventional production car ABS is not a model 
based approach but a combination of wheel slip and wheel acceleration control. 
The control strategy consists mainly of a sequence of mode changes of the control 
signal. This is due to the solenoid-valve actuators in conventional hydraulic ABS. 
For that reason the conventional ABS has a cyclic overshoot of the slip. The slip 
value is not controlled at a specified value. Furthermore a limit cycle around the 
optimal slip value can be seen. Nevertheless the conventional ABS is very robust. 
Please note th a t several years of manpower were spent to develop such a system.
The best test results have been achieved by using the “Sontag” tyre slip controller in 
combination with the multiple model observer (MMO) and the resetting of the integra­
tor in the case of fast changing road condition. The adaptation to new environmental 
conditions is very fast although the fast adaptation is not achieved by a high adapta­
tion gain. Good results that are similar to that of the “Sontag” controller have been 
achieved by the nonlinear PI controller also in combination with the MMO. This is 
quite reasonable because the controller structure of both controllers is similar. Both 
controllers are nonlinear PI-type controllers whereby the “Sontag” controller fulfills 
optimality criteria and uses more information about the nonlinearity of the system.
The performance of the linear controllers (LQRC and SSP) does not fulfill the spec­
ification requirements for an ABS. Since the rise time is not sufficient the braking 
distance is longer which is unacceptable in practice. Nevertheless, both controllers 
prevent the tyre from being locked and stabilise the system.
The following detrimental effects on the control performance have been identified.
• The control performance depends very much on the accuracy of the Kalman filter 
speed estimation. No pitching and rolling have been taken into account. A small 
mis-estimation of the reference speed results in large slip errors. Since the slope
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of the tyre curve is very high for low slips the effect of miss-estimation of the 
reference speed results in large excursion of the tyre slip and thus the frictional 
force.
Reasonably, the extended Kalman filter is a major candidate for improvements 
even though the Kalman filter is not a focus of the thesis. If it is possible to 
improve the Kalman filter the control performance of the slip controllers will be 
improved.
• The estimated distribution of vertical forces depends directly on the measured 
acceleration without considering dynamics (cf. Appendix A.8). Since the 
measurement of Ux is very noisy the estimated vertical force is noisy as well and 
gives feedback to the controller. This can introduce parasitic oscillations in the 
controller that can be avoided if a dynamic pitching model is introduced. Another 
simpler option is to filter the acceleration measurements before applying the force 
distribution to the controller.
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Figure 5.67: Filtered vertical force of one wheel
Figure 5.67 shows the vertical force for one wheel when the acceleration measure­
ments are filtered and are not. Thus the vertical force gets smoother when filters 
for both accelerations Ux and Uy are introduced.
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Since tests have been made with two different tyre brands, winter (ContiEco­
Contact CP 215/55R16) and summer (ContiEcoContact CP 215/55R16), the 
robustness of the controllers has been tested. The controllers have been designed 
for winter (ContiEcoContact CP 215/55R16) tyres. The controller performance 
was found to be better for winter tyres than for summer tyres. This is due to the 
tyre stiffness. Summer tyres (ContiEcoContact CP 215/55R16) have a stiffness 
that is approximately double than of the winter tyres. Also, the maximum of 
the slip curve is reached at rather lower slip values, ~  0.06. Fig. 5.68 shows 
seven cubic spline estimates of the tyre friction curve. The grey curves show the 
approximation for seven measurements, while the black curve is an average over 
the experiments. Winter tyres have their maximum at 0.1. A cubic spline
approximation is shown in Fig. 5.69.
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Figure 5.68: Tyre friction spline approximation Figure 5.69: Tyre friction spline approximation  
(summer) (winter)
In order to do the spline approximations the following has been considered. First, 
from the acceleration measurements, Ux and Uy, a vertical force distribution for 
the four wheels has been calculated. The rolling motion and air resistance have 
also been taken into account. In order to reduce the effect of noise, the accelera­
tion measurement has been low pass filtered. Secondly, with the slip estimate, a 
cubic spline approximation has been found for the longitudinal force versus slip. 
The spline approximation has been heuristically optimised to get similar results 
for different braking manoeuvres.
Note tha t these friction curves are not very accurate. Normally, tyre curves are 
measured under defined conditions on a test bed where the tyre slip is known 
exactly. Since the curves in Fig. 5.68 and Fig. 5.69 are results from real vehicle 
tests and the vehicle velocity is estimated by an extended Kalman filter, the slip
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values are uncertain, but the spline approximation assumes correct slip values. 
Unfortunately, the estimation of the slip value around its maximum is very sen­
sitive to small slip variations. Nevertheless, conclusions from the curves can be 
made.
In Fig. 5.70 the tyre friction curves for both summer and winter tyres are dis­
played. It can be seen th a t the summer tyres have a higher stiffness and a more 
pronounced maximum peak of the curve than the winter tyres. The winter tyres 
have lower stiffness and a less pronounced maximum. The negative slope right 
of the maximum is lower for winter tyres than for summer tyres. Please note 
that the displayed curves are approximations taken from a limited number of 
experiments. Furthermore, note that the controller design and the simulation
Figure 5.70; Tyre friction spline approximation (sum mer(grey)/winter(black) compared)
were made for different tyre friction curves. The tyre friction curves used in the 
controller design have a maximum friction value peak at A„o ~  0.14 and a tyre 
stiffness that is between the spline approximations of summer and winter tyres. 
The considered curves had no decrease of the friction behind tha t maximum.
5 .4 .8  Conclusions
The car tests show the benefits of model based and hybrid control. A model based wheel 
control system is able to fulfill the requirements of the ABS specification. Namely, to 
prevent the tyre from being locked and to maximise the frictional force. The slip can 
be controlled at a specified value which is not possible with conventional production
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car ABS. Further work is needed to optimise the controllers. Please note that neither 
of the presented approaches is an explicit heterogeneous controller since the order of 
the controllers and of the plant does not change.
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Automobiles are complex systems for which a multitude of individual control systems, 
for instance ABS and ESP, are at present implemented independently from each other. 
Each of these controllers has its own electronic device. By this approach, it is possible to 
achieve a high standard of functionality and safety. But the material and development 
costs of these systems are immense. W ith regard to an extension of the performance 
such a structure proves not to be useful anymore. For the development of new interact­
ing controllers new technologies are required. In fact, a systematic modular design of 
the overall system is useful since redundancies can be avoided. Supplementary sensors 
and a common state estimation lead to a new interface for ESP and ABS. The interface 
for ABS is no longer the braking force but the desired slip, adjusted by ESP.
In the future, more sensors will be provided in a vehicle. Thus, it is possible to 
design systems based on physical models. By means of these models, specific and 
problem-adapted control design methods can be applied. In this particular project, 
a model-based ABS control system has been developed. Because of safety-relevant 
functions the ABS controllers have to be robust with respect to disturbances. On the 
other hand, models are always a simplification of the physical reality and therefore 
inaccurate. Thus, controllers also have to be robust with respect to modelling errors. 
Because of the fact that disturbances should be counteracted quickly, the application 
of hybrid control approaches is useful. Road conditions, as an example, can change 
very quickly. The ABS control has to react immediately to these changes.
Since the field of hybrid control is very large and diverse only a small subset of related 
technologies has been discussed. The multiple model ideas in the literature have been 
combined with recent developments in the field of Lyapunov function based adaptive 
nonlinear control. A hybrid multiple model observer consists of several parallel state 
observers each parameterised with a discrete value of an uncertain parameter. Via a 
cost index for each of the models (observer) it is possible to obtain a discrete parameter 
estimate. This estimate can be used for resetting the continuous parameter estimation
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of the nonlinear adaptive controller. Special care is taken to preserve stability in the 
process of switching.
A clearly specified practically relevant automotive control problem has been chosen 
and was solved by means of hybrid control. It has been shown tha t the controller perfor­
mance can be significantly improved by hybrid control while the stability is maintained. 
In the special case of anti-lock-brake systems the transients due to fast changing road 
conditions can be damped by resetting a tyre friction estimate. Thus, the controller 
and the adaptation gain can be lowered without losing performance. This is important 
in order to counteract uncertainty (modelling and noise) in the system.
The hybrid ABS controller presented in this thesis has not only been tested in sim­
ulation but also in real life. The application of new theories in industry has to entail 
a shortening and a simplification of the product development and has to improve the 
quality of the product. For these reasons, the usability and the benefit of new algo­
rithms have to be tested and verified on the product under real conditions. Also, a 
testing of the controllers under real conditions is very im portant because in simulation 
reality is highly simplified. The road, for instance, with its rough and uneven surface 
is modelled only insufi&ciently by steps in the friction coefficient and by adding white 
noise. Also, a discrete time implementation, the behaviour of the TTP-bus system, 
and real actuators, all have a strong influence on the overall control behaviour and are 
not included in the model. Nevertheless, simulations are necessary in order to estimate 
the control systems behaviour and to initialize possible design-parameters.
The contribution of this thesis can be summarised as follows:
• The multiple model ideas in the literature have been combined with recent devel­
opments in the field of Lyapunov function based nonlinear control. The conver­
gence rate of a nonlinear adaptive backstepping control law can be sped up by use 
of multiple models or multiple observers to reset the parameter estimate. Such 
resetting is of particular importance in any applications where the environment 
or system parameters change rapidly or even instantaneously.
•  A set of sufficient closed loop stability conditions have been formalised for reset­
ting tuning function based nonlinear adaptive controllers. It is not only shown 
th a t stability is preserved, but also that the local convergence-rate is increased.
•  A fast multiple model observer based parameter estimation algorithm combined 
with the stability condition guarantees a negative jump of the Lyapunov function 
and, consequently, an increased performance. Even under transient conditions
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a parameter estimate can be obtained by the observer. The multiple model 
observer cannot only be used for parameter estimation but also for estimation of 
structural changes in the system. The parameter estimation is only one specific 
application.
•  The development of theoretical results has been driven by the practical problems 
which arose from the hybrid nature of the tyre-road dynamics. The four wheel 
slip controllers together with the parameter resetting have been implemented and 
tested in a real Mercedes E-class car equipped with a brake-by-wire system and 
electromechanical brake actuators. Preliminary simulations with a simulation 
environment that has the same interfaces as the real vehicle have been done with 
a nonlinear simulator. The controllers have been compared to each other and 
evaluated against a production car ABS.
• Two adaptive nonlinear wheel slip controllers have been developed. The wheel 
slip controllers serve as low level controllers in a novel model based ABS system. 
It has been shown that a simple linear PI controller can be found that stabilises 
the wheel slip system. The simultaneously stabilising controller does not have 
sufficient performance to fulfill the requirements of the ABS control system. Also 
a sub-optimal constrained LQ-controller has been implemented and tested.
•  The resetting technique has been applied to friction estimation in wheel slip 
control. The transient performance is improved in the case of fast-changing road 
conditions by means of resetting the estimate of the adaptive tyre slip controller.
•  The full-scale experimental trial has been carried out on the basis of the evalu­
ation criteria for conventional ABS systems and the ISO-norms for testing ABS 
systems. Furthermore, the major experimental infrastructure was used to evalu­
ate the developed controller under real life conditions that cannot be established 
in any simulation environment. The real vehicle tests show the benefits of the 
algorithms. The developed control algorithms gives very good results compared 
to conventional controllers by a reduced development time.
The future theoretical work should be continuously driven by the practical applica­
tion. The following issues can be of major interest for the future:
•  Other fast converging observers can be developed and implemented in the frame­
work of the multiple models/ observers and the parameter resetting. By doing
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this the quality of the observer can be enhanced specifically for the respective 
problem.
• Since the proposed resetting strategy is based on the control Lyapunov function 
approach for nonlinear systems, resetting of non-CLF based adaptive controllers 
is of interest.
•  The stability investigation is based on the uncertainty of the estimated parameter. 
A further reduction of the uncertainty in the Lyapunov approach can provide an 
improvement of the transient behaviour.
•  Large transients of the LQRC wheel slip controller could be damped out by 
resetting the integrator of the controller with a fast estimate. Then, the MMO 
resetting strategies need to be adapted to the LQRC controller representation.
• Since most drive dynamic control systems are safety devices they need to be 
robust against failures and damage of the system. The safety of the system needs 
to be designed in a proper way. Hybrid control could be used here as well.
• The quickly estimated tyre friction coefficient can be applied to other related 
problems like ESP. This can lead to a better performance.
• The influences of unmodelled dynamics like suspension and pitch dynamics in 
wheel slip control should be analysed since there is still space for improvements.
•  Since the reference speed estimation of the Kalman filter sometimes is not reliable 
and the slip calculation depends on the reference speed an improvement of the 
Kalman filter would be beneficial.
W ithin the thesis it has been shown that hybrid control technologies can improve 
the control performance of a real life application. Furthermore, by means of model 
based control the automotive ABS control problem can be solved whereby the design 
process is reduced. Thus, the practical relevance of model based hybrid control has 
been proven.
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A Four wheel car model
A .l Geometry of the Vehicle
Figure A .l shows the definition of the body fixed coordinate system. The origin of the
system is located at the centre of gravity of the vehicle (CG).
X  is positive in forward direction
y is positive to the left
2  is positive in upward direction
The numbers 1, . . . ,  4 indicate the tyre footprints with respect to the centre of gravity. 
Ÿ indicates the yaw velocity.
After choosing 7  ^ and for z =  1 , . . . ,  4, the whole geometric system is defined by
hi — hi sin. yi (A.l)
li = hi cos yi (A.2)
The calculation will be done for a generalized quarter-car (c.f. figure A.2 ) where Xi, 
yi, hi and Oi substitute the geometric quantities U, hi, hi and 7  ^ respectively.
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CGy
Figure A.l: Vehicle axis system and geometric definitions
CG CG
Figure A.2: Generalized quarter-car Figure A.3: Definition of the steer angle
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Prom figure A.2 we get the following relations
Oi — (A.3) Xi — (A.7) 2/1 =  -b i (A .ll)
02 =  72 (A.4) Xi = I2 (A.8) y-2 = 62 (A.12)
Os =  vr +  7 3 (A.5) ^ 3  =  — (3 (A.9) 2/3 =  - h (A.13)
Oa =  7T -  7 4 (A.6) 3^4 — I4 (A.IO) 2/4 “  ^ 4 (A,14)
The steer angle Ôi is defined as angle between the rr-axis of the vehicle and the 
longitudinal axis of the tyre.
A .2 Forces at the Wheel
7T 7T
2 ’ 2J
(A.15)
The coordinate system of the tyre is defined in the same way as for the vehicle: a;-axis 
in longitudinal direction, y-axis in lateral direction.
The tyre longitudinal force Fxi and the tyre lateral force Fpi are defined in the local 
coordinate system of the wheel.
X i
CG
Figure A.4: Definition of the tyre forces
The quantities and fyi indicate the components of the forces generated by the
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tyres in the body fixed coordinates;
fxi ~ C O S  y^i
fyi ~ Ih'xi sin 8i 4 " Fyi cos Ôi 
To abbreviate this expression we introduce the rotation-m atrix D{6i)
(A.16)
(A.17)
D{6i)
cos Qi — sm 6i
sin &; cos 8i
(A.18)
/
and the force vector f  ^ 
f i  =
J X I
D{5i)
fyi j
F^i ^
y ^vi j
(A.19)
A.3 Torque Caused by the Forces at the W heel
The torque generated by the tyre forces will be called and the force acting on the
lever arm hi is then ^
CG
Figure A.5: Torque generated by the tyre forces
Because of A hJ X I
y fyi J
D{Si)Fi
D(Si)
F^i ^
F'yi j
(A.20)
(A.21)
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we can represent ^  as shown in figure A.6.
CG
Figure A.6: Tyre forces in body fixed coordinates
That leads to
rrij
hi
'rrixi +  ruy, 
hi
= - f ^ i  sin 6i +  fyi cos 6i 
Introducing the geometry vector
9i{hii^i) — 
we can express the torque as
— sm 9i 
y cos di J
• hi
m  =  g j{ h i ,9 i) - f i
and with Eq.(A.19) we get
m  = gJ{hi,9i)D{5)Fi 
The sum of all tyre forces at the centre of gravity is given by
\ f v  / i —1
And the sum of all torques at the centre of gravity is
4
M  = Y .9 j D { 5 i ) F ,
i=l
(A.22)
(A.23)
(A.24)
(A.25)
(A.26)
{A.27)
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^ 9 ï m )
i=l
A.4 Dynamic Equations for the Forces
A .4.1 Expression in Body Fixed Coordinates
CG
Xq
(A.28)
Figure A.7: The body fixed coordinate system in the inertial system
The components of the force acting on the centre of gravity can be expressed in interial 
coordinates:
fxo  =  f x  C O S  ^  -  f y sin (A.29)
fyo  =  f x  sin ^  +  /y cos ^  (A.30)
Using the rotation matrix
£>(^) =
/  \
cos ^  — sin ^
sin cos Ÿ J
we get
/o  =  D { ^ ) f
(A.31)
(A.32)
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According to Newton’s law the expression
m
dt
( \
^ j
(  \
d
m
dt D m J
( ■ \ (  \
m  •
hx d v m
+  dt
'^ X
A ' J A n
is obtained.
Differentiating the rotation matrix we get
dt
( \
— sin ^  — cos ^
cos ^  — sin W
0 - 1
1 0
\
/
Thus,
m
(  \ /  \
d % - V y »
dt
A n \  )
= f
Coriolis Term
Inserting Eq.(A.26) leads to
m  •
(A.33)
(A.34)
(A.35)
(A.36)
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A .4.2 Expression in Velocity and Side Slip Angle
Regarding figure A. 8, the following rela­
tions are between speed and side slip angle 
given
Vx =  V  COS j3 
Vy  =  V  sin j3
(A.37)
(A.38)
and
V y
V  COS P — vP sin (3 (A.39) 
ûsin/? +  u^cosy^ (A.40)
Figure A.8; Definition of the 
side slip angle
Inserted in Eq.(A.36), we get
I
m
m
(
i) cos (3 — V(3 sin p — sin ^  
v s in p  + vP cos (3 -F uW cos j3
/
\ y
+  m v'^
cos (3 — V sin (3
sin (3 V cos (3
We introduce the following abbreviations
/
R(v ,P)  =
V
\
y
—  sin^  
cos^
/  \
Fxi
i = l
\
4 Fxi
 ^ i = ]
(A.41)
cos (3 — V  sin [3 
sin (3 vcqs(3
(A.42)
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with
d e t ( i î )  — V
V COS (3 vsinP  
— sin p  cos p
(A.43)
(A.44)
This results in
( .  \
V
V sin p  cos P
-sin /2  
cos P
R - \ v , ) 3 )
m
A .5 Balance o f Torques
The balance of torques is given by
J #  =  M
where the torques are given by Eq.(A.28)
i=l
\  /
(A.45)
(A.46)
(A.47)
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A .6 Determination of the Tyre Slip Angle
Figure A.9 shows the definition of the tyre fixed coordinate system. The total velocity 
of the tyre over ground is indicated by vr . A positive tyre slip angle aR increases the 
lateral force Fy in ^^-direction.
Xr
Vr
CG
Figure A.9: Definition of the tyre slip Figure A.10: Compound of the total tyre velocity 
angle
The total tyre velocity over ground 
VRi is the sum of the velocity v  of 
the centre of gravity and the com­
ponent of the yaw motion orthog­
onal to the axis hi.
'^Rxi = sin ^A .48)
' ^ R y i  =  V y  F  ^ h i  C O S  ^A.49)
Vr
Vr
VRxi
Figure A.11: Tyre side slip angle in local co­
ordinates
From figure A. 11 we get
tan(ct/2j — Si) '^Ryi
"^ Rxi
(A.50)
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and with Eq.(A.48) and Eq.(A.49)
tan(aRi -  Si) 
Solving this for aju yields
-Vy — ^ h i cosOi 
— 4fhi sin 9i
Si +  arctan
and expressed with total velocity v and side slip angle j3 of the vehicle
—vsm /3 — "^hi cos 9i
o^ Ri ~  +  arctan
vcosfS — "^hi sin9i
A .7 W heel Dynamics
The wheel dynamics is described by:
Jw heel^ i  —  T f t j S g n f c j j )  ^ dyn ^ V i  “ b  '^ di
(A.51)
(A.52)
(A.53)
(A.54)
where Ta is the brake torque, Rdyn is the dynamic wheel radius and Tdi is the engine 
torque.
A.8 Vertical forces
A full model of the car would include the pitch and roll dynamics of the body and 
the suspension system. The simplified model used here takes only into account the 
stationary distribution of the load on the tyres. The stationary distribution of the load 
on the tyres (vertical force) for each wheel is calculated from lateral and longitudinal 
acceleration using the equation:
Fvi -  j
9 ' h±2 +  Oix * hsp  • 2 )
Iv T
+  fty ■ hsp  • kq. (A.55)
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where i = 1 ■ • - 4 is the wheel number, l\ = h  = h  — U = Ih, bi = b2 = K  and 
&3 — ^4 =  bh are the distances between the wheels and CG, hsp, is the height of CG. 
The factors kq  ^ = kq^  — —kq ,^ kq  ^ = kq^  =  — are for the stationary distribution of 
the pitch moment between front and rear. When using Eq. A.55 for simulation the 
values Ux and Uy of acceleration will have to be delayed in order to avoid an algebraic 
loop.
A .9 Linear four-wheel cornering car model
The nonlinear four-wheel model is linerarised for the steady state cornering. The set- 
point is /? =  0, V = Vq, 4^  =  To and Si = Si .^ The forces are assumed as to be zero.
where
X  =
u
( \
V
p
< 0
52
53
X — A x  +  B u  
/
A =
a i l 0>\2 Ctl3
®21 <^ 22 (^23
% 2 G33
11 b\2 ^13 5 i 4
21 ^22 ^23 ^24
31 632 ^33 634
(A.56)
(A.57)
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an  =
Û-12
ai3 =
- Em  Z^~1
4
T
SP^
s i n ( 5 , ) ^
cos(
spy
spy
fl21
O22
<2-23
« -31
’^ Vi
spy
spy
1 A  (
J  2 ^ \  ~hiSm{Q i)  hiCos{Qi) 
2 = 1  ^
« 3 2  — y i  ( - h i  s in (0 i)  hi cos(©i) 
2=1 ^
1
«33 —
1
/ ,  ( - h i  sin(0j) hi co s(0 i)  
1=1 '
sin(5io) #  
S£k
C O S
-sm ((5i„) ^
/ r* \ dFy-  ^ COs((^ q^) qp
 ^ “ S in (< 5 iJ  ^
cos(5j„) ^
S P
S P
S P
S P
S P
S P
\
/
\
/
8 R . -  \
/
(A.58)
-  Fyi COs((Si)
SP
b2i -  ^  ( cos(5i„)
5 P
-Fy. sin(^i)
^32 —  j  ^  - h i S i n { B i )  hiCOs{Bi)
The Forces Fy. and their derivatives at p  = 0 are:
(A.59)
~ F y i COS (^20) ~ s in (^ io )
dF v i
dôi
\
S P
~ ^ V i s in (^ io )  + C 0 8 % J
dFvi
dôi S P  /
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=  sin q;^
=  sin(5, +  arctan( ))
— V  sin p  — T/^i cos 0%
=  FziCR ^sin^jcos ^arctan 
• • • +  cos 5i sin ^arctan |
\ V cos P — Thi sin 0 ^
— V sin P — Afhi cos 0^ 
?; cos/5 — T/i^ sin 0^
(A.60)
=  Fz  ^Or cos(^ï — arctan(—^-^-7—7^ ^ ^ ) )  T hi cos(0 J  . . .
. . .  — F hi sin(0 J^
V — W hiSin{Qi) 
(
1 + F'^hi (cos(0 j))^
 ^ { v -  F h i sin(0 j) j  j
dFy. W hiCos{Oi)
— ~^zi^r cos(di — arctan(------ — r^TTT/)^ • • *
. . .  — F hi sin(0j)^
V — W hi sin(0 *)
^ F ‘^ hp  (cos(0 j)^
1 +
 ^ i  hi sin(0i)^
^  =  F„Cr cos(5i -  arctan( ^  ^  J ) ■ ■ ■
V — F hiSin(Qi) 
hi cos{Qi) F  hp  cos(0 i) sin(0 j \
V -  F hiSin{Qi)
1 +
F'^hp (cos(0 j)^
-  F hi sin(0 i) j
 ^ -  F h i S i n ( 0 J ^  J
=  F .,c c o s (5 ,-a rc ta n (
(A.61)
(A.62)
(A.63)
(A.64)
dSi ' " p — F hism{©i)
The steering angles at the setpoint are calculated from the steady-state cornering 
of the ’’bicycle”-model. The equations of the steady-state steering angles J/q(Tq) and 
ôro{Fo) are as follows:
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<5/0 (^o) =  % arcsin
2mvo4fQ
+  l )
. . .  +  sin arctan
T Otf
6ro(\&o) =  -  arcsin
\  Vo 
2mvoFo
4- arctan
FnlOV
Vo
Fz^Cr
. . .  — sin I arctan — arctan Toi
Vo
{A M )
A .10 The "bicycle" model
The classical single-track model [108, 10] is obtained by lumping the two front wheels 
into one wheel in the centerline of the vehicle, the same is done with the rear wheels. 
The variables denotes the following quantities:^/, 4  are the front and rear steering 
angles. If, Ir are the distances between the center of gravity and the front (rear) wheel 
base and Fy^, Fy  ^ are the side forces at the front (rear) wheel. The forces and moments 
are:
Fy, =  Fz, cr sin ai
= FziCR sin Si +  arctan
~v sin p  — Fhi cos 
vcosp  — Thj sin 0^
(A.66)
fx — sin Sf sin(5r r
f y
= cos Sf cos Sr
r u z I f  cos Sf — Ir COS S f -
F y j
FVr
(A.67)
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The dynamic equations are;
m v 0  +  r) — sin P COS p  0 fx
mi) COS P sin ^  0 f y
Jij) 0 0 1
(A.68)
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B Definitions
D efin itio n  B .0 .1  (Lie derivative[?]) The derivative of a scalar state dependent func­
tion  ^ p{x) along a vector field f{x{t)) is called Lie derivative and is defined as
L fp (x)  =
The Lie derivative is again a scalar function, and therefore recursively applicable. 
L^fp(x) = L f{L ’j~'^p{x)) m it L fp(x)  =  p(x).
D efin itio n  B .0 .2  (class-/C function[66]) A continuous function a  : 'MA — > is
said to belong class-JC if it is strictly increasing and «(O) =  0.
D efin itio n  B .0 .3  (class-/C£ function[66]) A continuous function p : M"'" x M."'“ — > 
M+ is said to belong class-KC if, for each fixed s, the mapping P(r, s) belongs to class-K 
with respect to r and, for each fixed r, the mapping P{r, s) is decreasing with respect to 
5 and p{r, s) —  ^ 0 as s — > inf.
D efin itio n  B .0 .4  (Suprem um [24]) The supremum sup S of a (nonempty) subset S 
of the extended reals M =  RU { ± 0 0 } is the smallest value y E R such that for all x  
we have x < y.
D efin itio n  B .0 .5  (Infim um [24]) The infimum in fS  of a (nonempty) subset of the 
extended reals R =  R U { ± 0 0 } is the largest value y E M such that for all x E S we 
have X  > y.
dp{x) ( dp{x) dp(x) dp{x)
dx  \  dxi  ’ 0 x 2 ’ ’ Oxr
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B Definitions
D efin ition  B .0 .6  (A rg m in ) The argmin-operator
argmin : — >X (B.l)
chooses the index k = argmm^g2 ={i,...,N} (^) of the smallest component of the cost vec­
tor Q — {Qij • ■ ‘ ) Q n ) •
D efin itio n  B ,0 ,7  (P h a se  m arg in  0^[48]) The intersection of the Nyquist diagram 
of the open loop system transfer function L{iu) with the unit circle around the point 
(0, 0) that is nearest to the the point (—1,0) is called phase margin and has the angular 
separation of
(j)f — a r c { F ( j W c ) }  4- t t  (B.2)
whereby the the respective frequency Uc is called cut off frequency of the unit circle.
D efin itio n  B .0 .8  (G a in  m arg in  [48]) The intersection of the Nyquist plot of the 
open loop system transfer function  FQw) and the negative real axis that is nearest the 
point (-1,0) is called reciprocal gain margin, that means
"  L ( k )
where ujf is the gain crossover frequency.
D efin itio n  B .0 .9  (D issipativ ity [110]) Assume that associated with the system H  
(cf. Fig. B.0.9) is a function w : x — > E  called the supply rate, whieh is
locally integrable for every u E U, that is, it satisfies \\w{u{t),x{t))\\dt < oo for 
all to < t±. Let X  be a connected subset of ML containing the origin. We say that 
the system H  is dissipative in X  with the supply rate w {u,x) if there exists a function 
S{x), 5(0) =  0, such that for all x  E X , S{x) > 0 and
S{x{T)) — S{x{0)) < [  w {u{t),x{t)) dt (B.4)
Jo
for all u e U and a llT  > 0 such that x{t) E X  for all t  E [0, T]. The function S{x) is 
then called storage function.
D efin itio n  B.C. 10 (S ec to r m argin[110]) The nonlinear feedback system {H, k) (cf. 
Fig. B.0.9) is said to have a sector margin (a ,p ) if  the perturbed closed-loop system  
(H, k, A) is globally asymptotically stable for any A which is of the form  diag(pi{‘) , . . .  
where ^pif) ’s are locally Lipschitz static nonlinearities which belong to the sector (a, P).
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Figure B . l:  Nonlinear feedback loop with the control law k(x) and input uncertainty A 
[110]
D efin itio n  B .0.11 (D isk  m argin[110]) The nonlinear feedback system {H,k)  (cf. 
Fig. B.0.9) is said to have a disk margin D{a) if  the perturbed closed-loop system 
{H, k, A) is globally asymptotically stable for any A which is globally asymptotically 
stable and input feedforward passive{uY, i/ > a, with a radially unbounded storage 
function.
sy s te m  H  is sa id  to  he in pu t feedforw ard passive if  it  is d issipative with respect to  the supply rate  
w {u , x ) =  u'^x — u u^u  fo r  som e  p  E  E .
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